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1. Introduction. This paper describes a topic that is of some in
terest in Lie groups and in differential and algebraic geometry. The 
topic shows good promise of being the "correct" context for explicit 
realization of those series of irreducible unitary representations of 
semisimple Lie groups that come into the Plancherel formula, so it 
probably is also of interest in harmonic analysis. We start with 
an example. 

Let X be the Riemann sphere, viewed as CKJ { <*> } via stereographic 
projection. Then the group G of all holomorphic automorphisms of X 
consists of the linear fractional transformations 

( : z - • j de t ( ) 

\b d) cz + d \b d) 
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that expresses G as a complex matrix group SL(2, C)/{ ± / } . Let 
Go = SL(2, R ) / { ± / } , subgroup of elements represented by real 
matrices, so G is the complexification of Go. The complex group G is 
transitive on X but the real group Go is not. In fact X is the union of 
two open Go-orbits 

Go(VÏ) = {zEC:Imz>0} and GoC-V"11!) = {* GIC: lm z < 0} 

and the closed Go-orbit 

Go(0) = { z e C : I m 2 = 0 } U { o o J . 

The Cayley transform 

1 / 1 Vz-Ï\ 

of X relates these orbits, so they are 

G0(#o) a n d GQ(C2X0) open, G0(cx0) closed, x0 = y/— 1. 

The series of irreducible unitary representations of Go are the "dis
crete series, " the "principal series" and the "complementary series. " 
Discrete series representations are the square integrable ones; they 
can be realized on the spaces of L2-holomorphic sections of Go-
homogeneous holomorphic line bundles over the open orbits. Principal 
series representation can be realized on L2 (relative to invariant mea
sure for the rotation subgroup of G0) sections of certain Go-homogene
ous complex line bundles over the closed orbit. The complementary 
series does not contribute to Plancherel measure. 

In general we start with a complex manifold X = G/P, where G 
is a complex semisimple Lie group and P is a complex subgroup of 
the sort called parabolic. The latter means any of the following condi
tions, which are equivalent: 

X = G/P is compact, 
X is a compact simply connected kaehler manifold, 
the complex manifold X is a projective variety, 
X is a closed G-orbit in a projective representation. 

Then X is a complex flag manifold. Let Go be a real form of G, i.e. a 
real Lie group whose complexification is G. Then Go acts on X as a 
subgroup of G. It turns out that there are only a finite number of 
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Go-orbits on X and that there is just one closed orbit. The decomposi
tion of X into Go-orbits, and especially the structure of the open 
orbits, is studied in some detail in Chapter I. 

We then take an arbitrary orbit Go(x)QX and partition it into 
"maximal complex analytic pieces" that we call its holomorphic arc 
components. If z^Go(x) then S[z] denotes the holomorphic arc com
ponent of Go(x) through z and N[Z],0 denotes the identity component 
of the Lie subgroup {g£Go: gS[Z) = S[Z]} ; then S[Z] = N[Z],0(z) so it is 
a real submanifold of X. The best situation is that in which some 
(hence every) S[Z](ZGo(x) carries a positive iV^.o-invariant Radon 
measure; then we say that Go(*0 is measurable. If Go(x) is measurable 
and z£Go(aO then S[Z] is a complex submanifold of X, in fact is an 
open iV[*],o-orbit on the complex flag submanifold N[z]tQ(z) of X, 
and its invariant measure is the volume element of an N[z\ ,0-invariant, 
possibly indefinite signature, kaehler metric. For example, the closed 
Go-orbit on X is always measurable, and we have a method for decid
ing measurability of the open Go-orbits. Holomorphic arc components 
and global conditions on them such as measurability of the orbit, 
are studied in Chapter I I . 

In Chapter III we work out the hermitian symmetric case in com
plete detail, extending earlier work of Korânyi-Wolf [2], Wolf-
Korânyi [IS] and Takeuchi [9]. This works well because every orbit 
is measurable. The Riemann sphere, described above, is the simplest 
of the hermitian symmetric cases; in fact its extreme simplicity can 
be misleading, so we look at the example of a general complex Grass-
mann manifold. 

Let X be the complex Grassmann manifold consisting of the k-
planes through the origin in Cw. If {»i, • • • , » * } C C n is linearly inde
pendent then v\ A • • • NokÇiX denotes its span. The complex general 
linear group acts on X by giviA • • • At>*-»2(i>i)A • • • Agfa); 
there the scalars act trivially so the resulting group of transformations 
is the complex Lie group 

G = GL(», C)/{aI: a^O} = SL(», C)/{e2™'»/} 

of complex dimension n2 — 1. Let {«1, • • • , « * } be a fixed basis of O 
and #0 = 01 A * • * AejcÇzX our base point. Then the isotropy sub
group of G at Xo is the complex subgroup 

P = {g G SL(n, C):gx0 = *0}/{e2"v/"/} 
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of complex dimension k2+(n — k)2+nk — 1. That exhibits I as a 
complex flag manifold2 G/P of complex dimension k(n—k). 

Consider the hermitian form ( ]QL ZV», ]T)* wje^) = — Xa s<2&< 

+ ]Qt+i z*^)t °f signature (k, n — k) on Cn. The subgroup of GL(», C) 
preserving it is the indefinite unitary group U*(w). The latter acts 
on X as the real group 

Go = \Jk(n)/{e2*»I: 6 real} = &0*(n)/{eWl} 

whose complexification is G. If xÇzX we associate a triple (a, 6, c) 
where ( , ) has rank a+b on x, with a negative squares and b positive 
ones, and a+b+c = k. The only restrictions are 

a + b + c = k, O ^ a g i , 0 | J g « - i , O g c g min(&, w - k). 

If ;yEGo(#) it gives the same triple; if y£X gives the same triple then 
Witt's Theorem says yGGo(x). Thus there are precisely i ( / + l ) ( / + 2 ) 
Go-orbits on X, l = min(k, n—k), given by 

2 2 2 

G0(ciC2 • • • CgC+iC+2 - • • et**), 0 | j g / ^ / = min(&, n — k), 

where Ci are the partial Cayley transforms defined by 

1 1 

\ / 2 v 2 

£•(«*) — ei ii i 7* j J* k + i. 

For (IIiit$« c*)(IL</*< f#)*o has "signature" (fe—t, t—s, s). A glance 
at determinants shows that there are 

2 2 2 

/ + 1 open orbits G0(ciC2 • • • c*#o), 0 ^ t g /, 

just one closed orbit G0(tfi£2 • • • cix0). 
More precisely, the closure of G0(ciC2 • • * c*c*+iC2

s+2 * * • <%%o) is the 
union of all Go(ciC2 • • * cucl+icl+2 • • • c2x0) such that v—u^t—s and 
Jgp. Thus, for example, in the case l=k<n of complex projective 
(» — l)-space (of which the Riemann sphere is the case n = 2) there are 

2 Alternatively one can embed X in complex projective space of dimension Q — 1 
by Plücker coordinates as follows. If ncGX has basis {ui, • • • , »*}, say v»= X)*^/» 
then » goes to the point with homogeneous coordinates given by the determinants of 
the Q matrices (ah, ah, - - • , ah), l^jx< • • • <jk£*n, where «''«'(oj, • • • , 4) . 
The same embedding is achieved as the closed orbit of the projective representation 
of SL(», C) associated to the &th alternation A*(a) of the usual (vector) representa
tion a of degree n. 
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k = l, n^2 
— : open: negative definite lines in Cn 

+ : open: positive definite lines in O 
0: closed: isotropic lines in O 

3 orbits, and in the case 2 = k ^ n/2 there are 6 orbits, whose boundary 
structure is illustrated in the figures.8 

jfe = 2, w ^ 4 
: Go(xo) open: negative definite 

planes 
-\—: Go(c\xo) open: indefinite nonde-

generate planes 
+ + : Go(clclxo) open: positive definite 

planes 
+ 0 : Go(cictx0) intermediate: degen

erate positive semidefinite planes 
— 0: Go(ciX0) intermediate: degenerate 

negative semidefinite planes 
00: Go(ciC2X0) closed: totally isotropic 

planes 

Back with the gênerai complex grassmannian, we note that the 
open orbit Go(cl<% • • • (%x0) consisting of the fe-planes of signature 
(k — t, t) has coset space representation U*(«)/U'(fc)XU*~'(«—jfe)); 
so it has a Go-invariant indefinite-kaehler metric of signature 
(/(« — 2k), k(n — k)—t(n — 2k)) whose volume element will prove use
ful. Indefiniteness of the metric is related to the existence of compact 
subvarieties. Go has maximal compact subgroup 

K = {TJ(k) X TJ(n - k)}/{e2vieI: 6 real} 

from the maximal compact subgroup U(k)XTJ(n — k)C.Uk(n). Now 

K(clcl • • • c2
txo) - {U(£)/U(0 X U(k - 0} X {JJ(n - k)/U(k - t) 

X U ( w - 2k+ t)} 

which is the direct product of the complex grassmannians of /-planes 
in C* and (ife — /)-planes in Cn~*. Moreover the maximal compact sub-

8 The figure for k = 2 is due to A. Korânyi. 
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varieties of the open orbits are the 

2 2 2 2 2 2 

g-K(cic2 • • • ctx0) C Go(ciC2 • • • ctXo), g G G0. 

Furthermore there exist holomorphic fibrations 
2 2 2 2 2 2 

fit'. G0(CiC2 * • • Ct%o) -^>K(CiCz ' • • CtXo) 

given as follows. First notice that the intended base space of fit con
sists of all Vi/\ - - - Avk-tAmA • • • Av>t where fliA • • • Ai>k-t is 
a subspace of eiA • • • A^* and WiA ' * • A ^ is a subspace of 
e*+iA • • • A^n. If xÇzX has signature (& — t, /) , its orthogonal projec
tion to ei A • • ' Atffc is a subspace t>i A * • • Avk-u and its orthogonal 
projection to £*+iA • • • A^n is some WiA • • • Awù by definition 
fit(x)=ViA ' ' • Avk-tAwiA • • • Aw*. I t is not too hard to check 
that this defines a holomorphic fibre bundle with total space and base 
as mentioned, whose fibre over k(<%<% • • • c*x0), kÇEK, is naturally 
isomorphic to the product of open orbits in smaller grassmannians, 

negative definite /-planes in a C2 ' of signature (t, t) and 
negative definite (k—/)-planes in a Cn~~2' of signature (k — t,n — k — t). 
One can use the maximal compact subvarieties to check directly 

that the complex manifold Go(<%c% • • • c*x0) has nonconstant holo
morphic functions if, and only if, either £ = 0 or t = k = n/2. Thus the 
closest "approximation" to holomorphic functions on Go(<%cl • • • c2x0) 
is that of hoJomorphic sections of holomorphic line bundles fi*£ 
where £—*K((%(% • • • <%Xo) is a holomorphic line bundle with nonzero 
positive semidefinite Chern class. Look back to the case k = 1 of com
plex projective {n — l)-space. There Go(#o) is the unit ball in C*-1, 
which carries holomorphic functions, and fio is fibration over the 
single point x0. The other open orbit Go((%x0) is the exterior of that 
unit ball with a complex projective (n — 2)-space K((%x0) attached; 
if n>2 it carries no nonconstant holomorphic functions; fii projects it 
to the polar hyperplane K((%x0) of x0, and eligible bundles fi*£ are the 
j3i*3C", g ^ l , where 3C—»2£(c2#0) *s t n e hyperplane bundle over that 
projective space. 

We now cut an arbitrary Go-orbit on X into complex submanifolds 
of X. If gEG (resp. gEG0) then *GSL(» f C) (resp. |GSU*(n)) 
denotes a representing linear transformation of Cw. Now define, for 
0^s=SZ = min(&, n — k), 

G M = {g G G: gei = a and gek+i = ek+i for 1 ^ i g s}, 

G[s],o = {g G G0: gei = a and gek+i = ek+i for 1 ^ i ^ j . 
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Then 
2 2 2 

G[#](ciC2 • • • C8X0) = G[8](CiC2 * • • C8C8+lC8+2 • • • CtXQ) 

f or s g / ̂  Z, and that manifold is the sub-grassmannian of X consisting of 
all (£—s)-planesin theCn~u with basis {e8+i, • • • ,ek;ek+8+i, • • - , £„} . 
Furthermore 

2 2 2 

G[«],o(ci£2 • • * caca+iCs+2 • • • £*#o) is open in G[8](cic2 • • • c«#o)> 

and thus is a complex submanifold of X with an invariant indefinite-
kaehler metric of signature 

((/ - s)(n - 2s - 2k), k(n - 2s - k) - (t - s)(n - 2s - 2k)). 

Now the point is that GofciC2 • • • c8c
2
+lc

2
+2 • • * <?#o) is a union of 

submanifolds k-G[8],0(ciC2 • • • c8c]+lc
2
8+2 • • • c?#o) with &£i£ t that any 

two such submanifolds are equal or disjoint, and that any holo-
morphic map of the unit disc into X with image in 

2 2 2 
Go(ClÊ2 " * * C*C*+lCs+2 * * ' Ct%o) 

must have image in one of those submanifolds. Thus every Go-orbit 
is decomposed into a disjoint union of indéfini te-kaehler submanifolds 
of X that are maximal among complex submanifolds of X contained 
in the orbit. They are the holomorphic arc components of the orbit. 
It now follows that every Go-orbit on X is measurable. 

Let y = cic2 • • • c8c
2
+1c8+2 • • • C2XQ. Now every holomorphic arc 

component of the arbitrary Go-orbit Go(y)C.X is an open orbit 
kG[9]tokr1(ky), kÇzK, on the smaller grassmannian kG[8)(y). Thus it 
has a holomorphic fibration 

0c*>: *Gw.o(y) -> HK H GWio)(y) 

over its maximal compact subvariety. It turns out that the fi(k) fit 
together in the sense that 

if W/M.oOy) = *aGw,o(y) then / S ^ = 0(*2). 

The result is a 2£-equivariant fibration 

j9:Go(y)-*^(y) 

whose fibres coincide with those of its restrictions j8(*), and which thus 
projects every holomorphic arc component holomorphically to its 
maximal compact subvariety. Thus one obtains "generalized Siegel 
domain" realizations of G0(y) by fitting together the standard Siegel 
domain realizations of the /3-fibres. 
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Finally, let me describe the expected relation to representation 
theory. Let Go(x)C.X be a measurable orbit. Consider Go-homogene
ous complex vector bundles 8—>GQ(X) that are holomorphic over every 
holomorphic arc component of GQ(X). Given 8 we form the cohomol-
ogy groups H*(8) consisting of the 8-valued £-forms œ on Go(x) such 
that co is harmonic and of type (0, p) on every holomorphic arc com
ponent and 

f f \\4*dnAk< oo. 
J RJ k-Slz] 

Here d/Xk is the (normalized suitably) invariant Radon measure on the 
arbitrary holomorphic arc component k-S[X], and dk is Haar measure 
on a maximal compact subgroup K of Go. Now the point is to choose 
8 so that the action of Go on Hp(8>) is unitary. The evidence is good 
that measurable open orbits give the discrete series of Go, and the 
(necessarily measurable) closed orbit gives the principal series. The 
process can be viewed as a specialization of Kostant's theory of 
symplectic manifolds and polarizations ([4]; see [5] for details) that 
is set up for semisimple groups. I will go into it in fair detail in [12]. 

The first third (Chapter I) of this paper represents part of some 
joint work I did with Bertram Kostant, and that work influenced the 
second third (Chapter II). Also, a result of Masaru Takeuchi [9] is 
included in Chapter III for expository reasons. Thus only about 4/5 
of this paper is my own work. For that reason there are chapter notes 
distributing credit in detail at the ends of the introductions to each of 
the three chapters. 

CHAPTER I. DECOMPOSITION OF A COMPLEX FLAG MANIFOLD 

INTO REAL GROUP ORBITS 

We establish the basic notions for Go-orbits on a complex flag mani
fold X = G/P, Go a real form of G, in §2 ; there the root decompositions 
are set up, the number of Go-orbits is bounded, open orbits are shown 
to exist, and dimensions and codimensions of orbits are computed in 
such a manner that open orbits are easy to manage. In §3 it is shown 
that there is a unique closed Go-orbit on X, and various properties are 
explored for that closed orbit. §4 is the initial assault on open orbits; 
the structure of open orbits is worked out in detail sufficient to supply 
an enumeration procedure. Open orbits are studied as homogeneous 
spaces in §5, where their maximal compact subvarieties are described, 
where they are proved to be simply connected, and where their 
holomorphic functions are explicitly described. In §6 we study the 
existence problem for invariant Radon measures on open orbits and 
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find a complete solution. Finally, in §7, the notion of integrable orbit 
(which is important for Chapter II and application to group repre
sentations) is worked out in detail sufficient for an enumeration. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER I. The results of §2, §3 and §4 were proved in 
some conversations between Bertram Kostant and this author. The
orem 2.6 is essentially the work of Kostant while Theorem 2.12 is due 
to this author. The material surrounding Theorem 3.3 is primarily 
the work of Kostant; Theorem 3.6 and its corollaries are essentially 
due to this author. Theorem 4.5 is due more to Kostant than to this 
author, and Theorem 4.9 slightly more to this author than to Kostant. 

The results of §5 were worked out by this author. Lemma 5.1 and 
Theorem 5.4 are easy in the case where GoC\Px is compact and our 
proof may be viewed as a reduction to that case. Theorem 5.7 had 
been suspected by P. A. Griffiths in the case where GQC\PX is compact 
and G is simple; he felt that one should be able to join points of GQ(X) 
by a chain of compact subvarieties under appropriate circumstances; 
our proof uses a Lie algebra maximality criterion instead. 

Theorem 6.3 and its corollaries were worked out jointly in conversa
tions between the author and Bertram Kostant. Then Kostant sug
gested an examination of the case where Go is complex; that case is 
described at the end of §6; it led to this author working out Theorem 
6.7 and its corollary. 

The notion of integrable orbit was suggested by Bertram Kostant's 
work on symplectic homogeneous spaces. Equivalence of (i), (ii) and 
(iii) in Theorem 7.2 was worked out jointly in conversations between 
the author and Kostant, and perhaps is due mostly to Kostant. The 
rest of §7 is due to this author. 

The conversations between Bertram Kostant and the author that 
resulted in material in Chapter I took place between August 1965 
and February 1967. 

2. Basic facts on the orbit structure. Let G be a complex semisimple 
connected Lie group. 9 is its Lie algebra. Choose a Cartan subalgebra 
3CC9 a n d a system II of simple roots. If <p is a root we denote its coeffi
cients by 

Suppose «ECU. Then the root system A is a disjoint union, 

(2.1a) A = $ r U 3>w VJ - $ * = $* W - $" 

where we define $ * = $ r U * u and 
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(2.1b) $ f = j ^ G A : nv(w) = 0 f or all T G n - $ } , 

(2.1c) 3>* = {if E à:n<p(ir) > 0 for some 7 r G n - $ } . 

That defines subalgebras 

(2.2) (P* = 3C + 23 S*>> CPÏ = 2 S*, (P* = (P* + <P$ 

of 8- <Pi îs reductive, (P| is unipotent, (P$ is their semidirect sum; (P$ 
is the normalizer of (S% in g. 3C$ = {&E3C: 3>(A) = 0} is the center of (P<j,. 

2.3. DEFINITION. (P$ is the parabolic subalgebra of g defined by 3C, 
II awd $. If * is empty, so (P$ = 3C+ ]C*>o S*> ^ w ^* *5 **e £oreî 
subalgebra of g defined by 3C and II. 

It is standard that 
(i) the Borel subalgebras of g are just the maximal solvable sub-

algebras, 
(ii) the parabolic subalgebras of g are just the subalgebras which 

contain Borel subalgebras of g, and 
(iii) given 5C, II and a conjugacy class (inner automorphisms) {<?} 

of parabolic subalgebras of g, there is a unique subset * C Ü such 
that (P*G{(P}. 

2.4. DEFINITION. A Borel subgroup of G is a maximal complex solv
able Lie subgroup. A parabolic subgroup of G is a complex Lie subgroup 
which contains a Borel subgroup. 

It is standard that the following conditions are equivalent for a 
complex Lie subgroup LC.G: 

(i) L is a parabolic subgroup, 
(ii) the Lie algebra of L is a parabolic subalgebra of g, 
(iii) L is the analytic subgroup of G for a parabolic subalgebra 

of 8, and 
(iv) G/L is compact. 

The Borel subgroups are the parabolic subgroups whose Lie algebras 
are Borel subalgebras of g. A parabolic subgroup is connected and 
equal to its own normalizer in G. 

Let PC.G be a parabolic subgroup with Lie algebra (P. Then g has 
a Cartan subalgebra 3CCCP, and there is a system II of simple roots 
and a subset $CII , such that (P = (P$. Let Pr and Pu denote the respec
tive analytic subgroups of P for (Pr = (9% and (Pw = (S%. Then PTC\PU 

= { l } , so P = Pr-Pu semidirect product, and P is the normalizer of 
Pu in G. 

2.5. DEFINITION. A complex flag manifold is a coset space X = G/P, 
where G is a complex semisimple connected Lie group and P is a para
bolic subgroup ; X is viewed as a complex manifold and G is viewed as a 
group of holomorphic transformations of X. 
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Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold. If x £ X , say x = gPt 

then ad(g)P = gPg~l is the isotropy subgroup of G at x. As P is its own 
normalizer in G we may identify x with ad(g)P, viewing X as the 
space of parabolic subgroups of G conjugate to P. Whether we do that 
or not, we often write Px for the parabolic ad(g)P, x = gP, correspond
ing to x. 

Let Go be a real form of G. In other words, Go is the analytic sub
group for a real form g0 of 9. r denotes complex conjugation of g over 
go, of G over Go; so Go is the identity component of the fixed point 
set of r on G. 

2.6. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold. Let Go be a 
real form of G and let r be conjugation of G over Go. 

1. If xÇzX then the isotropy subalgebra go^(P* is a real form of 
(PxHrCPs and contains a Cartan subalgebra of g0. Conversely if 3C0 is a 
Car tan subalgebra of go then 3CoCgo^(P« for some x £ X . 

2. Let m be the number of conjugacy classes of Cartan subalgebras of 
go. Let WG denote the Weyl group of G. Then Go has ^ m | WQ\ orbits 
on X. 

3. Go has an open orbit on X, and the union of the open Go-orbits is 
dense in X. 

PROOF. goH(Px is the isotropy subalgebra of go at x, and goH(Px 

= (gon(Pa.)nr(g0n(Px)=gon(Pxnr(Pa.; so goHCPa. is a real form of 
(Pxr\r(Px. 

Choose a Borel subalgebra (BC(Px of g. Then (BP\r(B is r-stable 
and contains a Cartan subalgebra of g, so it contains a r-stable Cartan 
subalgebra 3C of g. Now X/^go is a Cartan subalgebra of go contained 
in goHCP*. 

Let JCo be a Cartan subalgebra of g0 and let 5C = 5CQ , Cartan sub
algebra of g. Choose a system II of simple roots and a subset $ C Ü 
such that (P$ is conjugate to (P in g. Then (P$ = (PX for some xÇiX, 
and JCoCgoHcP .̂ 

This completes the proof of (1). 
Let {tfCi, • • • , 5Cm} represent the conjugacy classes of Cartan 

subalgebras of go. Given JC»- we have | WG\ systems II of simple 
3Cf-roots of g. Given II we have a unique subset $CII such that 
CP# = Ö>

X for some xÇzX, and that specifies an orbit Go(#). We have 
just described m* \ WG\ orbits of Go on X; they need not be distinct, 
but we must check that every Go-orbit is one of them. Let z £ X . 
Then go has a Cartan subalgebra SCoCgo^öV We have 1 g i ^ m and 
gEG such that ad(g)3Co = 3Ct; now XiCgoHCP^^) so we have a II and 
a subset $ C I I such that (P0(Z) = (P#; thus Go(z) =Go(x) where (P$ = (Px. 
This proves (2). 
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Now Go has only a finite number of orbits on X. Thus some Go-orbit 
has full dimension; hence is open, and the union of the lower dimen
sional Go-orbits is a closed lower dimensional subset of X. This 
proves (3). Q.E.D. 

Now the case of compact Go, which is not new, becomes rather easy: 

2.7. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold. Let Gu be a 
compact real form of G. Then Gu is transitive on X, so X = Gu/(Gur\P), 
and the isotropy subgroup G w OP is the centralizer of a torus. In particu
lar X is simply connected, the integral cohomology H*(X; Z) is torsion 
free, and H*(X; Z)=0for q odd. 

PROOF. Let Gu(x) be an open orbit. It is closed because Gu is com
pact. Thus Gu(x) =X. 

Let SC^CS*^^ be a Cartan subalgebra of Qu, 3C = 3C£, II a simple 
root system, and $CII , such that (P = (P$. i3Cu contains the roots so 
T<p=—<p for every root <p. Thus r(Pn(P = (Pr, centralizer in 9 oi 
3C*= {ft£3C: 3>(fe)=0}; now <PT

u = 2ur\(P is a real form of (Pr, cen
tralizer in gw of S= {&£3C«: &(h) = 0 } . Let S be the toral subgroup 
of Gu with Lie algebra S. Now the centralizer of S in Gu is connected 
and contains Gu^P, and is the identity component of GUC\P. Thus 
GUC\P is the centralizer of S; in particular X is simply connected and 
it follows from results of Bott-Samelson [ l ] that H*(X, Z) is torsion 
free, nonzero only in even degrees. Q.E.D. 

2.8. COROLLARY. Let P1C.P2 be parabolic subgroups of G so 
Xi = G/Pi are complex flag manifolds. Let TTX\—»X2 be the natural 
G-equivariant fibration. Then the fibre of ir is a complex flag manifold 
Y=(Pr

2)
,/Pir\(PT

2yf and, relative to any coefficient ring, Poincaré 
polynomials satisfy 

P ( X 1 ) 0 = P ( ^ , 0 - P ( F ) / ) . 

PROOF, TT has fibre F=P2/Pi. Choose a Cartan subalgebra 3CC<Pi 
of g, a system II of simple roots, and subsets ^ I C ^ of II, such that 
6\- = (P*,. Then <PiC(p2 and (P?D(P2, SO PI acts trivially and P\ acts 
transitively on F. As (Pi contains the center of (P£, the semisimple part 
(P2)' acts transitively on F, and its isotropy subgroup PiC\{PT

2y is a 
parabolic subgroup. This realizes F as the complex flag manifold F. 
All three of Xi, X2 and Y now have no integral cohomology in odd 
degrees and no torsion in even degrees, so the spectral sequence of T 
is trivial. Q.E.D. 

We take a closer look at the Go-orbits on X = G/P. Let x£zX, 
choose a Cartan subalgebra XoCSoHCPx of g0, let 3C = 3C0

:, and choose 
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a simple root system II and a subset <£ such that (Px = (P*. Now we 
define 

(2.9a) I = rank g, i.e. I = dime 3C = dim# 3C0, 

(2.9b) r = number of positive roots of g> 

(2.9c) r$ = number of positive roots of (P$. 

Then dime G = l+2r, dime (Pr = /+2r$ , dime (?u = r — r$, dime (? = l 
+r+r$ and dime X = r — r$. 

2.10. LEMMA. (PxfV(Px w the semidirect sum of the reductive algebra 
((PxfV(Px)

r given by 

(2.11a) (?l C\ T(?l = 3C + 2 9* 

witó /Ae nilpotent ideal (<PxfV(Px)
w gwe# 63/ 

(CP* n r(p$) + (<?l n r(pi) + ((p$ n T<PÏ) 

( 2 m ) - { £ + £ +E}<M. 
I $fnT*tt *V»T*r *V>T$W 7 

/w particular 

dim«(9o C\ (S>x) = dimc((Px H r(Px) = dime (P* + | $" H T$M | . 

PROOF. (Pxf>r(Px is the sum of 5C and certain g*>, with g*> in the reduc
tive part (resp. nilpotent ideal) if and only if g-* also occurs (resp. 
does not occur) in (PxP\r(Px. Thus ((Pxnr(Pa.)

r is the sum of 5C and 
jg*>: both <p and — <p are in $ W < & * } , i.e. the sum of 5C and 
{9*»: ^ G * r n r * r } , as asserted, and ((?xf^T(?x)

u is the sum of all g* 
for p E * V V * * but ^3E<I>rfV#r, i.e. ^ G ( * r n r * M ) U ( $ M n r * r ) 
U(*wr\7^>w) as asserted. 

Now dime(<P*nr(Px) = / + | $ r n r $ r | + | * r n r * w | + | $ t t H T*r | 

+ | * U H7*« | . But dime (P* = Z + | * r | = / + | * r H T * r | + | * r V * u j 

+ | * r / ^ ~ T $ M | , and $ M n r $ r = - T ( $ r n - T $ t t ) implies | * r r \ — T * » | 

= |4>wnr* r | . Thus dimc((Pxnr(Px) - d i m e <P* = |*Mn<r$Mj. Q.E.D. 

2.12. THEOREM. Le/ X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, x(EX and 
Px = P* as above. Then 

(i) dime X = r — r#, 
(ii) |*MP\T4>M | W tóe rea/ codimension of the orbit Go(x) in X, and 
(iii) Go(x) is open in X if and only if$ur\T$u is empty. 
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PROOF, (i) was noted as an immediate consequence of the defini
tions of r and r$. 

For (ii) we calculate 

codim# Go(x) = dim# X — dim# GQ(X) 

= 2 dime X - {dim* GQ - dim*? G0 C\ Px} 

= (2r - 2r*) - {(/ + It) - (/ + 2r* + | $ « n r $ t t | ) } 

= | $ t t n r $ w | . 

For (ii) we note that Go(x) is open in X if and only if codim« GQ(X) 
= 0. Q.E.D. 

Now the orbit Go(x) has real dimension 2(r—r*) —|<t>wn<I>w|, 
maximized as 2 (r — r*) for the open orbits, minimized for a closed orbit. 

3. The closed orbit. Let 3 c £ Z . Then either G0(x) is closed in X 
or its topological boundary is a nonempty union of lower dimensional 
orbits. Thus any Go-orbit of minimal dimension is closed. 

Let Go(x) be a closed orbit. In other words Go/ (GoC\Px) is compact. 
Thus there is a maximal compact subgroup KCGo and an Iwasawa 
decomposition Go = KAN, such that AN is contained in the isotropy 
subgroup (Pxr\rPx)o = GQr\Px of Go at x. Extend A to a Cartan sub
group Ho = TXA of Go, where TÇ_K is a maximal torus of the cen-
tralizer M of -4 in X. Then ikf̂ LiV is a minimal parabolic subgroup of 
Go and (PXC\TPX)O contains TAN. We have proved 

3.1. LEMMA. GO(X) is a closed Go-orbit in X if and only if there is an 
Iwasawa decomposition Go —KAN, the corresponding minimal para
bolic subgroup MAN of Go, and a maximal torus T of M, such that 
TANCG0nPx. 

Now suppose that P is a Borel subgroup of Go, so <9XC\T(9X is solv
able. Let 50 = 3 ^ and let <p be an 3C-root. First suppose <P(&)T£Q. 
If S ^ C 9 ^ t n e n 9-*C9l€

f so g^CtCP-cfW* because the latter is solvable. 
Now suppose <p(a) = 0 so S^CSiïl6. If g^CCPxHrCP* then 9-^C(P</V(P* 
because M is compact, contradicting solvability of (PXC\T(PX. We have 
proved 

3.2. LEMMA. Let X = G/B where B is a Borel subgroup. Let Go(x) be 
a closed orbit. Then there is an Iwasawa decomposition Go —KAN, 
the corresponding minimal parabolic subgroup MAN of Go, and a maxi
mal torus T of M, such that goHc?, = 3 + 0 + 91. 

Now we can prove uniqueness. 
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3.3. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G. Then there is a unique closed Go-orbit on X. 

PROOF. Let B(ZP be a Borel subgroup of G and let Y=G/B be the 
corresponding complex flag manifold. We have the natural projection 
w: Y-+X with compact fibres. Let xÇzX. Then ir~lGo(x) is a union of 
Go-orbits on Y. If Go(x) is closed, hence compact, then TT~1GO{X) is 
closed, so TT~1GQ{X) contains a closed Go-orbit in Y. If Go(#i) and 
Go(xt) are distinct closed Go-orbits on X, now their respective inverse 
images contain distinct closed Go-orbits on F. Thus we need only 
prove our uniqueness assertion on Y. In other words the proof is re
duced to the case where P is a Borel subgroup of G. 

Now P is a Borel subgroup of G. Fix an Iwasawa decomposition 
Go = KAN, the corresponding minimal parabolic subgroup MAN of 
Go, and a maximal torus T of M. If Go(x) is closed then we have other 
choices Go^K'A'N', M'A'N' and T'C-M', such that g0n(Px = 3' 
+ 0t '+9l ' . Any two Iwasawa decompositions of Go are conjugate. 
So we have g £ Go such that ad(g) sends K' to K, A1 to A and N' to N. 
Automatically ad(g)Af' = M. Any two maximal tori of M are conju
gate, and M normalizes both A and N; thus we may also assume 
ad(g) r ' = 7\ Replacing x by g(x), the orbit Go(x)=Go(gx) is not 
changed, and we may assume 9on(P* = 3 + Ofc+9l. Now the Borel 
subalgebra (Px= <£ + Œe + 9le where, for some ordering, <£ is the sum 
of 3e with the positive 3e-root spaces of 9He. Conjugating further by 
an element gÇzMCZGo we may assume that ordering to be a given one. 

Let Go(xi) and Gofe) be closed orbits on X. We have just seen that 
Xi can be replaced within Go(#») so that (?Xi= <£ + Ctc+9le in the 
notation above, i.e. so that (P^^CP^, i.e. so that xi = x2. Thus Go(#i) 
= Go(*2). Q.E.D. 

An immediate consequence is 

3.4. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, x £ X , 
and Go a real form of G. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) Go(#) is the unique closed Go-orbit. 
(ii) Go(x) is contained in the closure of every Go-orbit on X. 
(iii) Go(x) is contained in every Go-stable closed subset of X. 
(iv) Some maximal compact subgroup of Go is transitive on Go(x). 
(v) Every maximal compact subgroup of Go is transitive on Go(x). 
(vi) Go(#) is the lowest-dimensional Go-orbit on X. 

PROOF. Equivalence of (i), (ii), (iii) and (vi) follows from unique
ness of the closed orbit and the fact that it is on the boundary of every 
nonclosed orbit. Trivially (v) implies (iv) and (iv) implies (i), so we 
need only check that (i) implies (v). Choose a Borel subgroup BC.P 
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of G, let Y = G/B and let ir: Y—*X be the projection. Go(x) is closed, so 
Tr^Goix) is closed, so TT~1GO{X) contains a closed orbit Go(y). In the 
notation of the lemmas, (Byng0 = 3 + Ct + 9l where Go = KAN. Let 
K' be any maximal compact subgroup of Go. Then KfC\AN= {1}, so 

dim G0(y) ^ dim K'(y) = dim K' - dim(Z' C\ TAN) 

^ dim # ' - dim T = dim K - dim T 

= dim Z(;y) = dim K/T = dim G0/TAN 

= dim G0(;y), 

provingX'OO = G0(y). Now G0(x) = 7rG0(3>) = 7rX'Cy) = K\x). Q.E.D. 
We just made implicit use of the obvious consequence of uniqueness 

of the closed orbit: 

3.5. COROLLARY. Let P1QP2 be parabolic subgroups of G, Xi = G/Pi 
the resulting complex flag manifolds, and w: XI—*XÎ the natural projec
tion. Let Go be a real form of G, ^ G J < such that Go(xi) is the closed 
orbit on Xi. Then 

TG0(XI) = G0(x2) and G0(xi) C ^GoO*^). 

Now we count dimensions, proving 

3.6. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, x(EX, Go a 
real form of G, and (9X = (P$ relative to a simple root system on a r-stable 
Cartan subalgebra 3CQ(PX of g. 

1. dim/? Go(tf)^dime X { = | dim/? X). 
2. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(2a) dim/? Go(x) = d i m c X. 
(2b) r * t t = $ M . 
(2c) r(Px = (Px, i-e. TPX = PX, i.e. viewing G as a linear algebraic 

group defined/R such that G0 is the topological identity component of the 
subgroup GR of real points, the algebraic subgroup Px of G is def/JR. 

(2d) Go(x) is the closed orbit; with G def/R as in (2c), some conju
gate of P is def/R. 

(2e) X is a complex projective variety def/R in such a manner that 
Go(x) is the set XR of real points. 

PROOF, dim/? G0(x)= 2(r-r*)- | $ M H T * U | ^ 2 ( r - r * ) - | $ w | =r-r* 
= dime X, with equality if and only if $w = r$w . This proves (1) and 
gives equivalence of (2a) and (2b). r4>M=$w if and only if T(?$ = G% 
because r3C = 3C, r(S% = (?$ if and only if T(P* = (P$ because (P$ (resp. 
T(P$) is the normalizer of <S% (resp. r(9%) in 9; this gives equivalence 
of (2b) and (2c). 
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(1), the characterization of the closed orbit as the orbit of lowest 
dimension, and equivalence of (2a) and (2c), show that (2c) implies 
(2d). Conversely let Go(x) be closed and some Pz def/R; then 
dimig Go(z) =dim e X, so Go(z) is a lowest dimensional orbit, so Go(x) 
= Go(z) and we have (2a). Thus (2c) and (2d) are equivalent. 

(2e) implies (2a), thus (2c). Conversely assume (2c). Then the 
projective variety X is def/R and Go(x) is a topological component 
of X R . But X R is a finite union of topological components X R , GO is 
transitive on each X R , each X R is closed in X, and there is just one 
closed Go-orbit. Now there is just oneXR, so Go(x) = X R and we have 
(2e). Thus (2c) and (2e) are equivalent. Q.E.D. 

We reformulate condition (2c) of Theorem 3.6 in terms of the action 
of the Galois group of C over R on a simple root system. 

3.7. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, # £ X , 
Go a real form of G, 3CCCP* a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, and H a 
simple root system such that (P* = (P$ for some <$CII. Define v — w-r 
where w is an element of the Weyl group which sends T(TL) back to II. 
Then dim# GQ(X) =dim e (X) if and only if 

(i) v&=$ and 
(ii) there is a minimal parabolic subgroup MANQGQ such that 

9He + ae + 9le = (P* with ^ C * . 

PROOF. {1, v} is the action of the Galois group of C over R on the 
simple root system II, and (ii) is the statement that (PxP\g0 contains 
a minimal parabolic subalgebra of g0. Now (i) and (ii) just say that 
T(?X = <?X. Q.E.D. 

We reformulate condition (2e) of Theorem 3.6 in terms of linear 
representations. To do that we order the weights by II and say that a 
positive weight X belongs to the subset <£ C u if $ = {<p £11 : (X, <p) = 0 } . 
If X is a positive weight then w\ is the corresponding irreducible 
C-linear representation of g, F* is the representation space, and fl\ 
denotes an arbitrary nonzero highest weight vector. We have the 
usual map p: V*—>proj(Fx) onto the complex projective space deter
mined by y \ and 7r\ denotes the projective representation of G on 
proj(Fx) determined by these data. If X belongs to $ we note that 
(P$ = {AGS : TTXWfax) is a multiple of #x}, so X = G/P$ is realized as a 
subvariety of proj(Fx) which is an orbit, X = -7rx(G)(pVx). 

3.8. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, x £ X , 
Go a real form of G, 3CC(P* a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, and II a 
simple root system such that (?z = G>*for some $ C I I . Then dim^ GQ(X) 
= dime X if and only if there is a positive weight X which belongs to $ , 
such that 
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(i) F x has a ir\($o)-stable real form F R and 
(ii) VR contains a nonzero highest weight vector v\. 
In that case, identifying X = ir\(G)(pV\), the set of real points of X 

is given by 

XR = Xn^(F X
R )=7rx(Go)(M). 

We specialize Theorem 3.6 to hermitian symmetric spaces. 

3.9. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P = GU/K be a hermitian symmetric 
space of compact type, let Xo — Go/K be the dual bounded symmetric 
domain, take the Borel embedding XodX given by Xo = Go(xo) where 
P = PXQ and K = Gor^P = Gur\P. Let S be the Bergman-Silov boundary 
of Xo in X. Then S is the unique closed Go-orbit on X and is contained 
in the closure of every Go-orbit. Let xÇzS and let cÇzGu be the Cayley 
transform (Korânyi-Wolf [2]) carrying x0 to x. Then the following condi
tions are equivalent. 

(i) dim/* 5 = dimc X. 
(ii) Xo is a tube domain. 
(iii) Viewing G def/R with Go as the identity component of GR we 

have ad(c)P defined over R. 
(iv) X is a complex projective variety defined over R in such a manner 

that S^X-R. 

PROOF. I t is known [2] that S is the unique closed Go-orbit on the 
topological boundary of Xo in X. Thus S is the unique closed Go-
orbit on X. 

Equivalence of (i), (iii) and (iv) is given by Theorem 3.6; equiva
lence of (i) and (ii) is given in [2]. Q.E.D. 

In view of Corollary 3.9 one might hope to prove that the closed 
orbit is always the Bergman-Silov boundary of an open orbit. But 
this is far from the case; Theorem 5.7 will show us that most open 
orbits do not have any nonconstant holomorphic functions. 

In order to specialize Theorem 3.6 to the case where P is a Borel 
subgroup of G we have to be able to recognize the cases in which g 
has a Borel subalgebra (B stable under r . Tha t is the case in which g0 

(resp. Go) is a "Steinberg normal real form" of 9 (resp. of G). 
Recall that g0 (resp. G0) is called the Cartan normal real form or 

normal real form of g (resp. G) when the following equivalent condi
tions hold. 

(3.10a) Go has a Cartan subgroup Ho that is split/R, i.e. that is a real 
vector group, i.e. such that the 30%-roots of g take real values on 3C0. 

(3.10b) If Kis a maximal compact subgroup of Go then the symmetric 
space rank of Go/K is equal to the Lie group rank of Go. 
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(3.10c) 9o is a direct sum of simple algebras from the list: 

type An: Lie algebra of SL(n + 1, R) 

type Bn: Lie algebra of SOn(2n + 1) = SO(n, n + 1) 

type Cn: Lie algebra of Sp(^, R) 

type Dn: Lie algebra of SOn(2n) = SO(n, n) 

type G2: maximal compactly embedded subalgebra Ai © Ai 

type F4: maximal compactly embedded subalgebra Ax © C3 

type i£6: maximal compactly embedded subalgebra CA 

type E7: maximal compactly embedded subalgebra A 7 

type £ 8 : maximal compactly embedded subalgebra D8 

The Cartan normal real form of 9 is a Steinberg normal real form. For 
if HQ is an R-split Cartan subgroup of Go and A+ is a positive SCj-root 
system of 9, then r<p = <p for every root, so (B = 3C|j+ ^ A + 9*» *s a 

r-stable Borel subalgebra of g. 
Let a be a Cartan involution of g0 and g0 = 3C+9TC the Cartan de

composition. Let 3Co = 3Cr+3Cr be a <r-stable Cartan subalgebra of 
9o, let 3C = 5Cj, choose a system A+ of positive 3C-roots of 9, and let 
<B = 3C+ X A + 9^. If r(B = (B then we have h&3Q,T+W>v such that 

{<p E A: ^(*) > 0} = A+ = {<p G A: *>(TA) > 0}. 

Then h = hT+hy, T(JI) = —hT+hv> such that 

A+ = {<pEà+:<p(hv) > 0}. 

In other words 3Cv contains a regular element of g, and thus 5Co is a 
maximally split Cartan subalgebra of g0. Conversely, if 3CF contains 
a regular element of g, tha t element defines a T-stable positive root 
system A+ for which r(B = (B. 

Now we can say that g0 (resp. Go) is a Steinberg normal real form 
of g (resp. of G) if and only if the following equivalent conditions 
hold. There 3Co = 3+(jfc is a maximally split Cartan subalgebra of go. 

(3.11a) g has a Borel subalgebra (S> with r(B = (B. 
(3.11b) & contains a regular element of g. 
(3.11c) Every 30%-root has nonzero restriction to &. 
(3.lid) Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of Go and let S be the 

Satake diagram of the symmetric space Go/K. Then S has no black 
vertices and 3Z contains no simple ideal of g0. 

(3. l i e ) go is a direct sum of simple algebras from the list: 
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any type: complex simple Lie algebra 

any type: Cartan normal real form 

type Ain^x: Lie algebra of SUn(2w) = SU(w, n) 

type Dn: Lie algebra of SOn-x(2n) = SO(n - 1, n + 1) 

type EQ: maximal compactly embedded subalgebra A\® A$ 

Summarizing, we have the following special case of Theorem 3.6. 

3.12. COROLLARY. Let X = G/B, complex flag manifold where B is a 
Borel subgroup of G. Let x(EX and Go a real form of G, such that GQ(X) 
is the closed orbit on X. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) dimjj Go(*0 =dimc X. 
(ii) G is a Steinberg normal real form of G. 
(iii) 9o satisfies (3.lie) above. 

4. Open orbits: construction, covering and counting. We work 
with a complex flag manifold X — G/P, a point x(EX, a real form G0 

of G, conjugation r of G over Go, a r-stable Cartan subalgebra XC(P* 
of 9, and a system II of simple roots such that (?x = (P$ for some $ C I I . 
Theorem 2.12 says that Go(x) is an open Go-orbit on X if and only if 
$ur^T$u is empty. 

4.1. LEMMA. Let 3C0 be a Cartan subalgebra of go- Choose a maximal 
compact subgroup K of Go, and take the Cartan decomposition 9o 
= 3C+2fTC, such that 

(4.2) 3C0 = 3CT + 3CF , 3Cr = 3e 0 njC, 5Cr = 3C0 C\ 9TC, 

decomposition of 3C0 into toral and vector parts. Then the following condi
tions are equivalent: 

(i) Xr is a Cartan subalgebra of 3Z. 
(ii) 5Cy contains a regular element of 9-
(iii) r sends some Weyl chamber of 3C to its negative. 
(iv) There is a system A+ of positive 30%-roots, A~ = — A+, such that 

rA + =A~. 

PROOF, (i) implies (ii) because 3C contains a regular element of 9-
Let &o£3Cr be a regular element of 9» Then 3Co is the centralizer of hQ 

in 9o, so 3Cr is its own centralizer in 3C; this shows that (ii) implies (i). 
(iii) and (iv) are equivalent; for if 3)0'3Cr+3Cr is a Weyl chamber 

and A + = {^>£A: <p>0 on Sö} is the corresponding positive root sys
tem, then r(£>) = — 3D if and only if r(A+) =A~. 

(i) implies (iv); for if AoESCr is a regular element we have r(ift0) 
= — iho and {^>GA: <p(ih0)>0} is a positive root system. Conversely 
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if 5Cy contains no regular element we have a root <p such that £>(3Cr) 
= 0. Then <p(E3Cv, so r(<p)=<p, and rA + =A~ is impossible for every 
positive root system. Thus (iv) implies (i). Q.E.D. 

4.3. DEFINITION. A Cartan subalgebra 3CoC9o^ maximally compact 
if it satisfies the conditions of Lemma 4.1, is compact if moreover 
3C0 = 3Cr in Lemma 4.1, i.e. if rank i£ = rank Go. 

4.4. LEMMA. Any two maximally compact Cartan subalgebras of 9o 
are conjugate. 

PROOF. Let 3Co and 3C0' be maximally compact Cartan subalgebras 
of 80. We have maximal compact subgroups K, -K'CGo, Cartan 
decompositions 3C+9frc = g0=3C'+9TC', and expressions 3C0 = 3Cr+5Cr 
and 3Co = JCr+JCf as in (4.2). By hypothesis 3Cr is a Cartan subalgebra 
of 5C and 5Cy is a Cartan subalgebra of 3C'. 

Go has an element g such that ad(g) 3C' = 3Z, so we may replace 5Co' 
by its conjugate ad(g)3C0' and assume 3C = 3C'. K has an element k 
such that ad(&)3Cr = 3Cr, so we may further replace 3C0' by its conju
gate ad(&)3C0' and assume 3Cr = 3C'7. Now 3C0 = 3Cr+3Cr and 3C0' 
= 3Cr+3C'F. Let A0£3Cr be a regular element of g. Then 3C0 = £ = 3Co' 
where «£ is the centralizer of h0 in g0. Q.E.D. 

4.5. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, xÇEX and 
Go a real form of G. Then the orbit Go(x) is open in X if and only if 
there exist 

(i) a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra tfCoCgo^G** of g0, and 
(ii) a system II of simple 3C%-roots such that T A + = A ~ " and (P^CP* 

for some $ C u . 
If P1C.P2 are parabolic subgroups of G, Xi = G/P% the resulting com

plex flag manifolds, x^Xi and TT: Xi—>X2 the natural projection, then 
(1) if Go(xi) is an open orbit on Xi then 7r(Go(#i)) =GO(WXI) is an 

open orbit on Xi, and 
(2) if Go(x2) is an open orbit on Xi then TT^1{GQ(XI)) contains an open 

Go-orbit on X\. 

PROOF. We first prove the assertions on w: X1-+X1. If Go(xi) is 
open in Xi then ir~l(Gç)(xi)) is open in X\ because T is continuous. 
As Go commutes with w, T~1(GO(XI)) is a (necessarily finite) union of 
Go-orbits, so it contains an orbit of full dimension in X\\ that orbit 
is necessarily open. This proves assertion (2). If Go(#i) is open in Xi 
then w(Go(xi)) = GQ(TXI) is open in Xi because T is an open map. This 
proves assertion (1). 

Suppose for the moment that P is a Borel subgroup of G and let 
3CCCP* be a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of. g. There is just one simple 
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root system II such that (P* = (P$ with $ 0 1 ; $ is empty and II is 
characterized by <Ê>W=A+. If Go(x) is open, so $ttf\r<ï>M is empty by 
Theorem 2.12, then we have rA+ = A~, and 5C0 = 3CHgo is a maximally 
compact Cartan subalgebra of go by Lemma 4.1. Conversely, if 
3Co = 3Cng0 is maximally compact and rA+=A~, then $ur\T$u is 
empty, so Go(x) is open in X by Theorem 2.12. The first statement is 
proved for the case where P is a Borel subgroup of G. 

Now in general choose a Borel subgroup BC.P of G, let Y=G/B 
be the complex flag manifold, and let 7r: F—>X be the natural projec
tion. First suppose Go(x) open in X. Then assertion (2), which was 
already proved, provides an element y^.T"1(x) such that Go(y) is 
open in F. Note (ByCGV Choose a r-stable Cartan subalgebra 3CC(By 

of g and the simple root system II such that (B„ = (P$, <£ empty. As was 
seen, 3Co = 3Cng0 is a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra of go, 
and rA + =A~, because GoCy) is open in F. Now <?x = (9y for some 
SFCII because <ByC(P*. Thus we have (i) and (ii). Conversely suppose 
that there is a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra 3CoC(P* of go, 
a system II of simple GCjj-roots such that rA+=A~, and a subset 
* C u such that (Px = (P*. rA+ = A~ says that A+rVA+ is empty. ^ C Ü 
says that ^ rMCA+, so now ^uC\r^u is empty. Theorem 2.12 now 
implies that Go{x) is open in X. Q.E.D, 

Now we set out to construct and count the open Go-orbits on 
X = G/P. To do this we choose a Borel subgroup BQP and let 
7T: F—*X be the projection, Y=G/B. First we construct and count the 
open Go-orbits on F, and then we carry the result down to X. 

4.6. THEOREM. Let Y=G/B, complex flag manifold where B is a 
Borel subgroup of G. Let Go be a real form of G and choose a maximally 
compact Cartan subalgebra 3C0 = 3Cr+3CF of g0. Let {SDi, • • • , £>m} be 
the chambers in i3Cr cut out* by the 30%-roots of g, and let WK denote the 
Weyl group of Kfor the Cartan subalgebra JC^ of JC. 

1. Let l^a^mf choose &«££>«, let Ha be the system of simple 3Cjj-
roots of g for the positive root system A ^ = { ^ £ A : <p(ha)>0}, let 
(B« = 5C0

2+ X)AJ g*> be the corresponding Borel subalgebra of g and let 
yaÇzY be the element such that (&Va = (&a. Then the open Go-orbits on Y 
are just the Go(ya), and Go(ya) =Go(y/s) if and only if some element of 
WK sends SD« to % . 

2. WK acts simply on {SDi, • • • , $)m}. 

4 Given a root <P, {hGi3Q,T*p(h) = 0} is a subspace of codimension ^ 1 in #Cr. The 
union of these subspaces, as <p ranges over the root system A, is the intersection of 
*5Cr with the "diagram" in^5Cr+5Cr- The 33a are the components of the complement 
of this intersection in iJCr, i.e. of the set of regular elements of g contained in i3Cr. 
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3. There are precisely m/\ WK\ distinct open Go-orbits on Y. 

PROOF. Let Go(y) be an open orbit on F. Theorem 4.5(i) gives us 
a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra 3C0' C(By of go and Lemma 
4.4 gives us an element g£Go such that ad(g)3Co' ==^co- Replacing y 
by g(y), Go(y) is not changed but we may assume 5C0C(By. Theorem 
4.5 (ii) provides a simple root system II, and the corresponding system 
A+ of positive roots, such that rA+=A~ and (RV = 3C% + 12A+ S*. Let 
h&3Q,T+3Cv be a regular element such that A + = {<pG&: <p(h)>0}. 
Decompose h = hT+hv, IIT&3£T and Ay£3Cir, so <p(h) = (p(hT)+<p(hv) 
and (T<p)(h)=<p(Th)=—<p(hT)+<p(hv) for #>£A. Now let ^>£A+ and 
use T A + = A ~ " ; so <p(h,T)+<p(hv)>0> — <p(hT)+<p(hv), which implies 
<PQIT)>0* Thus A+=A^, so (By = (Ba, so y=ya, so Go(y)=Go(ya), for 
the index a with Ar ££><*. This proves that every open Go-orbit on Y 
is one of the GoCy**). Conversely, r(ha) = — A«, which implies rAf =Aa"~, 
so Go GO is an open orbit. 

Let WEWK send £>« to £>£. Represent w = ad(fe)| 3CQ, J G ^ . Now 
ad(*)(B« = (B^ i.e. ^ ( ^ « ) = ^ so Go(^) =G 0 ( ^« ) = (G0k)(ya) =Go(ya). 
Conversely suppose Go(^a) =Go(^) , so g(ya)=y0 for some g£Go. 
5C0 is both the centralizer of ya in g0 and the centralizer of y$ in g0; 
now ad(|:)5Co = 3Co and ad(g)<Btt = ®p. Thus g represents an element w 
of the Weyl group Wo0 of Go relative to 5C0, such that w(S)a) = 2V 
The analytic subgroup for 5C0 in Go has finite index in its normalizer, 
for the latter is algebraic and thus has only finitely many components. 
I t follows that g = kv where kÇzK represents w and ^Gexp(JC^). In 
other words W(E;WK. We have proved that Go(^«) =Go(^) if and only 
if an element of WK sends £>« to % . 

Let WGWK such that w(£>a) = £>a. As WKCWG, we have WÇIWQ. 

3)a = 3öni5C!r for some Weyl chamber £>C*3Cr+3Cri as £>« is non
empty now w(£>) = £>. Tha t says w = l . Now PFir acts simply on 
{3Di, - • • ,3>m}. 

Now we can count the open Go-orbits. They are the Go(ya), 
l ^ a ^ m , and the action of WK partitions them into sets of | WR\ 
elements under the relation of PPx-equivalence. Thus there are 
m/\ WK\ distinct open orbits. Q.E.D. 

If rank i£ = rank Go, i.e. if 5C0 is a compact Cartan subalgebra of g0 

in the notation of Theorem 4.6, then JC0 = 3CT and the £>« are the Weyl 
chambers. Then the number m of £)a is the order | WQ\ of the Weyl 
group of G, so part 3 of Theorem 4.6 reduces to 

4.7. COROLLARY. Let Y=G/B, complex flag manifold where B is a 
Borel subgroup of G. Let Go be a real form of G whose maximal compact 
subgroup K satisfies rank 2£ = rank Go. Then there are precisely 
I WQ\ / | WK\ distinct open Go-orbits on Y. 
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On the other hand, if rank i £< rank Go, there may be Weyl cham
bers in i5Cr+5Cr which do not meet i3Cy, so the number of £>« may 
be less than \W0\. For example, if G = SL(3, C) and G0 = SL(3, R), 
then | WQ\ = 6, so there are 6 Weyl chambers, but 4 of them are not 
sent to their negatives by r ; thus m = 2, | WK\ = | Wsoo)! = 2, and 
so there is just one open Go-orbit on G/B. This trick for finding m 
works in general : 

4.8. COROLLARY. Let Y=G/B, complex flag manifold where B is a 
Borel subgroup of G. Let Go be a real form of G, let Kbea maximal com
pact subgroup of Go, let a denote the involutive automorphism of go with 
fixed point set 3C, and let 3CO = 3CZT+3CF be a maximally compact Cartan 
subalgebra of g0 such that 3CrC3C. Define 

e 
WQ\ Weyl group of G f or the Cartan subalgebra 5C0, 

WK* Weyl group of K f or the Cartan subalgebra 3Cr, 

WG°: {w G WQ\ W(3C0) = 3Co}, subgroup of W0. 

Then W^Q is simply transitive on the set of Weyl chambers which meet 
iSCr (i.e. which are sent to their negatives by r ) , W^° is the centralizer of 
a\ »3Cr+Kr in WG, and Go has precisely \ W^0] l\ WK\ distinct open orbits 
on Y. 

PROOF. Let 3D be a Weyl chamber which meets iJCr, i.e. such that 
T3D = — 3D. Note that <7= —T on the ambient space i3Cy+5Cr of the 
Weyl chambers. Let WÇELWQ and notice — w(£>) = ze/(r3D), so T(W3D) 

= — wS) if and only if W£>=T~1WT£>, i.e. if and only if WT=TW, i.e. if 
and only if wa=aw, i.e. if and only if w preserves iSCr and 5Cr, i.e. if 
and only if wCzWf0. Now our assertions follow from part 3 of The
orem 4.6. Q.E.D. 

Now we push Theorem 4.6 down to a general complex flag manifold. 

4.9. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, let BQP 
be a Borel subgroup of G, let Y = G/Bf and let T: Y—>X be the natural 
projection. Let Go be a real form of G, let xÇzX such that Go(x) is open 
in X, and let tfCoCgo^CP* be a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra of 
go. Decompose (Px = (p£+(P" relative to 3C = 5C? and define G>ru = S - * * S*>-

1. Let yÇzir~l(x). Then Go(y) is open in Y if and only if (B„ = (B' 
+ ( ( P Î / V G V M ) + ( P 2 where (B' is a Borel subalgebra of (Pjnr(p£ 
= ((?x(^T(?xy such that &T\T&' = 3C. 

2. The open Go-orbits in Y which lie over Go(x) are in one to one cor
respondence with the open (Pr

xr\rPr
x)-orbits on (PxC\rPx)/(Borel). 

3. The open Go-orbits on X are enumerated by the elements of the 
double coset space WK\W^/W^rP:. 
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PROOF. Let yÇzir-l(x) with Go(y) open in F. We may assume 
3CC(B„. Then (B„ = (B"+(P£ = 3e+ ] £ A + S*> where A+ is a positive root 
system such that <I>MCA+ and rA+ = A~, and where (B" is a Borel sub-
algebra of (P*. Decompose (P£ as the sum of ((PiHrCPi), (<P!/V(PÎ) and 
((Pinr(Pru). * t t C A + and rA+=A- imply r$MCA-, so &" = &' 
+ ((P£nr(Prtt) where (B' is a Borel subalgebra of (P£nr(P£. Now 
rA + =A~ implies (BW(B' = 3C. 

Conversely let yGir^x) with (B1/ = ®'+((Pinr(Pr t t)+CP" where <B' 
is a Borel subalgebra of (P£nr(P£ such that (B ,nr(B / = 3C. Then 
(ByrV(By = 3C, so GoÖO is open in F. This completes the proof of (1). 

The number of distinct Borel subalgebras (B'+((P£nr(P;r
t0 + (p£, 

(B'C<P£nr(P£ Borel subalgebra, (BYV(B' = 3C, is the number of cham
bers cut out on i3CT by the 5C-roots of (Pjnr(P£= (6>xr\T6>x)

r. Now, as 
in Theorem 4.6(3), the number of open Go-orbits on Y over Go(x) is 
the number of open {Pr

xr\rFr
x)-orbits on {PXC\TPX)/(Borel). 

Finally we count the open Go-orbits on X. Corollary 4.8 identifies 
the coset space WJ^WQ*1* with the open Go-orbits on Y as follows. 
Choose a Weyl chamber £ > 0 ' 3 C T + 3 C F such that r£>= — 33. Then all 
other such Weyl chambers are given by the w(3D), w^W^°; and the 
Borel subalgebras specified by Wi(£>) and W2(£>), WiEtFjjf0, give the 
same open Go-orbit if and only if w\ = WKW2 for some WKEL WK> On the 
other hand, if S3 specifies one of the &'+((S>rr\T(S>

x-
u) + <?" of (1), all 

other such 3D are given by the w(£>), w^W^Tpr; this follows from 
(1) and Corollary 4.8. Now (3) follows. Q.E*.D.' 

5. Open orbits: coset space structure and holomorphic functions. 
In order to study open orbits as coset spaces of the real group, and 
in order to study holomorphic functions on open orbits, we need a 
remark on compact subvarie ties: 

5.1. LEMMA. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real form 
of G, xÇzX, such that Go(x) is open in X, and K a maximal compact 
subgroup of Go such that 9o^(P* contains a maximally compact Cartan 
subalgebra 5C0 = 5C5r+5Cr of 9o with 3CrC3C. Then K(x) is a compact 
complex submanifold of Go(x). 

PROOF. Let BCP be a Borel subgroup of G, let Y=G/B and 
w: Y—*X the natural projection, and choose yÇzir~~l(x) such that Go(;y) 
is open in F and 3C0 = (Bynr(By. Now ir(K(y)) =K(x)t and both K(y) 
and K(x) are compact real submanifolds. If K(y) is a complex sub-
manifold of Go(y), then its every tangent space K{y)k{V) is stable under 
the almost complex structure operator on F, so K(x)k(x) is also stable 
for all k&K, proving that K{x) is a complex submanifold of X, Now 
the lemma is reduced to the case where P is a Borel subgroup of G. 
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Let P be a Borel subgroup. Then (PXC\T(PX = 3C£ because Go(x) is 
open in X. At # the (V— l)-eigenspace of the almost complex struc
ture is the holomorphic tangent space ] £ A + 9 - ^ a n d t n e (—V— 1)-
eigenspace is the antiholomorphic tangent space ^ A + 9*>> where (Px 

= 5Co+ ]CA + 9<P. NOW choose AoG^rsuch that A + = {^>EA:<p(A0)>0}. 
Decompose 5C = 3Cr+9r where # is the orthocomplement under the 
Killing form of 3C. Now 5^ is the sum of the 3Ce

r-root spaces on 3Ce, 
ÉFe gives the complexified tangent space to i£(x) at x, and $ e is the sum 
of its intersections with the holomorphic and antiholomorphic tangent 
spaces. I t follows (look at h0) that the real tangent space to K(x) a t x, 
represented by 5, is stable under the almost complex structure. Thus 
K(x) is a complex submanifold. Q.E.D. 

To describe open orbits as coset spaces we need some notation. Let 
X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real form of G, # £ X , and 
3CC(Px a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g. For a subset $ of a simple 
5C-root system II we have (S>x = (P*. Write (Pr

x for <P* and (P£ for 6%. 
Recall, from Lemma 2.10, that (?xr\T(Px is the semidirect sum 
((Pxr\T(Pl)r+((Pxr\T(Px)

u where ((Pxr\T(Px)
r = (yxr\T(?r

x and ((PxrV(Px)« 
= ((p;nr(Ptt) + (o )^T(P;) + ((Pjnr(P^). We define real forms of 
((PSHTCP*), ((P*r\T(Pir)

r and ((PxrYr(Px)M in the obvious manner, by 

(5.2a) ((P* H r(Px)0 = ((Px H r(Px) H g0, real form of (Px C\ T(PX; 

(5.2b) «Px C\ T(Px)
r
0 = ((Px H r(pl) H g0, real form of ((p, Pi r(Px)r; 

(<P,n r(Px)o = {((Px H T(P*) + ((Px H r(Px)} H g0 

+ ((Px n r(Px) n g0, real form of ((Px H rCPx)*. 

Thus ((Px^r(Px)o = ((PxnT(Pa;)o+((PxnT(Px)o semidirect sum of reduc
tive and nilpotent parts. Rather than proliferate notation, we denote 

(5.3a) (Px C\ TPX)0: analytic subgroup of G0 for ((Px C\ TG>X)Q, 
r r 

(5.3b) (Px P\ rPx)o- analytic subgroup of G0 for ((Px H r(Px)o, 

(5.3c) (P* H rPx)o#- analytic subgroup of G0 for ((Px C\ r(Px)0. 
These are all closed connected subgroups of Go, and (PXC\TPX)H 
= (Px^rPxy0' (Pxr\rPx)l semidirect product of reductive and unipo-
tent parts. By definition, (PXC\TPX)Q is the identity component of the 
isotropy subgroup GnC\Px of Go at x. 

5.4. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, x(EX, such that Go(x) is open in X. Then the open orbit 
Go(x) is simply connected and Go has connected isotropy subgroup 
(Pxr\TPx)0atx. 
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PROOF. We work with a r-stable Cartan subalgebra 3CC(Px of 9 
such that 3Co = 3CP\g0 is a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra of 
9o. Now G>x = (?* as usual. Let 5C0 = 5Cr+5Cr, 3CrC3C, where K is a 
maximal compact subgroup of Go. For the moment let L denote the 
isotropy subgroup of Go a t x, so LC\K is the isotropy subgroup of K. 
Lemma 5.1 gives üT-invariant complex structure on K/(LC\K) via 
its realization as K{x). As rank(Z,P\i£) =rank K because 3CrC<£, it 
follows [ l4] that LC\K is connected and K/(LC\K) is simply con
nected. But Go(x)=Go/L has a deformation retraction back onto 
K/(LC\K)\ thus GQ(X) is simply connected and it follows that L is 
connected. Q.E.D. 

Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold and Go a real form of G. 
Then So = S ^ e • • • 0 9 ? , direct sum of simple ideals, and we have 

9 = 9 0 • • • 0 9 where g = g0 , 

(P = (P © • • • © ( ? where (P = (P H 9 , 

X = Z i X • • • X Xt where X< = GW/PW. 

Let XvE-X", x = (xi, • • • , xt) with #»£.X\-. Then 

Go(s) = Go1}(^) X • • • X Go\xt), G ( % ) C X4. 

Of course Go(x) is open in X if and only if G^ixi) is open in X$- for 
l^i^t. Now consider the conditions 

(5.5a) (P^P \ rP^ )o is compact; hence contained in a maximal 
compact subgroup Ki4) of G£*\ 

(5.5b) Gf/K™ is a hermitian symmetric coset space, 
(5.5c) G®/(P%r\TP%)o->G(?/KW is holomorphic for one of the 

two invariant complex structures on G®/K(i). 
5.6. DEFINITION. Let Go(x) be open in X. Then the bounded sym

metric domain subordinate to the orbit Go(x) is the coset space 

D(G0, ,) = G?/LW X • • • X G?/LW 

where 
(i) if the conditions (5.5) all hold, then L(i)=K™ and G§>/L«> 

carries the invariant complex structure such that Go*/(P®r\rP%)o 
—*Gf/L$ is holomorphic, 

(ii) if the conditions (5.5) do not all hold then L ( i ) =Go ). 
We justify the terminology by observing that 
(a) if G®/L{i) is not a point, then it is an irreducible hermitian 

symmetric space of noncompact type, so D(Go, x) is a hermitian 
symmetric space of noncompact type (and possibly of dimension 0), 
and 
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(b) D(GQ, X) is the "largest" hermitian symmetric space of non-
compact type such that the natural map Go(x)—>D(Go, x) is G0-
equivariant and holomorphic. 

5.7. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, and xÇzX such that Go(x) is open in X. Let 

$: Go(x) -> D(G0, x) 

denote the natural projection onto the bounded symmetric domain sub
ordinate to Go(x). Then the holomorphic f unctions on Go(x) are just the 
functions f=f-yp where f is a holomorphic f unction on D(Go, x). 

PROOF. We first consider the case where Go is simple. Let 3C0 = 3Cr 

+ 3 C F C 9 O ^ G > * be a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra of g0; 
we have &x specified by 5C = 5CQ . Let X b e a maximal compact sub
group of Go such that 3CrC3C If SCg, zGX and A is a smooth func
tion on a neighborhood of z, then §>(h)g denotes the set of values of 
derivatives of A at z by vector fields induced from elements of S. 

Suppose that h is a nonconstant holomorphic function on Go(x). 
As K(x) is a compact complex submanifold of Go(x) by Lemma 5.1, 
h must be constant on K(x), so 3C(A)* = 0. The vector fields induced 
by ((PxnT(Px)o vanish at x, so also ((Pxr^T(Px)o(h)x = 0. If {Pxr\rPx)o<tK 
then JC and ((PxPir^o generate g0, for g0 is simple, so 2o(h)x = 0; 
then the same argument shows $o(h)z = 0 for every z£G0(aO, so all 
first derivatives of h vanish, whence h is constant contrary to hy
pothesis. Thus (Pxr\rPx)o is compact and contained in K. 

The compactness just proved shows 3Co = 3CrC3C. Now the root 
system A =A^UAjif where AK is the root system of 5Ce (compact roots) 
and AM consists of the remaining roots (noncompact roots). If #>£A 
then r(<p) = —<p because 5C0 is compact. Thus T$ r =$ r and T # U = —$« 
where(P* = (P*. In other words<9XC\T(?X = (P£ and 3Ce+(Pa. = 3Ce+ ]CA£S*« 

Define Q = 3Ce+GV We have 3Ze(h)x = 0 because h is holomorphic and 
3Z(h)x = 0; we have (9x(h)x = Q because the vector fields induced by (Px 

vanish at x; now §(h)x = 0. If Q generates g, then %{h)x = 0, so Ç0(h)x = 0 
and we contradict nonconstancy of h as above. Thus Q = 3Ce+ ^2A^ g*> 
does not generate g. As Go is simple it follows that Go/K is hermitian 
symmetric, Q is a parabolic subalgebra of g containing <PX, and (Borel 
embedding) gK—>gQ embeds Go/K as an open Go-orbit on the complex 
flag mainfold Z = G/Q. Let w: X-+Z be the projection, ir(gPx) =gQ. 
Then TT is holomorphic and its restriction to Go(x) is the projection 
g(x)-*gK of Go(*0 to Go/K. Note that h is the lift of a function on 
Go/K because it must be constant on the compact complex submani-
folds gK(x)y gEGo, of Go(x). 
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Now we consider the general case, using the notation preceding 
Definition 5.6. Let A be a holomorphic function on Go(x). Let 1 ^i^t; 
fix Z9Ç:GQ){XS) for S5*i, so h(z\, • • • , zt)=hi(zi) is a holomorphic 
function on G® fa). We have just proved that hi is constant if the 
conditions (5.5) do not all hold, and that hi is the lift of a function on 
Gtf/KW if the conditions (5.5) do all hold. This proves that h=f^ 
where \[/: GO(X)—*D(GQ, X) is the natural projection and ƒ is a function 
D(Go, x). If ƒ is not holomorphic, df?*0, so dh^^df^O and h is not 
holomorphic; thus h=f-\l/ where ƒ is a holomorphic function on 
D(Go, x). Conversely, i f / i s a holomorphic function on D(Go, x), then 
its lift ƒ -$ is holomorphic because \[/ is holomorphic. Q.E.D. 

Two immediate consequences are: 

5.8. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, and XÇE.X such that Go(x) is open in X. 

1. The holomorphic functions separate points on GQ(X), if and only 
if ( P J H T P ^ J O is a maximal compact subgroup of Go and GO/(PX(~^TPX)Q 

is a hermitian symmetric coset space. 
2. The following conditions are equivalent: 

(2a) Go(x) carries a nonconstant holomorphic f unction. 
(2b) dim Z? (Go, x)>0. 
(2c) Let 5CoC9o^ö>* be a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra 

of 9o- Then 9o has a simple ideal Gó, and g0' has a maximal compactly 
embedded subalgebra 3C', such that 

(i) 3C0' =3C 0n 3Z' is a Cartan subalgebra of g0 ', 
(ii) go' *r\(Px = (P/ is given as (P$' where$'U{<pi, • • • , <p8} is a 

system of simple 5C0'
 e-roots of g0'

 e, and 
(iii) 3C/e = GV where W =$'KJ{<p1$ • • • , <p*-i} and <p, has 

coefficient 1 in the highest root. 

Now we have seen that an extremely special situation is required in 
order that an open orbit Go(#) C-X" carry a nonconstant holomorphic 
function. In particular we cannot expect the closed Go-orbit to be the 
Bergman-Silov boundary of an open orbit except in the usual [2] 
hermitian symmetric case. 

6. Open orbits: invariant measure. In this section we develop the 
notion of measurable orbit for the case of an open orbit. 

6.1. DEFINITION. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, x £ X , 
and Go a real form of G. Then we say that Go(x) is a measurable open 
orbit if it is open in X and carries a Go-invariant volume element. 

The elementary tool required is 
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6.2. LEMMA. Let HoC.LC.Go be connected Lie groups where Go is 
reductive and 5C0 is a Cartan subalgebra of g0. Then Go/L carries an 
invariant volume element if and only if L is reductive. 

PROOF. £ e = 3C+ £ A 9* and g = 5C+ X)A 9* where 3C = 30,$, g = gj 
and the root systems A C A. The representation x of L on the tangent 
space of Go/L complexifies to the restriction of ad(?(L) to ] £ A - A %<P-
Now Go/£ has an invariant volume element if and only if det x = 1> 
and det x = 1 if and only if adg(£) acts on ]CA-À 9* w^ t n trace 0. As 
adg(£) acts on g with trace 0, because g is reductive, now Go/L 
carries a Go-invariant volume element if and only if adjc(<£) has 
trace 0, i.e. if and only if X ) A ^ = 0, i.e. if and only if ^>£A implies 
—^£A, i.e. if and only if L is reductive. Q.E.D. 

Now we have a quick characterization 

6.3. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, xdX, and 
Go a real form of G. Then the following conditions are equivalent, and 
each implies that GQ(X) is open in X. 

(la) Go(#) is a measurable open orbit. 
(lb) Go(x) has a Go-invariant volume element. 
(lc) Go(x) has a Go-invariant, possibly indefinite, kaehler metric. 
(Id) The isotropy subgroup Go^-P* is the centralizer in Go of a 

{compact) toral subgroup TCGo. 
(2a) <9xr\T(?x is reductive, i.e. (9XC\T(S>X = (P£r\r(P£. 
(2b) (P,rV<P. = (P£. 
(2c) r(P£ = (Pru, i.e. g = (P»+r(?ï. 
(2d) (P, = (P* with r$r = $ r and r*tt = - $ u . 

PROOF. Let 3CCCP* be a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g and let II 
be a simple root system such that (Px = (P$ for a subset $CII . Lemma 
2.10 says ((P*PtT(P,)r = (S^Or^ root system * r rV$ r , and ((PSHTCP*)* 

= (6>;r\T(Pj) + (oCHrCPj) + ((PJHTCP;) , root system (*rHr*tt) 

(2d) implies (2b) by summing root spaces and (2b) visibly implies 
(2a). If (?XC\T(9X is reductive then T* t tn($ rU$u) is empty, so T$M 

= — $ u ; thus (2a) implies (2c). If T $ M = — <£M then r preserves 
{̂ >GA: ̂ $ * t t U - * t t } , which i s $ r ; thus (2c) implies (2d). Now (2a), 
(2b), (2c) and (2d) are equivalent and each implies that $ur\T$u is 
empty, i.e. that Go(x) is open in X. It follows from Lemma 6.2 that 
(la), (lb), (2a), (2b), (2c) and (2d) are equivalent. 

Let Go(*0 be a measurable open orbit, i.e. T* r=$ r and T4>M= — $tt. 
r preserves (Pr

x, hence its center 3C$ = {A£3C: $(&) = 0 } ; thus goH3C$ 
= 3Cr+3Cf sum of toral and vector parts. We define 

HoC.LC.Go
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A = {<p G $M: tf>(3Cr) = 0} and a = ^ f 

7$»*= — $t* says r(a) = —a, so a£i(ICr. If #>£$ t t then <p=<pi+<p2 with 
ç>i(3C$) = 0 and <P2&3Q>T+WV- Projection to the trivial representation 
space of the Weyl group of (P̂  on i3CT+3£v annihilates <pi, and that 
Weyl groups preserves $w, so a££*Cr+3Cf. Now a&3Cj>. If <p(E$u 

then {<p, a ) > 0 . Thus 4̂ is empty. Now {^>£A: ^(3Cr)=0}, which 
contains $ r , contains no element of $WU —4>M. In other words (Pr

x is the 
centralizer of 3Cy in g, so Gof^Px = CP£)o is the centralizer in Go of the 
(compact) torus r = exp(3Cy). We have proved that (la) implies (Id). 

Let GoC^Px be the centralizer of a torus TQGo- Choose £ £ 3 such 
that Ço^&x is the centralizer of t in g0, and let t\ denote the left invari
ant 1-form on Go whose value at the identity is given by rj(h) = (t, h). 
Then œ = drj is a left invariant 2-form on Go, right invariant by 
Go^Px, inducing a nondegenerate Go-invariant 2-form a> on Go(x) 
= Go/(Go^P»). Now the invariant almost complex structure / on 
Go(#), together with co, defines an invariant hermitian metric with 
kaehler form co. As dô> = d(drj) = 0 is the lift of dœ to Go, it follows that 
do) = 0 and the metric is kaehler. Thus (Id) implies (lc). And obvi
ously (lc) implies (lb) because a kaehler metric (of any signature) 
has a volume element. Q.E.D. 

6.4. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, and xÇ.X such that GQ(X) is open in X. If Go has its maximal 
compact subgroups K such that rank K = rank Go, then GQ(X) is a mea
surable open orbit. 

PROOF. Let JCC(P* be a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, such that 
3Co = 3CP\go is a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra of g0. If 
rank K = rank Go, then 3Co is compact, so r<p = —<p for every 5C-root <p; 
then r $ r = * r and r* t t = - $ t t where <P* = (P*. Q.E.D. 

The condition rank K = rank Go is not necessary for an open orbit 
to be measurable. For example 

6.5. COROLLARY. Let X = G/B be a complex flag manifold where B is 
a Borel subgroup of G. Let Go be a real form of G. Then every open 
Go-orbit on X is measurable. 

PROOF. (B = (P$ where $ is empty. Thus T$r=<£r, empty set, and 
r # « = T A + = A - = - * » . Q.E.D. 

The main point of Corollaries 6.4 and 6.5 is that measurability does 
not depend on the choice of open orbit. In order to prove that in gen
eral we need the notion of opposed parabolic subgroups. 
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6.6. DEFINITIONS. The opposition automorphism of a reductive 
complex Lie algebra g relative to a Cartan subalgebra 3C is the auto
morphism 

v: 9 —* 9 by v(h) — -" h for h C 3C and v(e<p) = e-<p 

where {K; e<p} is a Weyl basis of g. Note that any two opposition auto
morphisms are conjugate by an inner automorphism. Two subsets S, 
S 'Cg are opposed if $ is conjugate to v(§>') by an inner automorphism, 
for some {hence any) opposition automorphism of g. 

Let (P be a parabolic subalgebra of a reductive or semisimple com
plex Lie algebra g. Choose a Cartan subalgebra 5CQ(P of g and a 
simple root system II such that (P = (P$ for a subset * C Ü . Let v be the 
opposition automorphism for this data and let w be the Weyl group 
element such that w(z>n)=II. Then of course the parabolic v((P) 
opposed to (P is conjugate to (?«,„$. We can see the action of wv on II 
via the Dynkin diagram. I t preserves each component, for v preserves 
each simple ideal of g ; if a simple ideal has — / i n the Weyl group, 
i.e. if it is not of type At (£>1), Din+i (n>0) or Ee, then w = v = v~l 

on that ideal, so wv acts trivially on the corresponding component of 
the Dynkin diagram; if a simple ideal does not have —/ in the Weyl 
group, then wv acts on its Dynkin diagram by: 

""•'EX(3>-:D) 
#2n+i, n > 0: 

Et: o ^ t 

6.7. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold and Go a 
real form of G. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) (P and r(9 are opposed parabolic subalgebras of g. 
(ii) Some open Go-orbit on X is measurable. 
(iii) Every open Go-orbit on X is measurable. 

< 
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PROOF, (iii) implies (ii) because Go has an open orbit. 
Assume (ii) and let Go(x) be a measurable open orbit. 3CC(P* is a 

r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g such that 3C0 = 3CHg0 is a maximally 
compact Cartan subalgebra of g0. Now (P* = (P$ where $ is contained 
in a simple root system II. We take the opposition automorphism v 
for 3C and II. Using Theorem 6.3, r $ u = — $» = *4>w, so r(?x and v(?x 

each is the normalizer of (P^u in g, whence T(?X = y<Px. Thus r(P is conju
gate to v(P, i.e. (P is opposed to r(P. Tha t shows that (ii) implies (i). 

Let (P and r(P be opposed, let G0(x) be an open orbit, and let 3C0Cgo 
C\(9X be a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra of g0. Now (?x = (P$ 
where * is contained in a simple root system II such that r(II) = —II. 
T(PX and *>(?* are conjugate parabolic subalgebras of g with a common 
Borel subalgebra 3CS+]CA+g-«>; thus T(?X=J>(PX. NOW (Pa/VcP* = (P* 
C\v(9x = (P£, so Go(x) is measurable by Theorem 6.3. Thus (i) implies 
(iii). Q.E.D. 

We recover Corollary 6.4 from Theorem 6.7 because r<p= —<p—p<p 
relative to a compact Cartan subalgebra 3CoCgo, and we recover 
Corollary 6.5 because (B, r(B and *>(B are all conjugate. But, in addi
tion, we have 

6.8. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold. Let G0 be 
a real form of G such that go is a direct sum of absolutely simple ideals 
gô  each of which has one or more of the properties 

(i) gc? is not of type Ai(l>\), D2n+i \n> 0) nor E6; or 
(ii) the maximal compactly embedded subalgebras of goz) have maxi

mal rank; or 
(iii) (Png<*> is a Borel subalgebra of g ( i )==g?e . 

Then every open Go-orbit on X is measurable. 

The key proviso of Corollary 6.8 is that the simple ideals of g0 

are absolutely simple, i.e. that r preserves every simple ideal of g. 
But it is interesting to consider the other extreme. 

Let Go be a complex semisimple connected Lie group viewed as a 
real Lie group. Then G = G% is G0XG0 and the embedding G0C.G is 
given by g-*5(g) = (g, g). r acts on G by r(gu g2) = (g2, gi). P = PiXP2 

where Pi are parabolic subgroups of G0. In particular r(P) = P 2 X P i 
where P = P iXP2. The opposition automorphism acts by v(P) =v(Px) 
Xv(P2) where P = P i XP2. Thus (9 and r(P are opposed if and only if (9i 
and (P2 are opposed. In other words, the open Go-orbits on G/P are mea
surable if and only if P = PiXP2, (Pi and (P2 opposed, i.e. if and only if 
p =PxX^Pi . If Go has rank r a s a complex group, then G has rank 2r, 
so G has 22r conjugacy classes of parabolic subgroups P = P i XP2 and 
just 2r of them are of the form PiX^Pi . Thus "most" parabolic sub-
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groups PC.G have the property that the open Go-orbits on G/P are 
not measurable. 

7. Integrable orbits. Let X=G/P be a complex flag manifold, 
x£:X and Go a real form of G. We observe (P*+T(Pa. = g«=>(PJr

ttCT(P 
<=»(PiT

unr(Prtt = 0<=>(P"nr(P^ = 0«=»Go(x) is open in X. This leads us to 
some definitions whose mystery will evaporate in §9. 

7.1. DEFINITIONS. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, x£X 
and Go a real form of G. If (PX+TCP* is a suhalgebra of g, then we say that 

(Px is an integrable parabolic subalgebra of g, 
Px is an integrable parabolic subgroup of G, 
x is an integrable point of X, and 
G0(x) is an integrable Go-orbit on X. 

These notions are, of course, dependent on choice of the real form Go. 
The basic facts are given by 

7.2. THEOREM. Let %be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, (P a para
bolic subalgebra, and g0 a real form of g. Denote 

cH = ( P u n T(PM and 91 is the normalizer of M, in g. 

Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) (P is integrable, i.e. (P+r(P is a subalgebra of g. 
(ii) (P+r(P = 9l. 
(iii) (P+r(P is an algebra and 'M is its nilpotent radical. 
(iv) °\l is the nilpotent radical of 91. 
(v) (P normalizes 'U, i.e. (PC91. 

PROOF. Relative to a r-stable Cartan subalgebra 3CC<P of g and a 
subset $ of a simple root system such that (P = (P$, we have (P+T(P 

= 5 C + S r g * » where r=* r VJr* r U* w UT* M . If <pET and -<p$:T it 
follows that <PE$UVT$U, ^ $ * M P \ r * r and <p$.$rr\T$u; then <pE$u 

H T * U or <pE$u(^—T$u or <pG —*Mnr^>M; if <p>0 and r ^ > 0 w e con
clude that ^G$ t t / r V* u . 

Let (P+r(P be an algebra. The discussion above shows that it has 
nilpotent radical eU. Thus (i) implies (iii). A parabolic subalgebra is 
the normalizer of its nilpotent radical; thus (iii) implies (ii). And 
visibly (ii) implies (i). Now (i), (ii) and (iii) are equivalent. 

If (P+r(P = 9l then (PC91; thus (ii) implies (v). If (PC91 then 91 is 
parabolic; r<M = <ll impliesr91 = 91 so (P+T<PC9ft; now the discussion of 
the first paragraph of the proof shows that 'U contains the nilpotent 
radical of 91; thus (v) implies (iv). Now we need only prove that (iv) 
implies (ii). 

Let «U be the nilpotent radical of 91. If 91 is a parabolic subalgebra 
of g, then 91 = (P* with * C ^ such that ^M =$M fV# t t . As A+ is the dis-
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joint union of * r n A + , $ w n ( T * r U —T$ U ) and $ u r \T$ u , and also is the 
disjoint union of ^ r H A + and ^ = $ " ^ 7 $ " , it follows that ^ r P \ A + 

= (&r\A+)KJ($unT&)\J($uri—T$u) so 9l = (Pr+(Pw+r(Pr+T(Ptt = (P 
+r(P. Thus (iv) implies (ii) provided that (iv) forces 91 to be para
bolic. In other words, the theorem is reduced to 

7.3. LEMMA. Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, let 01 be a 
nilpotent* subalgebra, and let 91 be the normalizer of 01 in g. Suppose 
that 91 contains a Cartan subalgebra 5C of g and that 01 is the nilpotent* 
radical of 91. Then 91 is a parabolic subalgebra of g. 

PROOF. 91= £ + 01 semidirect where 5CC«C and <£ is reductive. 
01= ]F^i g* for some set A of JC-roots of g. <£ = £ '©S where SC3C 
is the center of £ and <£' = [<£, £>] is the semisimple part. 3C+01 is 
contained in a Borel subalgebra of g, so we order the roots such that 
<p>0 for every <p€.A. 

Let £ be semisimple, let WL be its Weyl group and define a = 2^A <p. 
Then a is a Wx-invariant positive sum of positive roots. The action 
of WL on 3C has no trivial subrepresentation. Thus a = 0 and A is 
empty. I t follows that 01 = 0, so 91 = g, which is a parabolic sub
algebra of g. 

Now we may assume £ not semisimple, so its center S 5^0. Define 
B = {<pGA : <p($) = 0} and j8 = ]£z? (p. As above it follows that 0 = 0 so 
B is empty. Let Z be the centralizer of S in g and order the weights 
of S so that positive weight spaces are sums of positive root spaces. 
Then the corresponding parabolic subalgebra Q of g has Z = Qr, and 
0lCQu because z n o i = 0. Let eW = 9lPiQM; so OlCWCQ". If CUT*QM 

then Ols^W because a proper nilpotent subalgebra of a nilpotent Lie 
algebra cannot be its own normalizer. But 91 = £ + 01 with £ C Q r 

and 01 is the nilpotent radical of 91; thus 01 = 9lP\Qu = eW ; now 01 = Qu 

so9 l = Q. Q.E.D. 
Now we go on to construct all integrable Go-orbits on X = G/P. 
Let g be a complex semisimple Lie algebra, 3C a Cartan subalgebra 

and II a simple root system. We know that each conjugacy class of 
parabolic subalgebras of g is represented by just one algebra (P$, 
$ C H ; in particular, if <P and Q are parabolic subalgebras of g, then 
the conditions 

(i) Q contains a conjugate of (P, 
(ii) (P is contained in a conjugate of Q, and 
(iii) (P is conjugate to (P$, Q to (P*, with «ÊC^CH, 

are equivalent. 

5 This means that 01 is represented by nilpotent matrices in the adjoint repre
sentation of g. 
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7.4. DEFINITION. We write (P-<Q to denote the equivalent conditions 
(i), (ii) and (iii) above. 

Now let g0 be a real form of g and assume 5C stable under the com
plex conjugation r of 9 over g0. Let W£WQ be the Weyl group ele
ment which carries the simple root system r(II) back to H. We have 
a (wr)-stable subset S^oCII determined by: (2tfl+a+3l) e is conjugate 
to <P*0 where 9ÏI + &+91 is the minimal parabolic subalgebra of g0. 
Now the conjugacy classes of parabolic subalgebras, such that the 
class contains an algebra defined/R (i.e. r-stable), are represented by 
the (P* such that 

(7.5) (a) (wr)¥ = * and (b) * 0 C ¥ C n. 

In order to apply the criterion (7.5), one uses the fact [15, p. 909] 
that, if g is simple, then WT acts trivially on II except in the cases: 

9* 

&MM 

S0*(4» + 2) 
Se**(4» + 2) 

Se,F4î &6,c4 

action of w r on II 1 

cr:(>-5) 
^° 

o c — < ^ j 

—<n 
Now suppose that we have a fixed parabolic subalgebra (PCg. We 

look for the r-stable parabolic subalgebras QC9 such that (P-<Q. 
Given such an algebra Q we have a conjugate <9X of (P such that 
(PX+TCPXCQ- Suppose that (P is conjugate to (P$ and Q is conjugate to 
(P*; t h e n ^ C ^ and SF satisfies (7.5). In other words 

(7.6) (a) (WT)* = * and (b) {*0 VJ 3> \J (WT)$\ C ¥ C Ü. 
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Conversely, if ¥ satisfies (7.6), then (P* has a T-stable conjugate Q 
because SF satisfies (7.5), and <P-<Q because $ C ^ . This proves the 
first statement of 

7.7. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, G0 a real 
form ofG,3Ca r-stable Cartan subalgebra of$,ILa simple 30,-root system, 
and $ C I I such that <P is conjugate to (P*. Let ze/£ Wo such that (WT)IL =11 
and define 

(7.8) * x = *o VJ $ U (WT)$. 

1. JTA^ %-conjugacy classes of parabolic subalgebras QC9 ŵc& that 

(P -< Q tf«d r(Q) == Q 

are /Ae classes represented by algebras (P* such that 

(WT)<& = \F and t i C ^ C n . 

2. If QC.Q is a r-stable parabolic subalgebra then the following condi
tions are equivalent: 

(2a) (P-KQ. 
(2b) Q = (P*+T(PS/or some {necessarily integrable) XÇLX. 

(2c) Q is conjugate to (P* with SFxC^CIL 

PROOF. Statement (1) was proved in the discussion preceding the 
theorem. 

If T ( Q ) = Q and (P-<Q then (1) implies that Q is conjugate to (P* 
with ^ x C ^ C n . If r(Q) = Q and Q is conjugate to <P* with ^ x C ^ C Ü 
t h e n * C * so (P^Q. Now (2a) and (2c) are equivalent. As (2b) trivi
ally implies (2a), we now need only check that (2a) implies (2b). 

Let r(Q) =Q and (P <̂Q. If we have a Borel subalgebra (BCQ of 9 
such that (B+T(B = Q, then we choose a conjugate (Px of (P such that 
(BC(P*CQ; that gives Q = ( B + T ( B C < P * + T ( P X C Q + T Q = Q, and we con
clude <PX+T(PX==Q. NOW the proof of Theorem 7.7 comes down to the 
proof of 

7.9 LEMMA. Let Qbe a complex semisimple Lie algebra, 9o a real form 
of 9, and Q a r-stable parabolic subalgebra of 9- Then there is a Borel 
subalgebra (BCQ of 9 with (B+r(B = Q. 

PROOF. Q = Qr+QM with each summand stable under r. Now Q5==So 
HQr is a real form of Qr and is a reductive subalgebra of maximal rank 
in g0. Let 3Co = 3Cr+3Cr be a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra 
of QÓ- Apply Theorem 4.5 to the action of Qh on (^/(Borel subgroup) ; 
it shows that Qr has a Borel subalgebra (Bi such that (Bi+r(Bi = Qr. 
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Now (B = (Bi+Qtt is a Borel subalgebra of g, and (S+r(B = Qr + Qtt = Q. 
Q.E.D. 

We extend the proof that (2a) implies (2b) in Theorem 7.7 to an 
existence and enumeration theorem for integrable orbits. 

7.10. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, and 5C a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of 9- Let II be a simple 
30,-root system, w £ Wo such that (WT)H =11, $ C H such that (P is conju
gate to (P$, and >lrx=$U(?e>T)$VJ\[ro, (wr)-stable subset ofH. For every 
set *& such that ^xd^CXl and (wr)^f = ̂ f, choose a r-stable parabolic 
subalgebra Q*C9 which is conjugate to (P*, and choose a maximally 
compact Cartan subalgebra 3C*,o of the real form 9o^Qi of Q*. 

1. If ($>\is a Borel subalgebra of Q* which contains 3C* = 3C||0 and 
such that (Bi+r(Bi = Q*, and if (B denotes the Borel subalgebra (Bi+Q* of 
9, and if (Px is the conjugate of (P such that (BCCPxCQ*, then 

(la) x is an integrable point of X, 
(lb) Go(x) is an integrable Go-orbit on X, and 
(lc) <P.+r(P. = Q*. 

2. If z £ Z is an integrable point, and if the parabolic subalgebra 
(P«+r(P* is conjugate to (P*, then in (1) we can choose the Borel subalgebra 
<Bi of Q% in such a manner that z(EGo(x). 

3. For each set ^, ^ x C ^ C Ü and ( w ) ^ ^ ^ , choose one point 
xyÇzX as constructed in (1). Let Q*t0 denote the identity component of 
Gof^Öi- Then Q^(x^)=Ç^(x^)=Q7qf/(Q

r^r\Pxqr) is a complex flag 
manifold X*, and the open Q^^-orbits on X* are in one to one cor
respondence with the integrable orbits Go(x) such that (PX+T(PX is conju
gate to (P*. 

4. Let K* be a maximal compact subgroup of Qbt0 such that 3C* con
tains the compact part of 3C*,o and is orthogonal to the noncompact part. 
Then the integrable orbits GQ(X)QX such that (PX+T(PX is conjugate to 
(?* are enumerated by the double coset space 

3C¥,o 3C¥,0 
WK*\WQ\ /Wpl^rP^ 

where superscript 3C*,0 means the subgroup of the Weyl group which 
preserves 3C*,o in 3C*. 

PROOF. Statement (1) is the construction employed in proving that 
(2a) implies (2b) in Theorem 7.7. 

Let <P»+T(P* be conjugate to (P*. Then Q* and (Pz+T(Pt are parabolic 
subalgebras of 9 which are conjugate by an element of G and are de-
fined/R; so they are conjugate by an element of Go. Replacing z by 
g(z) for some g£Go we may assume <99+T(9Z = Q*. Further replacing z 
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by g(z) for some g£Go we may also assume 3C*,0C(5V Let (B2 be a 
Borel subalgebra of (PjfV(P£ containing 3C* such that (B2+r(B2 = o^ 
fVG^; such (B2 exist because 3C*,o is maximally compact in So^Q^, 
hence in g0n(<PjrV(PÎ). Now <B = (B2+(<P£nr(Prtt) + (P? is a Borel 
subalgebra of 9 such that (BC<P*CQ* and (B+T<JO(P,. As (Ps+rCP* = Q* 
now (B-f-r<B = Q*. Decompose <£ = <Bi+Q* where (Bi is a Borel sub
algebra of Q* containing 3C*; now (Bi+r(Bi = Q*. Thus, having re
placed z by g(z) for some g£Go, we end up with z as one of the points 
xÇzX constructed in (1). In other words, we started with zÇE.Go(x). 
Statement (2) is proved. 

The choice available in the construction of statement (1) is the 
choice of (Bi. That choice is free, without changing Go(x), Q* or 3Cyto, 
up to conjugation by an element of Q*t0 which normalizes 5C f̂0, i.e. 
up to conjugation by an element of G o H ^ , i.e. up to conjugation by 
an element of Qbt0. This proves (3), and (4) follows from Theorem 
4.9. Q.E.D. 

Theorems 7.7 and 7.10 give a complete description of the integrable 
Go-orbits on X in terms of the isotropy subalgebras of g at integrable 
points. But they do not "locate" the integrable orbits on X. 

The complex flag manifold X = G/P always has some integrable 
Go-orbits, for at the beginning of this §7 we observed that <9X+T<?X = <£ 
if and only if Go(x) is open in X. But it can happen that the open 
orbits are the only integrable Go-orbits: 

7.11. PROPOSITION. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold where P 
is a maximal parabolic subgroup* of G. Let xÇzX and let Go be a real 
form of G. Then the orbit Go(x) is integrable if and only if 

(a) Go(x) is open in X, or 
(b) Go(#) is the closed orbit and dim« Go(x) = dimc X. 

PROOF. Let Go(x) be integrable. If r<9x = ®x we are in case (b). If 
T<9xj£®x then (P*+r(P* = g by maximality of P, so we are in case (a). 

Q.E.D. 

7.12. COROLLARY. Let Xo^Go/K be a hermitian symmetric space of 
noncompact typef G = Gj, and X = Gu/K = G/P the compact dual of X. 
Decompose XQ as a product of irreducible factors XQ0 = Go)/i£(*), G as 
a product of simple groups G(f) = Go)C, and X as a product of irreducible 
factors X<*> = G®/K™ = G ( 0 /P ( i ) , so that the Go-orbits on X are just the 
products of Gf-orbits on the X™. Let x = (xlt • • • , xt)EX<l)X • • • 

6 This means that P^G and there is no parabolic subgroup QC.G with P%Q%G. 
In other words, if (P =(P$ where * is in a simple root system Ut then | n | = | $| +1 . 
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XX(t)=X. Then the orbit Go(x)C.X is integrable if, and only if> for 
each i, 

either Go°(#t) is open in Xw 

or XQ* is of tube type and G^ixt) is its Bergman-Silov boundary 
in X™. 

PROOF. We may assume X0 irreducible. Then t = 1 and P is a maxi
mal parabolic subgroup of G, and the two cases of Corollary 7.12 cor
respond to the respective cases (a) and (b) of Proposition 7.11. 

Q.E.D. 

CHAPTER II. DECOMPOSITION OF A REAL GROUP ORBIT 

INTO COMPLEX ANALYTIC PIECES 

Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold and let Go be a real form 
of G. §8 and §9 are an analysis of the "amount" of complex structure 
inherited from X by an arbitrary orbit Go(x) C.X. 

In §8 the orbit GQ(X) is decomposed into "holomorphic arc com
ponents" S[z], They are equivalence classes for the Go-invariant rela
tion: yCzS[g] if and only if it can be joined to z by a chain of holo
morphic (in X) arcs in Go(x). The holomorphic arc components are 
real analytic submanifolds of GQ(X). In fact, 

N[*],o = identity component of {g £ G0: gS[Z] = £[*]} 

is a closed analytic subgroup of Go that is transitive on S[Z}. We ap
proach analysis of the holomorphic arc components by studying the 
algebra Dl[«i = 9lg]t0. 

Theorem 8.5, Proposition 8.7 and Theorem 8.9 determine subspaces 
QwC^wC{^[*]'rMG>z+'rG>*)} stable under r, such that Qw is a 
parabolic subalgebra of 9 (so ^izi,o is the identity component of a 
parabolic subgroup of Go), S[Z] is a complex submanifold of X if and 
only if 9fE[«] = 9l[«], and 9Tl[«] = 9l[«] if and only if 9TC[*] is an algebra. 
Thus one can decide whether the holomorphic arc components of 
Go(x) are complex submanifolds of X, and in that case their structure 
is determined in principle. If they are not complex then their sub
manifolds öw.o(*)C5[«], where Q[Z],o is the analytic group for 
Q w n g 0 , are acceptable substitutes which are complex submanifolds 
of X; we call them the "algebraic arc components" of Go(x). 

If P1C.P2 are parabolic subgroups of G, Xi = G/Pi and T: XI—*X2 

the projection, x^Xi with 7r(^i)=x2, then Proposition 8.14 relates 
the holomorphic and algebraic arc component structure of the Go (*»•)• 

§8 ends with a description of the space of holomorphic arc com
ponents of Go(x). 
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In §9 we study certain global conditions on the holomorphic arc 
components of Go(x). They are 

(i) partially complex: S[x] is a complex manifold, 
(ii) flag type: N[x](x) is a complex flag manifold, 
(iii) measurable: S[x] has an iV^.o-invariant measure, 
(iv) polarized : we can arrange 3C so that T(?X = (P ,̂ 
(v) integrable: (Px+r(Px is an algebra. 

The important ones are "partially complex" and "measurable," and 
the others are useful in their study. Theorem 9.2 gives the basic 
analysis of measurable orbits, describing dl[X] and proving them par
tially complex and of flag type. Theorem 9.7 performs a similar task 
for orbits of flag type. Then Theorem 9.9 shows that, if G0(x) is 
polarized, then the conditions "measurable," "integrable," and "par
tially complex and of flag type" coincide. Various corollaries complete 
the general part of §9. 

The specific part of §9 starts with Theorem 9.12, which says that 
the closed Go-orbit on X is automatically measurable. Tha t result 
is related [12] to the existence of principal series representations 
of Go- Proposition 9.18 and Corollary 9.21 extend the method of 
Theorem 9.12. 

§9 ends with a description of the case where X is a hermitian sym
metric space and Go is an arbitrary real form of G. Proposition 9.24 
gives measurability criteria for the open Go-orbits, and one criterion is 
that they be indefinite-kaehler symmetric spaces. The surprising 
corollary is that if the maximal compact subgroups of Go are of rank 
equal to that of Go, then the open Go-orbits on X are indefinite-
kaehler symmetric spaces. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER I I . From August 1965 to May 1968, this 
author had a number of conversations with Bertram Kostant in 
which we tried to find the structure of the holomorphic arc com
ponents. We succeeded in the integrable case and saw that the nor-
malizer of <9"r\T<9" should play a role. Statement 1 of Theorem 8.5 is 
due to Kostant, and the general case as worked out in §8 was un
doubtedly guided by the background of discussions with him. 

Lemma 9.22 and Corollary 9.25 are due to Kostant. 
Except for the basic contribution of Kostant described above, the 

material of §8 and §9 was worked out by this author. 

8. Holomorphic arc components. Given a complex flag manifold 
X = G/P and a real form Go of G, the open Go-orbits on X are complex 
submanifolds. If Go(x) CX is the Borel embedding of an Hermitian 
symmetric space of noncompact type, then [15] one also knows that 
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every Go-orbit on the boundary of Go(x) has a natural decomposition 
into complex submanifolds of X. In this section we give an analogous 
decomposition of an arbitrary Go-orbit into "holomorphic arc com
ponents, " including an explicit criterion and characterization of the 
cases where those components are complex submanifolds of X. 

Let D be a subset of a complex analytic space V. By holomorphic 
arc in D we mean a holomorphic map 

ƒ: ( z G C : \ z\ < l } - + F 

of the unit disc into V such that D contains the image of/. By chain 
of holomorphic arcs in D we mean a finite sequence {/i, • • • , fk} of 
holomorphic arcs in D such that the image of ƒ,- meets the image of 
fi+i for l^i<k. 

8.1. DEFINITION. Let D be a subset of a complex analytic space V. 
Then the holomoprphic arc components of D in V are the equivalence 
classes of elements of D under the relation: vi~Vz if there is a chain 
{fu ' ' • » ƒ*} °f holomorphic arcs in D such that V\ is in the image of f\ 
and V2 is in the image of fk* 

We draw some simple consequences from this definition. 

8.2. LEMMA. Let V be a complex analytic space, let A be a group of 
holomorphic diffeomorphisms of V, and let D be an Astable subset of V. 
Let S be a holomorphic arc component of D in V and define NA(S) 
= {aeA:a(S)=S}. 

1. If a£.A and a(S) meets S, then a(S)=S i.e. aE:NA(S). 
2. If D is an A-orbit then NA(S) is transitive on S. 
3. If A is a Lie transformation group on V. and if D is an A-orbit, 

then NA(S) is a Lie subgroup of A. and S and D are embedded real sub
manifolds of V. 

PROOF. For (1) we have Si, SzÇzS with a(si) =s2 . If sÇES we have a 
chain {/i, • • • , ƒ * } of holomorphic arcs in D from s\ to s; now 
{a-fi, • • • , a-fk} is a chain of holomorphic arcs in D from a(si) =^2 

to a(s); thus a(s)E:S; that proves a(S)CS. Similarly a~ 1 (5 )C5. 
Thus a(S)=S. 

For (2) let Si, S2GS. As s<£Z? we have aE:A with a(si) =s2 . Now 
a £ JVA(S) by (1). Thus NA(S) has an element that sends si to s2. 

For (3) we first note that S is arcwise connected. Lifting arcs via 
NA(S)—»5 we see that the identity component iV^CS)0 is arcwise con
nected and is transitive on S; thus NA(S)° is an analytic subgroup of 
A, so NA(S) is a Lie subgroup, and S is an embedded real submanifold 
of the embedded submanifold D. Q.E.D. 
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8.3. NOTATION. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, and x £ X . Denote 

(8.3a) S[X]i holomorphic arc component of Go(x) in X that con
tains x. 

(8.3b) N[x],o: identity component of {g£Go: gS[X] = S[X]}. 
(8.3c) SJlfao.o is the Lie algebra of N[x],0, and 91^] = 9l£j,0. 
(8.3d) iV[ar] is the complex analytic subgroup of G for 9l[a.]. 

Lemma 8.2 says that 5[«] is an embedded real submanifold of X, 
N[X],o is a Lie subgroup of Go, and iV^.o is transitive on S[x]. Note 
r$l[X] = 9l[<r] by construction. 

8.4. LEMMA. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold. Go a real form 
of G, xÇzX, 3C,Q(?xa T-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, and £ a complex 
subalgebra of 9 such that 

r£ = <£, [3C, £] C £ and £ C <?x + r(P*. 

Let £Q= £r\$o, real form of £; let L and L0 denote the analytic sub
groups of G and Go for £ and £0. 

1. L0(x) and L(x) are complex submanifolds of X with L0(x) open 
in L(x). 

2. Lo(x)CS[xh 

3. £oC9l[*],o and LoC.N[x],0; £ C % ] and LQN[X], 

PROOF. Choice of 3C specifies (?r
x and (P*M . As £ is complex and nor

malized by 5C, it is <£P\3C plus certain root spaces; now £(Z(<9X+T($>X) 
shows 

£ = £° + £+ + £~, £° = £ r\ ((P.H T<P«), £+ = £ H rflC C (P. 

and (using r<C = JC) 

<e~ = <£ Pi flC C r(Px with £~ = r£ + . 

Z,(#) is a complex submanifold of X because L is a complex Lie sub
group of G. Now 

dimB Zo(ff) = dim/* <£0 — dim^ £0 C\ (Px 

= dimiz £0 — dimj? <£0 H (P* P\ r(Px 

= dime £ — dime <£° 

= dimc <£+ + dime <£"" = 2 dimc £"~ 

= 2{dime £ — dime £ H (P*} 

= 2 dime L(x) = dim^ Z,(#) 

shows that L0(x) is open in L(x). Tha t proves (1). 
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Covering by complex local coordinate neighborhoods one sees that 
L0(x) has just one holomorphic arc component. Thus L0(x) CS[*b 
proving (2), and (3) follows immediately. Q.E.D. 

We use Lemma 8.4 to prove îfl[X] parabolic by constructing a para
bolic subalgebra Q[x] CSfy*] of g. That is the first step in the determina
tion of S[X] in algebraic terms. 

8.5. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real form 
of G, x(EX, 3CC<P* o, ^stable Cartan subalgebra of g, and <£ a subset of a 
simple 3C-root system such that <9X = <P$. 

Define a r-stable linear form 8$ on 3C by 

(8.6a) Ô* = 2 V-

Define r-stable sets of 30,-roots of g by 

T' = {<p G A: (<p, S*> = 0}, r« = {<p G A: <*, 0$) > 0} , 

(8.6b) 

r* = rr \j vu. 
Define a r-stable parabolic subalgebra Q[*]Cg by 

(8.6c) Q[x] = X + Z 9v, Qw = Z) 9*, QM = Qw + Qw-

1. Tfte normalizer 919(01*) <?ƒ 01* = (P^HrCp; satisfies 9lg(0U)rCQi. 
and aigC'U.^CQw. 

2. <U*C 919(01*) CQw C {9lWn((P.+r(P.)} . 
3. 9l[»] is a parabolic subalgebra of g and iVw.o is the identity com

ponent of the parabolic subgroup N[x)r\Go of Go. 

PROOF. Note 3C+cU*C9l9(cll*), so 919(01*) is the sum of 3C with 
certain root spaces. Let <p be a root with g*C 919(01*), let g [#>] denote the 
three dimensional simple algebra A*C+g*>+g_?, and let Z denote 
the centralizer of g[#>] in g. Then 

Z= {hGK: v(h) =0} + E & 

where \f/ J_ç> denotes strong orthogonality, i.e. denotes that neither of 
<p±if/ is a root. And further 

9 - z + E s r c * 9TCi = gM, 

where the 9ÏI» are the nontrivial irreducible g[^]-modules under adg. 
Thus for ij&\ we have 9TC»- of the form 
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A 2ty, <p) 
9̂ »' = L, S*+i<»> ^ G A, = r - s, 

j=-r {<P, <P) 

for the maximal string SV= {IA+JV }-*•*/*« of roots. 
Suppose that S4, meets <£MfV<E>M, say \//+jo<p^^ur\r^u. Then 

S*CVld(clLx) implies \l/+j<p£$ur\r$u for jo^j^s, so we have an 
integer JV> ~~r^fa^s* s u c h that S^H($wnr$ t t) = {^ +j<p: j#^jSs}. 
Note 5^C*wnT* t t if and only if i * = — r. But ƒ > ƒ ' implies 
(ç>> ^ + i V ) > ( ^ > ^ + / V ) because ($?, ç>)>0; and ad(A*>) has trace 0 
= (<p, 2 - r W'+jV)) o n 9TC* because g [#>] is semisimple; thus 

either S ^ C W V * » and <<p, ^n$MnT$M7> = 0 
or S^CtjÊTV*" and (<p, S ^ n ^ n ^ 1 ^ ) > 0. 

On the other hand, g_*>C Dlg^*) if and only if g_«> normalizes each 
c\Lxr\'3lli, and, as above, that is equivalent to S* C<Êuf"V<ï>w whenever 
S* meets <£MPIT*M. Thus for <p(£$ur\T$u, we have (<p, 8*) = 0 if 
g ^ C ^ l l * ) ' and (<p, 5*>>0 if 9» C9&9 (%•)". And for <p in # w r V # u 

we have S<pC9l9(£U*)M with <p, 5*>>0. That proves 9l8(cU*),lCQw 
and StaCU^'COw. 

We have just proved nkCSteCUOCQw. And cllaJC9l9(clLx)ttCQ&] 
proves QMCCPS+TÖV As 3CCQ[x] =TQ[X], Lemma 8.4 says Q[*]C9l[»i-
That proves (2), and (3) follows because Q ]̂ is parabolic in g. Q.E.D. 

The next step in the algebraic determination of S consists of ex
panding Q[X] out toward 9l[x] as follows. 

8.7. PROPOSITION. LetX = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, x£X, 3CC.(PX a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, and$a subset 
of a simple 3C-root system such that (PX = (P$. Retain the notation (8.6). 
Define a r-stable subset r ° C ( * * ^ r * * ) \ r * by 

(8.8a) r° = {<p G A: -<p £ $«C\ r$w, <«>, 5$) < 0, <p + rep $ A}. 

Define a r-stable subspace Sïïl[x] #ƒ go by 

(8.8b) 9TCW = QW + Z&>. 
r° 

1. QwC3TCwC9lwn((P.+r(P.). 
2. If <pÇzT°, then —<pï£r<p?£<p, and either 

(2a) -̂Lr̂ >, r̂ >— £>£A, and Aç,C+AT^C+gç»+g^+gT^+g-T*> is a 
r-stable subalgebra of type A\®A\of<£ contained in ^1[X]^((PX+T(PX) ; or 

(2b) (<p, r<p) = %(<p, <p), r<p-^>£A, and A*C+AT*C+g«>+g-«>+gr* 
+g-T^+gT*>~*>+g*»-T«» w a r-stable subalgebra of type A2in g contained 
in Sl[X]r}((?x+r(?x). 
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PROOF. Decompose the real form 3C0 = 3CP\9o of 3C as 3C0 = 5Cr+JC^ 
such that i3Cy+5Cy is the real span of the roots. If ç>£A then <p = <pT 

-\-<pv where <PT(.3£V) = 0 = ^y(3Cr), and then np — —(PT+<PV- Now sup
pose (<p, 8*)<0with - ^ $ $ u P i r $ t t . If T<p = <pthenç><pC&x+r&ximplies 
g^CCPsHrCPsCSlsCll*), so (<p, 8$)è0 , contradicting (<p, 8$}<0. If 
T<p= —<p then (T#>, ö*) = (r<pf T8$) = (^>, S$) = — (T#>, 8$), contradicting 
(̂ >, 8$)<0. Thus -~<p7£T<p?£(p, i.e. (pTT^O^cpv* In particular | (<p, r<p)| 
< | (<p, ¥>)| so the integer 2(<p, r<p)/{<p, (p) = 2(<p, T<p)/(r<p, r<p) is - 1 , 
Oor + 1 . 

Suppose further that <p+r<p is not a root, i.e. that ^ £ r ° . Then the 
maximal chain {<p+JT<p}-rsJsa of roots has 5 = 0, so 2(<p, T<p)/(r<p, r<p) 
= r ^ 0 , proving that 2(<p, r<p)/'{(p, <p) is 0 (in which case <p±T(p and 
T<p—<p^A) or is 1 (in which case (<p, T<p) = %(<p, <p), T<p—<p€EA, and 
T<p — 2<p$iA). Let £ denote /^C+ftT*C+gv>+g_.*+gT«,+g_T«> in the 
first case, A ^ C + A r ^ C + g ^ + g ^ + g ^ + g ^ ^ + g ^ ^ + g ^ ^ in the 
second case. Then £ is a T-stable subalgebra of type A\®Ai or A2 in g, 
[3C, <£]C<£, and &C&X+T&X; the latter is obvious in the first case 
and follows from (j<p—<p, 8$) = 0 = (<p— r<p, 8$) in the second case. 
Lemma 8.4 says £QVl[x]- Tha t completes the proof of (2), and (1) 
is an immediate consequence. 

If 9 lw=gRw, then M^C^x+rfPx implies SlwCCP.+rCP*. Con
versely suppose ffifciCCPs+TCP*. Then 2nX[xjC9l[»] implies that 9ft [*] 
= 9TC[*]+ ^2A g* where A is some r-stable set of roots such that 

if a G A then - a $ $ t t P\ r$M, (a, 8$) < 0 and a + ra G A. 

If A is not empty, choose a^A and observe that g«+TaC [9ft[x], 9ft[*]] 
C9I[a;]C(Px+T(Px, so r ( a + r a ) =a+ra implies Sa+TaC&x^T&x; that 
implies ( a + r a , 8*)^0, contradicting 

(a + ra, 8$) = (a, 8$) + (ra, rô$) = 2(a, 8$) < 0. 

Thus -4 is empty and Vt[x] =ffl[x]. Q.E.D. 
We apply Theorem 8.5 and Proposition 8.7 to the question of 

whether holomorphic arc components of GQ(X) are complex submani-
folds of X. Note that, in Theorem 8.9, (5) is the algebraic criterion 
for (1); it then specifies 9ft[*] by (4), thus specifying S[x]=N[x},o(x) 
£ÉNMtü/(Pmr\TP9)o. 

8.9. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form ofGtXÇEiXjZCQ&xa r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, and * a subset 
of a simple 3C-root system such that G>

x = (?$. Retain the notation (8.6) 
and (8.8). Then the following conditions are equivalent'. 

1. Every holomorphic arc component of GQ(X) in X is a complex sub-
manifold of X. 
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2. S[X] is a complex submanifold of X. 
3. 31WC<P«+T<P.. 
4. 9l[*]=9TC[*], given by (8.6) and (8.8). 
5. 9T£[x] is an algebra. 

PROOF. (1) implies its special case (2). Conversely, if gGGo, then 
gS[x] =S[gx], so (2) implies (1). 

Lemma 8.4 says that (3) implies (2). For the converse we define a 
Go-invariant distribution T= {Ty\yeG^x) on Go(x) as follows. If 
tf£S then v* denotes the corresponding real tangent vector field on X, 
and its value at yÇzX is denoted vf. Now define, for every ;yGGo(x), 

(8.10a) r „ = {v*: fl£((Py+r<P,,)P\go}, real subspace of G0(x)y. 
We will prove that every holomorphic arc in GQ(X) is tangent to T, 
i.e. that 

(8.10b) if/: D—*X is a holomorphic arc in GQ(X) then /*D*CÎ / ( e ) 

for every zÇzD. 
Assume (8.10b). As (2) says that each tangent space to S[X] is filled 
out by the tangent spaces of holomorphic arcs in Go(x), it follows that 
{vy*: fl£9l[,/),o} GTV for every yGG0(x); it follows that 9l[*],o 
C(ö>x+r6>

aï)ngo, so 91 w C&X+T&X- Thus (2) implies (3) modulo the 
truth of (8.10b). 

We prove (8.10b). Let zED, $E.Dz- Let JD and Jx be the almost 
complex structures on D and X, so /*(JrDj3) =Jxf*fi because ƒ is holo
morphic. ƒ(D)QGo(x) implies that both/*]8 and /*JD]8 are in Go(x)/(«). 
Thus we have t>G9o with /*j3 = «$2), and /*7i>/3 = Jx/*j3 = /**$«) 
= (w0^). Tha t says wGSo+ÖV(*)> say itf = w+ze; where wGSo and 
w£(P/(«). Now T?; = fl implies 

2iv = izj — r(iï>) = (u + w) — (r« + rw) = ?£> — TW. 

Thus 2iVG(P/(*)+T(P/(*), so ^Gg0n((P/(2)+T(P/(Z)), proving /*j8 = i&) 
G J/(a). (8.10b) is proved. 

Proposition 8.7 contains the equivalence of (3) and (4). Summariz
ing now, we have proved (8.10b) and have shown that (1), (2), (3) 
and (4) are equivalent. (4) implies (5) because 91 [Z] is an algebra. Now 
we only need to prove that (5) implies (4). 

Suppose that 9TC[X] is an algebra. Let $K[X],o denote its real form 
9E[a;]ngoî let M[X] and M[X],o denote the analytic subgroups of G and 
Go for 9n[a;] and 9ïl[x],0. Define M[gx) =ad(g)9TC[x], then STCf̂ .o, M[gx] 
and M[gX],o as above, for every g G Go; those algebras and groups are 
well defined because M[x],oD(Px^rPx)Q = GQr\Px' Now we have a 
distribution M — {My\ on Go(x) given by 

Mv = {vy*: v G9E[y ] ,0}. 
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The distribution is integrable because My is the tangent space to 
M[v],o(y) a t y. We will prove that every holomorphic arc in G0(x) is 
tangent to M. As M is integrable, and as its integral manifolds 
M[y],o(y) are complex submanifolds of X by Lemma 8.4 and 
M[gX],o(gx)=gM[X],o(x) for g(EGo, we will conclude that the holo
morphic arc components of Go(x) are complex submanifolds of X. 
Then (5) implies (4) and the theorem is proved. 

Now we show that every holomorphic arc in Go(x) is tangent to M. 
As Mg(y)=g*My for yÇï;Go(x) and gGGo, it suffices to consider holo
morphic a r c s / : D-+X in G0(x) with ƒ(0) =x, and to prove f*D0C.Mx. 
Hf*D0 = 0 this is automatic. Now suppose f*D09*0. The implicit func
tion theorem says t h a t / m a p s a neighborhood of 0 diffeomorphically 
onto its image, so we cut D down and assume that ƒ : D-*f(D) is a 
diffeomorphism. Let i / b e a real vector field on D, let JD and Jx be 
the almost complex structures on D and X} and let £=/*rç. Then 
(8.10b) f and JX^=/*JDV are tangent to T\f(D), and so is [£, Jx£] 
=/*h, JDV]. 

Given »GSo, the vector field v* induced on Go(x) is induced from 
the 1-parameter group {exp tv}C.G0 acting on G0(x); it is the projec
tion of a right invariant vector field on Go. Let a be a smooth local 
section of Go—>Go/(Pxr\TPx)o = Go(x) in a neighborhood W of x. If 
*>GSo> and if z) denotes the corresponding left invariant vector field 
on Go, then v\ a(w) projects to a vector field v* on W. Observe 

Ty = { v v G 9<>n (p , + r(Py)} is {v . z> G SoH ((P, + r(P,)}, 

2/y = {vv: z> £ STZM.O} is { v ^ G ^ w . o } , 

Ny = { v A £ 9d[y],o} is { v » G Sl^.o}, 

from Go-invariance of the corresponding distributions. Now cut W 
down if necessary, so that the tangent vector field £ to f(D)CS[x\ 
= N[x],o(x) has representation 

£v = Ç(y)v where f : f(D) H TF —> 91^] f0 is smooth. 

As £ is tangent to T, f takes values in ((Paj+rCP^naita.j.o. 
Let A' denote the set of all 3C-roots <p such that $<PC((PX+T(PX) 

r\3l[x] but S^Ct^tx]. Then (G>x+T(?x)r\<3l[x] = 9fïl[a.] + 0t direct sum 
where Ofc = J j ^ ' S*, and f takes values in Sfïlfa-] ,o+ <3t0 where &o = Ctng0 . 
Decompose f = / * + a where n takes values in 9fll[*],o and a takes values 
in a0 . That decomposes £ = m + a and Jx% = Jxm+Jxa where 

^v == MWI/ and öy = <*O0v 
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Now 

[a, Jxa]x = [è — m, Jx% — Jxm]x 

= [£> Jx%\x — [m, Jx%]x — [£, Jxrn]z + [m, Jxm]x. 

We have already seen 
[£, Jx£]xETx. We have [tn, Jx£]zETx and 

[£, Jxtn]xETs because m and /z?» are tangent to M and M[Z],o pre
serves the real span of the tangent spaces to holomorphic arcs. And 
finally [m, Jxm]xEMxC.Tx because 9flfl[x],o is an algebra. Thus 
[a, Jxa]xETx. 

A' = A\JTA disjoint where A = 4 W $ * = A'C\ - $ * . If <pEA choose 
O y ^ S g * - Define/v = £*>+T£*> G g<> and g> = ie*>+r(i£*>) =i^—trCrGgo. 
As (Pr* is the holomorphic tangent space to X at #, Jxpl^ql and 
Jx#£ = —^, for <pEA, at x. Invariance then gives Jxpl = ql and Jxg* 
= — p\ on Go(#) for ç>G^4. Now express a(y) = ]C A (s*(:y)£<P+^(:y )#«>), 
so that a= Z M ( ^ > £ + ^ £ ) and J x a = 2 A ( — ^ J + ^ J ) - Then we 
compute [a, J X Ö ] = Z ) * . * € A t 4 ^ + t ó » —fyP*+W] a n d 

= — s<p*p<p(t+)-p} + t$-p${s<p)-p<p — .M*[ƒ>*>, M 

+ syp^s^-qi, — Sf-qf(se) -pv + s^[pp9 q+\ 

— U'q<p{t$) • P$ + U'P^(U)'q<p — Ip^fëp, M 

+ U'q<p(st)-qi, — S4,'qt(t<p)-q<p + Usf[qv, q*] . 

As XG-4 implies ^L, gjLG:̂ ** and as [a, JxaJsGr*, it follows that 

0 s [a, 7XÖ]« mod. Tx 

= X {—$*(p)t*(*) \p*>, pA* + s9(x)st(x) [p<p, q*]x 

— <r(*)^(ff)[?*, ƒ>*]* + U(x)sf(x)[q<p, q*]x} mod. T» 

= ]C { —s*(x)t+(x)([ei>, e*] + r[ev, e+] + [e*>, re*] + [re<p, e*])x 

+ £?(#)fy(#)({[**>, ef] — ir[^, fy] — i[e*>, r^] + i\rev, e#])x 

+ U(x)sf(x)(— [e<p, 64] — r[eç>, e*] + [e*, re*] + [re<p, fy])*} 

= - 2 2 $*>(#) fyfo) ([*«>, re^] + [r^, £*])* 
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Let PEA. Then <0, 5*}<0, - 0 $ * « n T * u and (because g^C2^*]) 
]8 +T/3 is a root. If 8/3+1-0 C(P*+T(PX, then rg/3+Tj3 = 9/3+^ would imply 
g/s+r^CCParnrCPs; that would say (J3+TJ3, 3$)^0 , contradicting 
</S+r/3, 5$) = 2(j8, S*><0. Thus 9^+r/iCö>r ,nr(Pr*. Define £^+T^ 
= {vl: vxÇz$or\$p+Tp}, 2-dimensional real subspace of the tangent 
space to Go(x) a t x. Then the projection of [a, Jxa]* to Ep+Tp is 

0 = {sfi(xf + h(x)2} {2i[re0, efi]}l 

+ X) ({w*(ff)ty(ff) + iU(x)fy(x) — 2£?(x)^(#)} [re*>, fy])x 
tf^ in A 

+ 2 3 ( { ^ ( x ) f y ( x ) + itç>(x)tf(x) + 2$«>(#)fy,(ff)} [ r f y , £*>])*• 
<P^ in A 

<P+T*H3+T/3 

Suppose that the holomorphic arc ƒ does not satisfy f*D0<ZMx. 
Then we can choose rj such that ^ * C ^ » i-e- s u c n t n a t a(^)s^0, so 
there is a root j3£^4 for which sp(x)2+t0(x)2?*O. Recall that Ct is dis
joint from the parabolic subalgebra Q[X], in fact that CtCQw"- So there 
is an ordering of the 3C-roots of g such that A consists of negative 
roots. Now choose /3 to be the highest root in A such that sp(x)2 

+tp(x)27é0, i.e. such that the real numbers s?(x) and t${x) are not 
both zero. Now suppose <p, \//EA with <p5*\l/ and v+Typ^fi+Tfi. Then 
either s<p(x) = 0 = /*>(#) or ^ (# ) = 0 = fy(#); for otherwise <p<fi and 
^<j8 , whence ^ > + T ^ < J 3 + T J 3 . Thus 

s<p(x)s1f,(x) = t<p(x)tf(x) = s<p(x)tf(x) = 0, 

and our calculation above reduces to 

{sfi(x) + tp(x) } {2i[rePy ep]}x = 0. 

As {i [rep, e$\ }l^0 from r g ^ ^ = g/j+r/s, it follows that Sfi(x)2+tfi(x)2 = 0, 
which contradicts our choice of j3. We conclude that f*D0(ZMx. Tha t 
completes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 

8.11. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, xÇzX, 3C C &x a rstable Cartan subalgebra of g, and $> a subset 
of a simple Wl-root system such that (Pa. = (P$. Then the following condi
tions are equivalent'. 

(i) 9tt[s] =Q[x]y parabolic subalgebra defined by (8.6). 
0 0 Qix]=<3ïï>ix}, parabolic subalgebra defined by (8.8). 
(iii) If <p is an 3C-root such that (<p, 5$)<0 and —^>$$wP\r*M then 

<p+rcp is a root. 
If those conditions hold, the holomorphic arc components of Go(x) are 

complex submanifolds of X. 
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PROOF, (iii) implies (ii) by (8.8). Given (ii), 2flZ[x] is an algebra, so 
9l[a.] = 9TC[X] by Theorem 8.9, whence (ii) says 3l[x] =Q[x]. Given (i), 
Q[x]CWlix]CSliz] implies (ii), and (iii) follows by (8.8). Q.E.D. 

8.12. EXAMPLE. Let G = SL(2m, C) and either G0 = SL(m, Q) with 
maximal compact subgroup Sp(ra), or Go = SL(2my R) with maximal 
compact subgroup SO (2m). Choose a r-stable Cartan subalgebra 
JCC9 a n d a r-stable simple root system >£. Then r acts on St" by 

O O-

t t {t\pi « ^2m-t). 

^2m-l ^2m-2 ^m+1 

Let <? = (?* = <?* where <£ = {^i, • • • , ^ - 2 } . Then 

X = G/P is complex projective (2m — l)-space, 

and we note 

*" = {*< + **fl + • • • + ^2m-i: 1 ^ f ^ 2W ~ l } , 

r$* = jfc + fa + • • • + ft: 1 S i â 2«i - l}, 
so 

$ t t P\ T$M = {ju} where n = ^1 + • • • + ^2m-i maximal root. 

Thus 

5* = At and Q[x] = <Pr, T = {t/% ^3, • • * , ^2^-2}. 

Now let B consist of all roots <p such that $«>Ci<?x+T(yx and 9*»CtQ[a:]. 
Then 

£ = { - ( * i + • • • + * < ) , - ( * / + • - + ^ 2 ^ 1 ) : 

1 ^ * < 2m - 1, 1 < j S 2m - l } . 

If (pÇzB, now #>+r<p is of the form 

- [ ( * ! + • • • +•*<) + (fc—< + • • • + #1—1)], 

which cannot be a root because we cannot have 2m—i = i+l. Thus 

if <p G 5 then ^ + rç? is not a root. 

In other words, B = r ° , so now 

9Tlfx] = (P* + T(?X = 3C + 2 § ? , not an algebra. 
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Thus the holomorphic arc components of Go(x) are not complex sub-
manifolds of X. In fact, as Q[X] is maximal among the r-stable sub-
algebras of 8» one expects that the (?[i/i.o(;y)> :y£Go(tf), would be maxi
mal among the connected complex submanifolds of X that are con
tained in Go(x). 

The example above is based on the situation that r preserves a 
simple root system *$f but acts nontrivially on ty. The latter occurs if 
and only if r induces an outer automorphism on the compact real 
form of G, i.e. if and only if the maximal compact subgroups K of Go 
have rank K< rank Go. Later we will see, for the case where X is a 
compact hermitian symmetric space and the inclusion G0(x0) C.X of 
some open orbit is the Borel embedding of the noncompact dual of X, 
that every holomorphic arc component of every Go-orbit on X is a 
hermitian symmetric submanifold (the signature of metric can be 
indefinite there). In particular, if X is complex projective space as in 
the example, and if Go is not one of the real forms of G considered 
above, then it will follow that every holomorphic arc component of 
every Go-orbit is a complex submanifold of X. 

8.13. LEMMA/DEFINITION. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, 
Go a real form of G, x £ X , 3CC(P* a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, and 
3> a subset of a simple 3C-root system such that (?x = 6>$. Let Q[x] be the 
r-stable parabolic subalgebra of g defined by (8.6), Q[X],o the real form 
QfsJ^So of Q[X], and Q[x),o the analytic subgroup of Go for Q[*],o. Then 

(i) Q[x],o(x)C.S[X] is a complex submanifold of X, 
(iï) Q[*i» Qr*],o o,nd Q[X),o(x) are independent of choices of 3C and $ , 
(iii) if yGQiz],o(x) ihen

 QM.OGO =(?[*].o(*), and 

(iv) if g£Go then Q[ax].o(gx)=gQ[X],o(x). 
We will refer to the Q[y],o(y)t yGGo(x), as the algebraic arc com-

ponents of Go(x). 

REMARK. Lemma 8.13 says that the algebraic arc components of 
Go(x) enjoy the same formal properties as the holomorphic arc com
ponents. Example 8.12 shows that they are the best substitute for the 
holomorphic arc components in case the latter are not complex sub-
manifolds of X. Corollary 8.11 gives the criterion for the algebraic arc 
components of Go(x) to coincide with the holomorphic arc components. 

PROOF. Assertion (i) is immediate from Lemma 8.4. 
Suppose that Q[X],o(x) does not depend on the choices of 5C and 3>. 

If gEGo, then we define Q[0x\,o(gx) from the choices ad(g)3CCad(g)(P* 
= GV and ad (g - 1)**; then Q[gx] =ad(g)Q[x], so Q[^],o = ad(g)Qw,o, 
implying the statement Qi0z\,o(gx) =g•(?[*],o(#) of (iv). If gGGw.o we 
obtain Q[0x],o = Qix],o, so QiOX],o(gx) = QM.O(2*) « Q M . O C * ) , proving 
(iii). Thus we are reduced to proving (ii). 
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Given 3C, S$= ^2^unT^u<p- 2-* t tn-7*w( —$) is the sum of all 3C-
roots — \(/ such that 9 ^ C ^ * + T ( P * ; thus ô$, Q[X], Q[x],o and Q[X]to(x) are 
independent of choice of the set $ for which (Px = CP$, and they depend 
only on the choice of 3C. 

Let 3C' and 3C" be two choices of 3C. They are r-stable Cartan sub-
algebras of respective reductive parts ((?xr^T(?xy and {(9xr\T(S>

x)
n of 

(PxHroV Let Çf̂ j and Q[X] be the analytic subgroups of G for the cor
responding algebras Q(x] and Qf̂ ; let Z/, L " and L denote the respec
tive analytic subgroups of G for ((P^rW*)', (<S>xr\T(9x)" and ((PsPirCP*). 
Then (L'\JL") CLCiQw^Qw). As any two reductive parts of L are 
conjugate, we have g\ÇzL such that ad(gi)Z/' = Z/; as any two Cartan 
subgroups of V are conjugate, we have g2(E.L' such that ad(g2gi)3C" 
= 3C'. Now g=g2gi is an element of Q\x] such that a>à(g)Q[x\ = Q[x\. 
Thus <2& = Q[V I t follows that Q[x],o = Q[a;],o and Qf^oW = (?[*],o(x). 

Q.E.D. 
We note the relations of holomorphic and algebraic arc com

ponents with projections of flag manifolds. 

8.14. PROPOSITION. Let Px CP2 be parabolic subgroups of G, Xi = G/Pi 
the resulting complex flag manifolds, and T: X1-^X2 the projection 
gPi—>gP2. Let X2Ç1X2 and let Go be a real form of G. 

1. There exist points SiGn*""1^) such that Go(#i) is an open subset of 
T^1GO(X2). 

2. If XiG^r""1^), then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(2a) Go(xi) is open in T^1GO(X2). 

(2b) ((Pi)x1+r((P1)n= ((P2)X2+r((P2)X2. 
(2c) codimensionfl(G0(a;i) QXi) = codimensioni*(Go(#2) QX2). 
(2d) Let 5CC(ö>i)*1 be a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, <I>iC$£ 

subsets of a simple 30,-root system such that ((P*)*,-= (P*< ; then 3>?rV<I>? 

3. Let XIÇ.TT"1(X2) with Go(xi) open in TT^GOO^). Choose 3C and 
$ iC*2 as in (2d). Then 

(3a) the linear forms ô$1 = 8$2, the parabolic subalgebras Q[X1] 
= Q[a:j], and the algebraic arc components of the Go(Xi) are related by 

Qlx2ho(%2) = »Q[*i],o(*i) and ol«il.o(*i) = Go(#i) C\ »-1Ö[«,1,0(^2); 

(3b) /Ae spaces M[Xl] = 9TC[*2], and iw particular one is an algebra 
if and only if the other is an algebra ; 

(3c) the holomorphic arc components of Go(#i) are complex sub-
manifolds of X\ if and only if the holomorphic arc components of GQ(X%) 

are complex submanifolds of X2; 
(3d) holomorphic arc components S[Xi] CGo(#*) QXi are related by 
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•S[x3) = irS[Xl] and S[Xl] = Go(#i) O w ^ ^ j ; 

(3e) the algebras $l[Xl] = 9l[*2] awd /Ae groups N[XI],O = NIX2I,Q. 

PROOF. The projection x : Xi-*X2 is Go-invariant, so TT^GOO^) is a 
union of Go-orbits. As there are only finitely many Go-orbits on Xi, 
now 7T"1GQ(X2) is a finite union of Go-orbits, so at least one of them has 
full dimension in Tr^Gofa). Tha t proves (1). 

If Go(#i) is open in TT^GOC^), then 

codimensions (G0f#i) C X±) = dim« Xi — dim^ G0(#i) 

= dim« Xi — âimRW~1Go(x2) 

= [dims X2 + {dim^ Xx — dim« X2} ] 

— [dim* G0(x2) + {dims Xx — dim« X2}] 

= dimu X2 — dims G0(x2) 

= codimension^Go^) C X2). 

Conversely, if those codimensions are equal, the argument shows that 
dim/* Go(#i)=dimfl T^Gofa), so Go(#i) is open in Tr^Gofe). Thus 
(2a) and (2c) are equivalent. Theorem 2.12 (ii) says that (2c) is 
equivalent to | $? rV$? | = ( ^ H r * * ! . As ^ C * ? , the latter is equiva
lent to *?nr*?=$2r \T$2 . Thus (2c) and (2d) are equivalent. We 
reformulate (2d) as - $ ? n - T * ? = - $ « 0 - 7 * 5 , i.e. as ((Pi);i

wnr((P1)~tt 

^ ( f t ^ n T ^ ) ; , 0 , i.e. as (&I)XI+T((?I)XI==((?2)X2+T((?2)X2, which is 
(2b). Tha t completes the proof of (2). 

Let XiÇzir-l(x2) with Go(#i) open in TT~~1GÇI(X2). Then we have (2b), 
(2c) and (2d). From (2d), S$1 = 5$2, so Q[»1] = Q[*,i, C N , O = Ö W . O and 
Q[xi\tQ{x2)

:=TrQ[Xl\^(x\)\ and (Px/^fyCQixd,* implies further that 
ö[*i3.o(^i)=Go(^i)n7r~1C[a;2],o(x2), completing the proof of (3a). 
Q[*il — Qix2i together with (2b) implies SfTl̂ j = 2fll[*2], proving (3b). 
Theorem 8.9 and (3b) imply (3c). If the holomorphic arc components 
are complex manifolds then (3d) follows from (3b) and Theorem 8.9. 
But in genera] we must look a t holomorphic arcs. 

Il f : D—>X\ is a holomorphic arc in Go(#i) then (w*/): D-*X2 is a 
holomorphic arc in 7rGo(xi) =Go(tf2). Thus wS[Xl]C.S[X2], Let S = Go(#i) 
r\Tr-lS[*4f P~TT\S, and £ the fibration p: S—>S[X2]. Then £ is locally 
trivial and its fibres carry complex manifold structures as open sub
sets of 7T-fibres. If y £ S this implies S[y] —p~lpS[v\. Thus S[X2] is a dis
joint union of sets pS[y] —TrS[v}, y £ S, and S is disjoint union of the 
corresponding P~1TTS[V\. As the images of holomorphic arcs in Go(#2) 
fill out a neighborhood in S[X2\ of every point p(y)&S[X2]f and as those 
holomorphic arcs lift to S, the sets ^~V5[y] are open in 5, so 
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S=p"hrS{Xl] by connectedness. Tha t proves (3d). I t follows that 
9fl[xi]t0 = 9(l[a.2]>0 modulo the isotropy subalgebras of 9o at X\ and x*. 
As those isotropy subalgebras ((P<)»<ngo=((P<).<nT((P<)»<ngoCQw 
H g o C ^ M . o , now Slfoho —9fl[*ii,o; (3e) follows. Q.E.D. 

We describe the "space of holomorphic arc components" of a Go-
orbit on X. 

8.15. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, xG-X*, Go a 
real form of G, and K a maximal compact subgroup of Go. Define projec
tions 

(8.16a) a: G0(x) -> G0/(G0 H N[x]) by <r(#r) = g(G0H iVw) , 

(8.16b) « : G0(x) -» Go/(G0 H g w ) by K(gx) = #(G0 H QM), 

and 

(8.16c) ?: G o / ( G 0 n ö [ a ] ) ^ G 0 / ( G 0 n ^ [ x ] ) 

by g(G0 n g w ) -» g(G0 n # w ) . 

1. <r is well defined and (8.16a) is a Go-equivariant differentiable fibre 
bundle with 

(la) structure group Go(~\N[X\, the parabolic subgroup of Go with 
identity component N[x],o, 

(lb) fibre over <r(gx) equal to the holomorphic arc component S[gx\ 
= gS[x] of G0(x) through g{x), and 

(lc) compact base Go/(Gof~\N[x)) — K/(Kr\N[Xy), real flag mani
fold that parameterizes the holomorphic arc components of Go(x). 

2. Kis well defined and (8.16b) is a Go-equivariant differentiable fibre 
bundle with 

(2a) structure group GoP (?[*], the parabolic subgroup of Go with 
identity component Q[x],o, 

(2b) fibre over ic(gx) equal to the algebraic arc component Q[gx],o(gx) 
= g()[x],oCxO of Go(x) through g{x), and 

(2c) compact base Go/(Go(^\Q[X]) = K/(Kr\Q[X-\), real flag manifold 
that parameterizes the algebraic arc components of Go(x). 

3. v = <r • HT1, well-defined projection of real flag manifolds, and (8.16c) 
has fibre over v(gx) parameterizing the algebraic arc components of 
Go(x) that are contained in the holomorphic arc component S[gx]. 

PROOF. (P*rWxCQ[x]C9l[*i implies Gor\PxCG0r\Q[x]CGQr\N[x], 
so <r, K and v^a-nr1 are well defined, and (8.16a, b, c) are Go-equivari
ant differentiable fibre bundles with structure groups as described in 
(la) and (2a). 

Let F be the complex flag manifold G/N[x] or G/Quy View G as a 
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linear algebraic group def/R such that Go is the topological identity 
component of the set GR of real points. Then F is def/R and Theorem 
3.6(2) says that the Go-orbit of the identity coset on .Fis PR, and that 
it is the unique closed Go-orbit on F. That proves that the base spaces 
of (8.16a) and (8.16b) are real flag manifolds and that K acts transi
tively on them. Now it only remains to prove (lb) and (2b) ; for then 
(lc), (2c) and (3c) will follow immediately. 

Choose a r-stable Cartan subalgebra 3CC<P* of 9 and decompose 
3Co = JCng0 as 3Cr+3CF, toroidal and vector parts relative to a Cartan 
involution 0 of go. The choice of 3C determines reductive parts (P£, 
QT

[x] and 9lfx]î let ZpC3C, ZQC3C and ZATC3C denote their respective 
centers, and let ZC5C denote the center of (F^rVo^; note rZ = Z, 
TZQ = ZQ, rZi\r = Zj\r and Z J V C Z Q C Z . 

91̂ ] is the centralizer of ZN in g, Qf̂  is the centralizer of ZQ in 9» 
and (P£ is the centralizer of Zp in g, because 9l[Xj, Qr*i and <9S are 
parabolic subalgebras of g. Now <p£fV(P£ is the centralizer of Zp+rZp 
in g, and it follows that (PiPirCPi is the centralizer of Z in g. Decom
pose real forms: 

Zjy.o = ZjyO go and Z#,o — *ZN%T + Z^,F> 

ZQ,O — ZQ C\ go and ZQ,O ^ %Q,T H~ ZQ ,7, 

ZO = Z H g0 and Z0 = ZT + Zv 

into toroidal and vector parts by intersecting with 3Cr and 3Cr. 
If SCg then Z(S) denotes the centralizer of S in G and Zo(S) denotes 
the centralizer GonZ(S) of S in Go. Now we have N\X] = Z(ZN,T) 
nZ(Ztf.y), Q^»Z(Zofr)nZ(ZQ.F) and P ; n r P ; = Z(Zr)nZ(Zr); 
for Z(S) =Z(SHgo) whenever S is a r-stable subspace of g. Thus 

Go r\ Nr
[x] « Z0(2fr,r) H Z0(Z^,r), 

Go n Q[x] = ZO(ZQ,7») n ZO(ZQ,F), 

and 

Go H P i n TPI = Zo^Zr) n ZO(ZF). 

It follows that 

Go n exp(iZiyr.r) meets every component of G0 Pi iV[,], 

Go n exp(iZgjr) meets every component of Go H Ç[,], 

and 

Go n exp(fZr) meets every component of Go n P»r} TPX. 
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Using ((Pa/V(Pa.)
f = (P£n7(P£, we also have 

Go H exp(iZv) meets every component of G0 C\ (Px r\ TPx)
r. 

Connectivity of real unipotent groups says that Gor^N[X] meets every 
component of GO^NM, Go^öw meets every component of Gof^Qw, 
and Gor\(Pxr\TPx)

r meets every component of Gor\(PxC\TPx) 
= GoC\Px. Thus 

Go C\ exp(iZ#,y) meets every component of G0 H N[X], 

Go H exp(iZQ.y) meets every component of G 0 H (?[»], 

and 

G0 r\ exp(iZr) meets every component of Go r\ Px. 

ZNQZQQZ implies iZ?r,vGiZQ,vC.iZv, so Gonexp(iZjv\r)CGo 
nexp( iZQ,r)CGonexp(iZr) . Thus GQC\PX meets every component 
of GQC\Q[X\ and also meets every component of GQC^N^. This proves 
that {GQC\Q[X{)(X) and (GQC\N[X{){X) are connected, hence equal to 
QM,O(X) and N[x],0(x) =S[X], respectively. That proves (lb) and (2b), 
completing the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 

8.17. DEFINITIONS. In the notation of Theorem 8.15, the base space 
Go/(G0(^N[X]) of the fibre bundle (8.16a) will be called the space of holo
morphic arc components of G0(x), and the base G0/(Gor\Q[x}) of the 
bundle (8.16b) will be called the space of algebraic arc components of 
Go(x). This terminology is based on results (lc) and (2c) of Theorem 8.15. 

8.18. COROLLARY. Let P1C.P2 be parabolic subgroups of G, Xi = G/Pi 
the resulting complex flag manifolds, ir: Xi—^Xz the projection gPi*-^gP2, 
Go a real form of G, x2(EX2, and X I S T " - 1 ^ ) such that Go(tfi) is open in 
TT-1GO(X2). 

1. w induces a diffeomorphism S[x]*-*irS[x] =S[TX] from the space of 
holomorphic arc components of Go(#i) onto the space of holomorphic arc 
components of Go (#2). 

2. 7T induces a diffeomorphism Qix],o(x)t->wQ[x],o(x) = Q[rx],o(Tx) 
from the space of algebraic arc components of Go(#i) onto the space of 
algebraic arc components of Go (#2). 

PROOF. This is immediate from Theorem 8.15 and the results 
ö w = 0 w a n d NM=*NM of Proposition 8.14(3). Q.E.D. 

8.19. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, * £ X , 
and Go a real form of G. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 

(i) Go(x) is the unique closed Go-orbit on X. 
(ii) Go(#) is compact. 
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(iii) The holomorphic arc components of G0(x) are compact. 
(iv) The algebraic arc components of GQ(X) are compact. 

PROOF. We have noted equivalence of (i) and (ii) from compactness 
of X. Now consider the fibrations (8.16) 

a: G0(x)-*Go/(G0niNw), 

K: Go(x)-*Go/(G0nQix]) 

whose base spaces, both compact, are the respective spaces of holo
morphic and algebraic arc components of Go(x). As the base is com
pact, the total space is compact if and only if the fibres are compact. 
Tha t given equivalence of (ii) with (iii) and with (iv). Q.E.D. 

8.20. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, and x(EX. If the holomorphic arc components of GQ(X) are 
points, then Go(x) is the closed Go-orbit on X. Semiconversely, if Go(x) 
is the closed Go-orbit on X, and if dim# Go(x) =d imc X, then the holo
morphic arc components of Go(x) are points. 

PROOF. The first assertion follows from Corollary 8.19 because 
points are compact. Now suppose dinifj Go(x) = dime X. Then (Px = T(?X 

by Theorem 3.6, so (?xr\T(?x = (PX+T(PX, and the construction (8.8) 
yields SfĤ î as the algebra <S>X. Theorem 8.9 then says 9l[x] = (Px, so 
SM = N[xho(x) = (Go^Px)(x) =x. Q.E.D. 

9. Global conditions for the components of an orbit. We will study 
certain conditions related to complexity and measurability for the 
holomorphic arc components of a Go-orbit. Those conditions are 
defined as follows. 

9.1. DEFINITIONS. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, G0 a real 
form of G, # £ X , S[x] the holomorphic arc component of Go(x) through x, 
N[X],o the identity component of the normalizer of S[x] in Go, and N[x] 
= < ] , o -

1. The orbit G0(x) is called partially complex if its holomorphic arc 
components are complex submanifolds of X, i.e. if S[x] is a complex 
submanifold of X. 

2. The orbit G0(x) is said to be of flag type if the N&} (xf), # '£G 0 (x) , 
are complex flag manifolds, i.e. if N[x](x) is a complex flag manifold, 
i.e. if N[X] has a r-stable reductive part N\x] that is transitive on N{x](x) 
and that has N\x)r}Px as a parabolic subgroup. 

3. The orbit GQ(X) is called measurable if its holomorphic arc com
ponents carry invariant positive Radon measures, i.e. if S[x] carries an 
N[x]to-invariant positive Radon measure. 
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4. The orbit Go(x) is said to be polarized if the <9X>, X'ÇEGQ(X), have 
r-stable reductive parts, i.e. if T<P^ = <P£ for some choice of reductive 
part <p;C(P*. 

5. The orbit GQ(X) is called integrable if the distribution T of (8.10) 
is integrable, i.e. if (PX+TCP* is a subalgebra of g. 

Theorem 8.9 gives several conditions for GQ(X) to be partially com
plex. The analogous condition for algebraic arc components is auto
matic (Lemma 8.13), so it will not be given a name. 

The notion of flag type is a useful hereditary condition. The anal
ogous condition for algebraic arc components is that Q[x](x) be a 
complex flag manifold. In that case we will say that Go(x) is of flag 
type relative to its algebraic arc components. 

The notion of measurable orbit is the primary object of this paper. 
In §6 we obtained the basic facts for measurable open orbits, and the 
definition here specializes to that of §6. The analogous condition for 
algebraic arc components is that Q[x],o(x) carry a Q[x]fo-invariant 
positive Radon measure. In that case we will say that Go(x) is 
measurable relative to its algebraic arc components. 

The notion of polarized orbit will be useful in studying the three 
concepts above. Let ZCC&x be any r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g. 
Tha t determines a choice of (P£, and Lemma 2.10 says ((P3;rYr(Pa;)

r 

= 6^xr\T(PT
x. Thus G0(x) is polarized if and only if dim((Pa;/

rV(Px)
r 

= dim <9T
X. The latter can be expressed as dim {{<9xC\T(S>

x)/((9xr\T(S>
x)

u} 
= dim {(?*/(?£}, which is independent of choice of 3C. Thus Go(x) is 
polarized if and only if (?r

x = r(?x relative to every r-stable Cartan sub
algebra 3CC(P* of g. 

The notion of integrable orbit is recalled from §7, where it was 
studied in some detail. 

9.2. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, x £ X , JCCCP* a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, and $ a 
subset of a simple 3C-root system such that (?x = (P$. Define 

(9.3) l £ = E 8*1 V~ = TVÎ= £ g*, Vx = vt + V^. 

Then Go(x) is measurable if and only if 

(9.4) 
91 w = (<P. H T(P,) + V,. 

If Go(x) is measurable, then 
(i) GQ(X) is partially complex; 
(ii) Go(x) is of flag type; 
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(iii) Go(x) is polarized if and only if it is integrable\ and 
(iv) the invariant Radon measure on S[x] is the volume element of an 

N[x\ ̂ -invariant kaehler metric (nondegeneratef but not necessarily posi
tive definite). 

PROOF. Let A be the set of 3C-roots such that 9l[xj = ((PxHrCPa.) 
+ 2 U S* a n d define a= ^A <p* If Go(x) is measurable, then S[x] has 
a positive iV^.o-invariant Radon measure /x. Then the coset space 
N[x],o/(N[x],o(r^Px):=N[x],o/(Px^rPx)o representing S[x] has n as 
invariant measure, so (PjHPJo acts with determinant ± 1 on its 
tangent space, i.e. ( ( P ^ H T ^ O acts with trace 0 on 9l[*] , 0 / ( ^ * ^ ^ ) 0 , 
i.e. G>x(^T(?x acts with trace 0 on 3l[x]/((Pxnr(Pa), i.e. ((P*fV(PJC)r acts 
with trace 0 on 2JA S*> ue- & a c t s w ^ h trace 0 on 2<A 8*> ^e- « = 0. 
The argument is reversible. Thus Go(x) is measurable if and only 
if a = 0. 

Suppose GQ(X) measurable. If <pÇEA with 9*C9ft[i], then a has 
positive inner product with the sum of the roots of 9fl£], contradicting 
a = 0. Thus X)A8*>C91[X] and it follows that ïft[x]C((Px(^T(Px). Now 
-4 = — A by Lemma 6.2, for ^^((Pa/VCP*) is reductive. As -4 is 
disjoint from $ * n r $ * , i.e. as 

A C ($ r H - r$w) U ( - $ u H r$r) U ($tt H - r$tt) U ( - $ « H r$tt), 

this says ^A S^C^)*. AS 9flw is parabolic now ]>^ G*» — ^*' Thus 
Vl[x] = ((?xr\T(?x)+Vx- That proves (9.4). 

Conversely assume (9.4). Then N[x]t0 acts trivially on S[X] and 
iV[x]i0 acts transitively with reductive isotropy subgroup (Pxr\TPr

x)o, 
so Lemma 6.2 says that Go(x) is measurable. 

Suppose Go(x) measurable. Then (9.4) implies 91[X]C((PX+T(PX), so 
Theorem 8.9 says that Go(x) is partially complex; that proves (i). 
91&]C(P* by (9.4), so N^ acts trivially on N[X](x), whence N\x] is 
transitive on N[x](x); the isotropy subalgebra of 9fl[,j at x is 9l[x]PKP* 
= ((PxfV(Px)

r+el)x
h, parabolic subalgebra; thus N[X) (x) is a complex flag 

manifold; that proves (ii). If Go(x) is polarized then T$ r =$ r , so 
((Pxnr(Pa!)=(p;+r(Pi+((Pïnr(PÏ) so ((Pxnr(Px)+cüa; = ((Pa:+r(Pa;), and 
(9.4) says that 91 w = ((Px+r(Px) ; thus (PX+T(PX is an algebra and Go(x) 
is integrable. If Go(x) is integrable then 3l[x] = ((PX+T(PX) by Theorem 
8.9, for Q[X] = ((PxHrCPx) ; then (9.4) says that* r H - T $ W and -$ur\T$r 

are empty, so r$ r =<£r and Go(#) is polarized. That proves (iii). 
Suppose Go(x) measurable. By (ii), Y=N[x)(x) is a complex flag 

manifold N\x]/(N
T#f\Px) on which iVfo acts trivially. Lemma 8.4 

says that S{X]=N[X]to(x) is an open iVf^^-orbit on F. Now S[X] is a 
measurable open iVj^o-orbit on the complex flag manifold F, so 
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Theorem 6.3 says that its measure is the volume element of a (pos
sibly indefinite) iV{X]f0-invariant kaehler metric ds2. As Nl^io acts 
trivially on S[x] it must preserve ds2. Thus ds2 is iV[x],o-invariant. 
That proves (iv), completing the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 

9.5. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, xEX, and Vx as defined in (9.3). Then Go(x) is measurable 
relative to its algebraic arc components if and only if 

Q w = ((P. n T<?S, Q w = ((P. n r(p,)r + vm9 

QM = (ö,»nTö)
x) + ^ , 

iw /Aa/ case, 
(i) Go(tf) is of flag type relative to its algebraic arc components; 
(ii) GQ(X) is polarized if and only if it is integrable; 
(iii) the invariant Radon measure on Q[X] ,o(x) is the volume element of 

a Q[x] ̂ -invariant:, possibly indefinite, kaehler metric. 

PROOF. Q[x] can be substituted for 91 [X] throughout the proof of 
Theorem 9.2. Q.E.D. 

To decide whether a given Go(x) is measurable, compute 5$ and 
Qw by (8.6), then Sfïl w by (8.8), and finally W w = (<5>»riT<?x)+Va by 
(9.3). Then Go(x) is measurable if and only if (i) 9îl[x]=eW[*] and 
(ii) *W[X] is an algebra. It is easy to check (i), and it follows from (9.3) 
that (ii) is equivalent to [v£, Vr]CW[zi. The latter inclusion can be 
unpleasant to check, but it is much more easily decidable than is the 
inclusion [9TC[X], 9TC[X] ]C9Tl[X] that says 9TC[X] is an algebra. So measura-
bility is easier to check than is partial complexity. 

9.7. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real form 
of G, xÇzX, JCC(P» a Testable Cartan subalgebra of $, $ a subset of a 
simple 30,-root system such that (PX = (P$, and Vx as in (9.3). 

1. Go(x) is of flag type if and only if ,ü*C9l[*]. 
2. If Go{x) is of flag type, then Go(x) is partially complex if and only 

if S[x\ —N[x)to(x) is an open N^o-orbit on the complex flag manifold 
#w(*)-

3. If Go(x) is partially complex and of flag type, then dime S[X] 
^ I $ur\ — T$W | , with equality if and only if Go(x) is measurable. 

PROOF. Suppose Go(x) of flag type, so JVfo is transitive on 
Y=N[X)(x) and N[X]C\PX is parabolic in N{x]. As N"x] is solvable it has 
a fixed point yE Y. If gEN[x] then N?x](gy) = gN?x](y) =gy; thus Nfc 
acts trivially on Y; now 91&CCP*, so TDlfx| = 9lfx] gives us 91^ 
C(öW(P x ) . If ^>G*wn— T$W, it follows that neither <p nor — <p is a 
root of 9l^j, so both are roots of 91^; thus 1)»C9l[*). 
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Conversely suppose < U*C91M- Then Vlr
[x] contains (&x+TG>r

x)+VZi 

and îfl[x] contains {<9xr\T(9x)
u; it follows that 9l^]C(ö>*nT(Px)

w, so 
N\x] is transitive on N[X)(x). The isotropy subalgebra $l[x]r\(?x con
tains ((?a;nr(PaJ)+eü^, so it is parabolic in 9l^j. Thus G0(x) is of 
flag type. 

Let Go(x) be of flag type, Y=N[X](x) = N\x](x). Then S[X]=N[x]f0(x) 
^Nlzi.oix). If GQ(X) is partially complex, then $IXC(<PS+T(?X) by 
Theorem 8.9, so S[X] is open in Y by Lemma 8.4. If S[X] is open in Y, 
then it is a complex submanifold of X, so GQ(X) is partially complex. 

Let Go(x) be partially complex and of flag type. Then 3l[X] 
= {<9xr\T(9x) +VX+ *wx where v?x is a r-stable sum of root spaces g*>, 

^ G ( * r n - T * M ) U ( - * t t n r * r ) - Now dimoS[x] = dimcNix](x) 
= dime 1)r + dimcCW* H r<9x) = |*w H - r$M | + dimc(W» H T(P,) 
^ | * M H —r*M|, and equality means *wx = 0, i.e. dl[x) = ((PxHrCP )̂ +VX, 
i.e. Go(#) measurable. Q.E.D. 

9.8. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold. Go a real 
form of G, x £ X , 3CC<P* # r-stable Cartan subalgebra of g, <£ a subset of 
a simple 30,-root system such that (?* = (?$, and ^ s as in (9.3). 

1. Go(x) is of flag type relative to its algebraic arc components if and 
only if VXCQ[X)-

2. If Go(x) is of flag type relative to its algebraic arc components, then 
(2a) GQ(X) is of flag type, 
(2b) the algebraic arc component of G0(x) through x is an open 

Qlxho-orbit on the complex flag manifold Q[x)(x), 
(2c) the algebraic arc components of Go(x) have complex dimension 

è | $ w n — T$U\ j with equality if and only if Go(x) is measurable relative 
to its algebraic arc components. 

PROOF. Q[XJ can be substituted for 3l[X] throughout the proof of 
Theorem 9.7. Q.E.D. 

Recall Example 8.12. There G = SL(2m, C), Go is SL(m, Q) or 
SL(2w, R), the simple root system ^ = {\f/u • • • , ^2m-i}, T ^ < = ^ 2 « - * , 

and <PX = (?$ where $ = {^i, • • • , ^2^-2}. So X is complex projective 
(2w —l)-space and we calculated 

Q[X] =<Pr where T= {fc, • • • , ^m-2} and 
<NI[X]=<?X+TG>X= 2>*-#»9* where M = ^ 1 + ^ 2 + • • • +^2*t-i. 

Thus 9Tl[x] generates g. As SïïlwCS^w by Proposition 8.7, it follows 
that 9l[«] = g. Thus Go(x) is of flag type, but it is not partially complex. 

9.9. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real form 
of G, and x£zX such that the orbit Go(x) is polarized. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) Go(x) is integrable. 
(ii) GQ(X) is measurable. 
(iii) Go(x) is measurable relative to its algebraic arc components. 
(iv) GQ(X) is partially complex and of flag type. 
(v) Go(x) is partially complex and is of flag type relative to its alge

braic arc components. 
If the above conditions hold, then 9l[*] = ((P«nr(Pa.)+

eüa! ==§[*], so the 
algebraic arc components of Go(x) coincide with the holomorphic arc 
components. 

PROOF. If Go(x) is measurable, Theorem 9.2 says that it is integra-
ble. If GQ(X) is measurable relative to its algebraic arc components, 
Corollary 9.5 says that it is integrable. 

Suppose Go(x) integrable, so (8.6) and Theorem 8.9 show that 9l[x] 
= (ö>*+r(Pa!) = Q[a;]. As Go(x) is polarized, ((Px+r(Px) = (G>xr\T(?x)+Vx. 
Thus 9l[x] = (CPa:nrö>

x)+
eüa.==Q[«], and Theorem 9.2 says that G0(x) 

both is measurable, and is measurable relative to its algebraic arc 
components. 

If Go(x) is measurable, Theorem 9.2 says it is partially complex and 
of flag type. If Go(x) is partially complex and of flag type, Theorems 
8.9 and 9.7 say that ((P«nr(Pa5)+ iüa fC9lwC(ö> ,nr(Px), while 
(<?X^T(?X)+VX = ((?X+T(?X) because Go(x) is polarized; thus ^l^ 
= (<9XC\T<9X)-\-VX and Go(x) is measurable by Theorem 9.2. 

If Go(x) is measurable relative to its algebraic arc components, then 
it is measurable because it is polarized, so it is partially complex by 
Theorem 9.2; and VxC®[x] by Corollary 9.5, so G0(x) is of flag type 
relative to its algebraic arc components by Corollary 9.8. If GQ(X) is 
partially complex and is of flag type relative to its algebraic arc com
ponents, Theorem 8.9 and Corollary 9.8 say that ((PxP\r(Pa5)+

,,üa; 

CQix]CVl[x]C((?x+T(?x), while ((Pxnr(Pa;)+
eüaJ = ((Px+T(Pa;) because 

Go(x) is polarized; thus Q[x) — ((Pxr^T(Px)+Vx and Corollary 9.5 says 
that Go(x) is measurable relative to its algebraic arc components. 

Q.E.D. 

9.10. COROLLARY. Let Bbea Borel subgroup of G, Y—G/B a complex 
flag manifold, Go a real form of G, and yÇzY. Then the following condi
tions are equivalent, and they imply that the algebraic arc components of 
Go(y) coincide with the holomorphic arc components: 

(i) Go(y) is integrable. 
(ii) Go(y) is measurable. 
(iii) Go(y) is measurable relative to its algebraic arc components. 
(iv) Go(y) is partially complex and of flag type. 
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(v) Go(y) is partially complex and is of flag type relative to its alge
braic arc components. 

PROOF. Let 3CC&y be a r-stable Cartan subalgebra of Q. 
Then (By = 5C=r5C=r(Bj, so Go(y) is polarized and Theorem 9.9 
applies. Q.E.D. 

9.11. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G y and xÇzX such that the orbit GQ(X) is integrable. 

1. 9£[s] = (G>X+T(?X) =Q[x]y so the algebraic arc components of Go(x) 
coincide with the holomorphic arc components. 

2. Go(x) is partially complex and of flag type. 
3. Go(x) is measurable if and only if it is polarized. 

PROOF. Assertion (1) is immediate from (8.6) and Theorem 8.9. 
Now Theorem 8.9 proves Go(x) partially complex and Theorem 9.7 
says that it is of flag type. If Go(x) is measurable, Theorem 9.2 says it 
is polarized; if Go(x) is polarized, Theorem 9.9 says it is measurable. 

Q E . D . 
If Go(x) is an open orbit, then S[X] — GQ(X), SO it is rather trivial that 

Go(x) is partially complex and of flag type. Criteria for measurability 
of Go(x) are given by Theorems 6.3 and 6.7, the latter being that (P 
and r(P are opposed. We now see that closed orbits are somewhat 
better behaved. 

9.12. THEOREM. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, and xÇzX such that Go(x) is the closed Go-orbit on X. Then 
Go(x) is measurabley hence partially complex and of flag type. 

PROOF. Let BCP be a Borel subgroup of G, Y=G/B the resulting 
complex flag manifold, and T: Y-+X the projection. Choose yÇzir'l(x) 
such that Go(y) is the closed Go-orbit on Y. 

Let 3Co be the Lie algebra of a maximally split Cartan subgroup of 
Go, 3Co = 3 + Œ the decomposition into toroidal and vector parts, and 
3C = 3C£. The X-root system A=A0WA r where A0 consists of those 
roots that vanish on & and Ar consists of those that do not. Ordering 
the roots, we have 

Iwasawa decomposition g0 = 3Z + Ct + 31, 3lc = Yl ff<p 

minimal parabolic <£ = 3ÏI + a + 31, 3TCC = 3C + X) 9*-

Now define a Borel subalgebra (B'CS by 

®' « (3 + a + 3l)c + E S* 
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Then 

r(B' = (3 + a + dl)c + D &. 
à* 

Thus 
(i) ®'nT($>' = (3 + a+Vl)c and 

(ii) ($>'+T&' = £C. 
Let y'GY be the point such that (&y> = (&'. Then (ii) says that 

Go 6 0 is integrable, hence measurable by Corollary 9.10, hence par
tially complex and of flag type by Theorem 9.2 or Corollary 9.10. On 
the other hand, (i) shows that the compact group K with Lie algebra 
5C is transitive on Go(y'). Thus Go(y') is the closed Go-orbit on F, i.e. 
Go(y') =Go(y). That proves our assertions for the case where P is a 
Borel subgroup of G. 

Conjugate (B' by an element of Go that sends y' to y. That done, we 
may assume that (Bv is given by the description of (B' above. Now 
(P* = (By+2Do+3Dr where, for certain subsets D0CA0" and DrC.Ar, 

2>o = J2 9* and £>r = ]£ 9^ 

Thus 

(?z = (By + £>o + £>r and (B^ = dC + £>o + £>r, 

and, defining 

a><T = Z) 9*, SD7 = 13 S* ^~ = ^ Z 9* f n g0, 

we have 

r£>0 = SDo" C (By and £>r + r£>r C (9if) . 

In particular, 

3Drn r(By = r3Drn (By = £>7H rCB^ = T£>7H flC" — °-

Retaining the notation (9.3), we now have 

Vy = ((By H röC) + (öC H r(By) 

•={(<£ + 3)7) H (r(P7 + rSDo)} + {(ö>r + 2>o) H (r(?r + r l£)} 

= (<p"n TCPD + (öCn TCP") + ©o + £>7 = vx + ©o + ©7. 

We also compute 

((P* H T(PX) = ((By + ©o + 2)r) H (r(Bv + r£>o + r£>f) 

= ((B.PlKB,) + (©o + £>7) + (£>rn r£>r). 
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As Go(y) is measurable, VIM = (($>yr\T($>y)+VV by Theorem 9.2. 
Now define 

(9.13a) W w = ((P.r\T<P,)+,U.. 
Our calculations above say that 

•Wfe] = ((Byn r&y) + (£>0 + 3)7) + (SDrH r£>r) + «0, 

= ((By H T(B>) + I), + (£>r H TSDr). 

In other words, 
(9.13b) W[*] = 9l[y]+ ( £ / > £ > , ) . 

As both 9d[y] and ((P*nr(Px) are subalgebras of Ww, and ((P«r\r<P«) 
+eüaJ =

 eWIa;] = 9l[v] + (3Drnr3Dr) by (9.13 a, b), the condition for Ww 
to be an algebra is 

[Vm, SDrOrOr] C V w . 

Observing 2)rC(Pi, we calculate 

[D , , £>,. r\ r3Dr] c [<P* n T<5>r, (Px n T<PX] 

c { [<P*, (?3 n [rö>r, r(pr
x]} c (<P* n TCPD C V*, 

and similarly [l)r , © / > © , ] C ^ r . Thus [l)*, ^ H T ^ C ' C X C ^ E * ] . 

Tha t proves W[X] to be an algebra. As it contains the parabolic sub-
algebra 9l[„] of 9, and as TV?IX\ = <W[*], now 

(9.13c) V?[xi is a r-stable parabolic subalgebra of g. 
Comparing (9.4) and (9.13a), Theorem 9.2 says that Go(x) is mea

surable if and only if °W[X] = 9l[X]. As "WMCSTCM by Lemma 8.4 and 
Proposition 8.7, Theorem 8.9 says we need only check that W[*j 
= 91I[X]. Define -4 to be the set of roots such that 9TCW = % ] + ^A $<P 
(direct) ; now the assertion of our theorem is reduced to the statement 
that A is empty. 

Express eWjxj= ^2M 9* a n d define p= ]T)M <p- Then (9.13c) says 
that a root space ^ C W y if and only if (<p, M) = 0, g^CWjj if and 
only if (<p, / i )>0 , and H=TJJL. In particular, (#>, M ) < 0 for every <pÇzA, 
and (̂ >, M ) ^ 0 whenever g^COPsfVCP*). 

Let #>£-4. If <p+T<p is a root, then $<P+T<PC((?X+T(?X) implies g*>+T*> 
C((P*nr(Px) because r(<p+T<p) = <p+T<p; then Og(<p+rp, JJL) = (<P, JU) 
+ (r<p, /i) = (ç>, /x) + (r̂ >, rjLt) = 2(̂ >, M ) < 0 , which is absurd; thus g*+r* 
C<Pi~ufV(Pi~u, so #> is not an 5C-root of 9TC[X]; that contradicts #>£-4. 

Let ^>£^4. Now ^>+r^> is not a root. As (CB^+rCBy) = 9l[v]C
eW[*] 

because Go(y) is integrable, we have g^CJKd&y+r®,,). However 
g*»C((P«+T(P*). Replace^ by r<p if necessary so g ^ C o ^ Œ y + S D o + â V 
As 3DoCr(By now g^C3) f . As £>r(^T£>rC°Wix] now g^CfrCPa.. Thus 
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9«>C<P£fV(Pru. Also, g*C£>r shows (<p, r<p) 9*0, so Proposition 8.7(2) 
gives us the fact that 

(9.14a) Z = h?C + hT<pQ + g*> + QT*> ~r S—** ~r S—^ • 9T^—** ~r Ssv—rv 

is a r-stable subalgebra of type A2 in g that is contained in STĈ ] and 
has Cartan subalgebra 3C'= h<pC+hT<pC. Define real forms Zo = ZP\go 
and 3Co' = 3C'ng0 = 3Cr\Z0. Then 3C0' = 3 ' + a 7 where 

(9.14b) 3' = 3 r\ 3C' = f (A* - Z^)R and ft' = a Pi 3C' = (K + ^T^)R. 

Note that 3 ' contains a regular element i{h<p — hT<p) of Z. Now Lemma 
4.1 says that 3C0' is a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra of Zo. 
As Z is of type A2, i.e. Z = S£(3, C), its real forms are S «£(3, R) and the 
Lie algebras of the groups SU(3) and S U 1 ^ ) . In the latter two cases, 
a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra of the real form is the Lie 
algebra of a (compact) torus. Thus Z 0 CZ is S£(3, R ) C S £ ( 3 , C). 
Tha t implies that Zo has a split Cartan subalgebra Q". Now consider 
the algebra 3C0+Zo. I t is reductive, and 3C0 is its maximally split 
Cartan subalgebra. Now there exists an element g in the analytic 
subgroup of Go for 3C0+Z0, such that ad(g)a"CŒ. Replacing x by 
g~"1(x) we obtain (9.14a) with 3C0' = a " split, contradicting (9.14b). 
Tha t contradicts <p(EA. 

We have proved A empty, so 3Tl[xj =%Y,[S] algebra, whence $l[X] 
= eW[»] by Theorem 8.9, so Go(x) is measurable by (9.13a) and The
orem 9.2. Q.E.D. 

9.15. COROLLARY. Let PiQP2 be parabolic subgroups of G, Xi = G/Pi 
the resulting complex flag manifolds, and ir:Xi—>X2 the projection 
gP\—*gP2. Let Go be a real form of G. Choose # t £ X * such that w(xi) = x2 

and Go(xi) is the closed Go-orbit on Xi. Then holomorphic arc components 
satisfy TTS^J = S W . 

PROOF. Let B CPi be a Borel subgroup of G, Y=G/B, and v{: Y->Xi 
the projections. Then v2=ir-vi. Let y&^ixi) such that Go(y) is the 
closed Go-orbit on Y. Then vt(y)=Xi. Recall (9.13b) from the proof 
of Theorem 9.12; it says W^j = 9^^] + ( a certain subspace of ((P»)*< 
fV((Pt)Xi.). The subsequent portion of the proof of Theorem 9.12 con
sisted of showing V?[Xi] = 9l[^]. Now 91^.] = 31 [y] + (subspace of (<?<)*< 
f V ((?»•)*<). Tha t proves ViS[v] = •S'tof,]. As TT = V2-VX1, it follows that 
TrS[Xi\=S[X2]. Q.E.D. 

The (rather minor) portion of Theorem 9.12 which says that closed 
orbits are partially complex, allows us to strengthen Corollary 8.19. 

9.16. COROLLARY. Let X-G/P be a complex flag manifold, xE:X, 
and Go a real form of G. Then the following conditions are equivalent. 
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(i) Go(x) is the closed Go-orbit on X, 
(ii) The holomorphic arc components of Go(x) are compact. 
(iii) The holomorphic arc components of Go{x) are complex flag 

manifolds. 
(iv) 9ft£]C((P*'rV(Ps), and îflr[X]=£ÇB3 direct sum of r-stable ideals, 

where $ C i&z^T&x) and «COgo is a compactly embedded subalgebra of go. 

PROOF. Corollary 8.19 gives equivalence of (i) and (ii). As complex 
flag manifolds are compact, (iii) implies (ii). Conversely (ii) implies 
(iii) because G0(x) is of flag type and S[X] is an open iVf^-orbit on 
the complex flag N[x](x). 

Given (iv), â + ^b] is an ideal of 9l[X] contained in the isotropy 
subalgebra a t x, so the subgroup Jo-N^x]>0 of Go for the subalgebra 
(cl + ^ y ^ S o must act trivially on S[x]. Thus the subgroup L0 for 
£P\go is transitive on S[x]. But <£Pig0 is compactly embedded, and 
Go has finite center, so L0 is compact. Thus S[X] is compact. Now (iv) 
implies (ii). 

Given (iii), we have 9l|i]C(ö)x^/r(Pa;) and N[x]t0 transitive on S[x]. 
Let Jo be the kernel of its action, so the Lie algebra $o is an ideal of 
3lr[X],0 contained in ((Pxrir(P,)o. Let <£0 be a r-stable complementary 
ideal, L0 the corresponding subgroup of N[X]f0. Then L0 is transitive 
on the flag manifold S[x], acting with finite kernel, so Lo is compact. 
Now (iv) follows with £ = £$ and 3 = 3%. Q.E.D. 

We can now complete the results of Corollary 8.20. 

9.17. COROLLARY. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a real 
form of G, and xÇzX. Then the holomorphic arc components of Go(x) are 
points if and only if (a) Go(x) is the closed orbit and (b) T(PIC.(PX. 

PROOF. If the holomorphic arc components of Go(x) are points, they 
are compact, so Go(x) is the closed orbit by Corollary 8.19 or Corollary 
9.16. NowletGo(x) be the closed orbit, so Vl[x] = ((S>xr\T(S>x)+Vx by The
orem 9.2 ; thus S[X] is a point if and only if Vx = 0. As Vx = ((PyV(PrM) 
+T((?u

xr\T(?x-
u), it is 0 if and only if r(P^n(P7tt = 0. Thus S[x] is a 

point if and only if T(S>U
XC.(?X. Q.E.D. 

I t turns out that the proof of Theorem 9.12 does not apply exclu
sively to the case where Go(x) is closed. 

9.18. PROPOSITION. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold, Go a 
real form of G, and xÇzX. Suppose that go/^(Px contains a maximally 
split Cartan subalgebra 3Co of g0. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent: 

(i) Go(*0 is measurable. 
(ii) 3l[x] = ((?xr\T(?x)+Vx. 
(iii) (G>xr\T(Px)+Vx is an algebra. 
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PROOF. Theorem 9.2 is the equivalence of (i) and (ii), and of course 
(ii) implies (iii). Thus we need only prove that (iii) implies (ii). 

Assume (iii) and define V?[x] = (<Pxr^r(Px)+Vx. The latter agrees 
with (9.13a). Now V M is an algebra. As TV?[X] =cW[a!] and ((S>xr\T(?x) 
CeW[x]C(ö>x+r(Pa:), Lemma 8.4 and Proposition 8.7 say %*?[*] C9TC[*]. 
Here we work with the Cartan subalgebra 3C = 3c£ of g. Define A to 
be the set of 3C-roots such that W,[x-\ is the direct sum of V?[x] and 
]C^ 8^- As in Theorem 9.12, we will prove that A is empty. 

Let <p be a root with g ^ C ^ M - Then <p must be in $ r n — r$ t t , 
—$»r\r$r or ~ * M n - T * t t where (P* = (P$.Thus 9-^CW w- Tha t proves 
W[*] parabolic in g. Define JJL to be the sum of all roots <p with §*CW£]. 
Then ii—rix and, for any root #>, 

if fo /z) > 0 then g* C < i , 

if (<p, n) = 0 then g*> C W w, 

if <*>, /i> < 0 t h e n g ^ C W w . 

In particular, (<p, ju)<0 for every <p(EA, and (<p, M ) ^ 0 whenever 
g*c((P*nr(px). 

Let <^G^4. If <p+rp is a root, then g^+r*>C((Px+TÖ>
a;) would imply 

g^+r^C^nrCPa;), so 0 ^ (<p+T<p, fx) = 2(<p, fi)<0, which is absurd; and 
g*>+r*>(tl(ö>*+rtf>s) would contradict g«»C9^w; thus ^>+r^ is not a 
root. As in Proposition 8.7, it follows that there are just two possi
bilities, given as follows. 

Case 1. (PT^TCPT^ —<p, {<p, r<p) = 0, rcp—cp is not a root, and 

(9.19a) z = KC + hT<pC + g* + g_* + gT„ + g_T* 

is a r-stable semisimple subalgebra of type Ai®A\ in W[*]. 
Case 2. (p^Tip^ —<p, {<p, T<p)*=i{<p, <p), T<p—<p is a root, and 

(9.19b) Z = hrC + hTVC + & + <3-<P + &<? + g-r* + 

is a r-stable semisimple subalgebra of type A2 in V?[x]. 
In both cases, X ' = W2+AT*C is a Cartan subalgebra of Z, and we 

define real forms Z0 = z n g 0 and 3C0' = 3CP\Z0 = 3CT\g0. Then, as in 
(9.14b), 3C0' = 3 ' + a ' where 

(9.19c) 3' = i(h* - M R and a ' = ( ^ + AT*)R. 

Checking the two cases separately one sees that i(h<p — hT<p)(E:3' is a 
regular element of Z, so Lemma 4.1 assures us that 3C0' is a maximally 
compact Cartan subalgebra of Zo. We now use the hypothesis that 
3C0 is maximally split in g0; it allows us to use the argument following 
(9.14b), and this eliminates Case 2. 
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Now we are in Case 1 with Z given by (9.19a). As <pÇîA we have 
g^CXtf^+TCP*). Replace <p by r<p if necessary for the normalization 
g*C(Px. As (<p, M ) < 0 implies g*(£((P^fVc?*) we have g^CCCPxHrfPr*). 
Now 9f»CWw gives us g ^ C ^ n r C P r * ) . I t follows that 

Z H ( P . *3C ' + g* + g_* + g-r* and 

zr\ ((pxr\r<pz) = se' + g_* + g_T*. 
The first equation of (9.19d) says that ZC\(PX is parabolic in Z, i.e. 
that the analytic subgroup Z of G for Z has the property that Z(x) 
is a complex flag manifold. Let Zo denote the analytic subgroup 
of Go for Z0. Now (9.19d) gives us d i m ^ a : ) =2dim cZ(x) 
= 2 {dimcZ - dimc(Z C\<$>x)) = 2{6 - 5} = 2 = 6 - 4 = dimcZ 
— dimcCzP^PxHrCPx) =dimieZo~dimjB(Zon(Pa;) =dimflZ0(^). Thus 

(9.19e) ZQ{X) is open in the complex flag manifold Z(x). 

On the other hand, (9.19a) and (9.19c) show that 3C0' is a maximally 
split Cartan subalgebra of Z0. The roots positive on - ( i p + M G f t ' 
are — <p and — r<p. Thus we have an Iwasawa decomposition Zo = 3C' 
+ Ct'+9l', 9l , c = g^+g_ T V , with (3 '+ a ' + 9 1 0 C Z H (#:/>(?*), so 
Lemma 3.1 says that Zo(x) is the closed Zo-orbit on Z(x). Combining 
this with (9.19e), we see that 

Zo is the compact real form of Z, 

so the maximally compact Cartan subalgebras of Zo are compact. 
Tha t contradicts (9.19c). We conclude that <pE:A cannot exist, i.e. 
that A is empty. 

Now A is empty, so ffl[x] =eW[X] algebra; thus îiïlw = 9l[x] by The
orem 8.9, so "WW = 9l[x]. Thus (iii) implies (ii), completing the proof 
of the proposition. Q.E.D. 

Let K be a maximal compact subgroup of Go. Then every Cartan 
subalgebra of go is maximally split, if and only if rank go = rank 3C 
+ r a n k Go/K, the latter being the symmetric space rank. The only 
such cases for which the symmetric space Go/K is irreducible with Go 
acting almost-effectively are 

(9.20a) Go of type E 6 with K of type FA, 
(9.20b) Go of type A2n-i with K of type Cn, 
(9.20c) Go of type Dn + i with K of type Bn, and 
(9.20d) Go complex simple but viewed as a real group. 

9.21. COROLLARY. Let X-G/P be a complex flag manifold. Let Go 
be a real form of G that is locally isomorphic to product of compact simple 
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groups and groups given by (9.20) above. Let xÇzX. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 

(i) GQ(X) is measurable. 
(ü) OTw = (<P,nr(P,)+,ü,. 
(iii) (6>xr\T(?z)+Vx is an algebra. 

PROOF. Let 3CQ(?x be a Cartan subalgebra of g stable under r. 
Then the Cartan subalgebra 3C0 = 3Cr\Q0 of 9o is a maximally split 
Cartan subalgebra of Qo, by hypothesis on Go. Now Proposition 9.18 
applies. Q.E.D. 

We end §9 with a short study of the case where the complex flag 
manifold X = G/P is a hermitian symmetric space Gu/P

r
u of compact 

type relative to the compact real form Gu of G, and where Gó is any 
real form of G. Here we use the notation Gó for purposes of reference 
from §10, where Go will denote a real form of G such that Go/K is 
the noncompact hermitian symmetric space dual to X = GU/K. 

9.22. LEMMA. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold. Then the fol-
lowing conditions are equivalent: 

(i) X is a hermitian symmetric space Gu/K. 
(ii) (Ptt is abelian, i.e. [(Pw, (Pu] = 0 . 
(iii) [<Ptt, (p-tt]C(Pr. 

PROOF. Let X = Gu/K hermitian symmetric. Then X has a central 
element z that defines the almost complex structure on X by 

ad(s) = V~ï on (P"tt, ad(s) = — V~l on (Ptt, 

ad(z) = 0 on 5CC = (Pr. 

If v, wÇz(Pu now ad(z)[v, w]= [z, [v, w]]= [[2, v], w]+[v, [z, w]] 
= [ad(z)z>, w]+[fl, ad(z)w] = — 2\ /— lfc, «>], while — 2V—1 is not 
an eigenvalue of ad(z); thus [#, w]=Q; that shows (Ptt abelian. If 
i>E(Pu and w£(P- t t then ad(s)[fl, w]=[ad(z)v, w]+[v, &d(z)w] = 0 , 
so [u, w]G(P r; that shows [(Ptt, (p-M]C(Pr. Now (i) implies (ii) and (iii). 

Let 5C = 3C be a Cartan subalgebra of g where 3CgMn(P. Choose a 
subset $ of a simple 3C-root system II such that (P = (P$. Decompose g 
as direct sum of simple ideals JCt-, so 3C= ^3C» where 3C»- = 3Cn<£,- is a 
Cartan subalgebra of <£»-, and II = Uu» where II» is a simple 3Crroot sys
tem for £{. Let /*»• be the maximal root of <£»•, so / i t = ^2u{ nvt* n+ 
integers è 1. If n,\3> contains a root \f/o with »^0> 1, we have positive 
roots 

a=]£<W, P =* JLh't, y^a + 0 
m m 
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with a*0>0 and &^0>0. If II»\<E> contains two roots ^1 and ^2, then we 
have positive roots a, j8, 7 as above with a ^ > 0 and b^>0. In either 
case a, j3, yG$u, so 

Sr = ÎS«> 8/s]C [(Ptt, <M shows that (ii) fails, and 
S« = [87» 8-/3] C [(PM, (P-W]H(PM shows that (iii) fails. 

Thus (ii) and (iii) each implies that, for every i, either II» C * or 
nt-\<ï>= {^0} with nf0 = l. I t is immediate [10, Lemma 3] that 
Gu/Gur\P = GU/Pr

u is a realization of X as a hermitian symmetric 
space of compact type. Q.E.D. 

9.23. REMARK. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold that is 
hermitian symmetric. Let Go' be any real form of G, r ' conjugation of 
9 over 9o. If x G I then Lemma 9.22 shows that %tf[*] = ((Pa/V'CP*) 
+ ((?u

xr\T'(?x-
u) + ((?x-

ur\T'(?Z) is a subalgebra of 9. As 

((p. n /(p.) c w w = T*WM c (cp. + /($>*), 

Lemma 8.4 says that V?[X]C.3l[x\t SO Theorem 9.7 says that Gó (x) is 
of flag type. However, Example 8.12 shows that one cannot expect 
Go' (x) to be partially complex without further restriction on X, x, 
or Go. In that context we prove 

9.24. PROPOSITION. Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold that is a 
hermitian symmetric space. Let Go be any real form of G. Decompose 

9 = g1 e • • • e gr, (P = (p1 e • • • e <PT, x = xi x • • • x xr 

where the 9* are the minimal T'-stable ideals of 9» (P* = (PP\g*', and 
Xi = Gi/Pi quotient of the analytic subgroups of G f or 9* and (P*; so the 
9o = 80 ^ 8 * are the simple ideals of g0 '. Then the following conditions 
are equivalent: 

(1) Some open Gó -orbit on X is a symmetric coset space of Gó, with 
invariant nondegenerate kaehler metric that may be of indefinite signature. 

(1') Every open Gó-orbit on X is a symmetric coset space of Gó, with 
invariant nondegenerate kaehler metric that may be of indefinite sig
nature. 

(2) Some open Gó-orbit on X is measurable. 
(2') Every open Gó -orbit on X is measurable. 
(3) For each index i> 0^i^r,if g*' is simple then either 

(3a) the maximal compactly embedded subalgebras 3C*C8o* satisfy 
rank 5C* = rank g0' *, or 

(3b) X* is the grassmannian TJ(2n)/TJ(n)XTJ(n) of n-planes 
through the origin in C2n with g ' = S£(2n, C) and either Q'J = S<£(2w, R) 
or gó< = S£(w, Q), or 

(3c) X* is the complex quadric SO(2w+2)/SO(2w)XSO(2) 
with g l = S0(2»+2, C) and g£ = S02<+1(2**+2) where 0g.t^[n/2]. 
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(4) For each index i, Q* simple, either 
(4a) rank 5Cf = rank gó% or 
(4b) the noncompact dual of the irreducible compact hermitian sym

metric space Xi is of tube type, but not isomorphic to an SO*(2/)/U(Z) 
forl>4. 

PROOF. Let x(EX such that Go' (x) is open in X. If Gó (x) is sym
metric, say with symmetry 0* at x, then the isotropy subalgebra 
9o' f^&z = {^G9or • &(p) =v} is reductive in g0' , so Lemma 6.2 says that 
Go (x) is measurable. If Gó (x) is measurable, Theorem 6.3 says 

(i) there is an invariant, possibly indefinite, kaehler metric on 
Go (x) and 

(ii) T'(?T
X = (9r

x a n d T'(?U
X = (9X

U. 

Choose a compact real form Gu of G such that g0' is invariant under 
the automorphism a of g induced from conjugation of gM by the sym
metry at x; a is + 1 on gMP\<Px = (<?£)„ and — 1 on a complement; thus 
a is + 1 on 6>r

x and —1 on (?l+(P^u; now g0
,n(Pa. = (real form of (Pj) 

= {^Ggo' : a(v) =v}, so Go' (#) is symmetric. We have proved equiva
lence of (1) and (2) for Go' (x). As (2) and (2') are equivalent by The
orem 6.7, we now have equivalence of (1), (1'), (2) and (2'). 

In proving (2), (3) and (4) equivalent, it suffices to consider the 
case where go' is simple. For if Go(x) is open in X} and x = (x1, • • • , xr) 
with x{EiX\ then Theorem 6.7 shows that Go' (x) is measurable if and 
only if each GQ(X1) is measurable. So we now assume that go' is 
simple, and we fix x£zX with Go' (x) open in X. 

If g is not simple, i.e. if go' is not absolutely simple, then g0' is the 
real structure of a complex simple Lie algebra <£, g = <£©<£ with g0' 
embedded diagonally, and r ' acts on g by (u, v)—>{v, u). Lemma 9.22 
shows that ((PafVcP*) + ((PjrV'CPr") + ((PrMnr'(P*) is an algebra; that 
is condition (iii) of Corollary 9.21; thus Go' (x) is measurable. 

Now let g be simple. If the maximal compactly embedded sub-
algebras 3CCgo' satisfy rank 3C = rank g0 ', then Corollary 6.4 says 
that Go' (x) is measurable. 

Finally suppose g simple with rank JC<rank g0 '. If G0' (x) is mea
surable, we have the symmetry a of X = GU/Pr

u a t x, such that 
<rSo = go' and g0' r\(Px = {vEÇo' : <r(v) =v}, real form of (P£. Let a be a 
Cartan involution of g0' that commutes with cr, g0' = 3C + 9flX0 the 
Cartan decomposition under a. Then gw = JC + \/—19^o, and rank JC 
<rank gw, so a carries over to an involutive outer automorphism of 
gM that preserves (<P£)«, thus acts on X = Gu/{Pr

x)u, and preserves the 
invariant complex structure on X. We apply [ l l , Theorem 13.3] to a 
and X = Gu/(Px)u, concluding that either X = SU(2*)/S(U(») XU(»)) 
with a interchanging the two U(w) factors, or X = SO(2w+2)/SO(2n) 
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XSO(2) with a acting on SO(2»)XSO(2)CO(2w)XSO(2) as con
jugation by some (Q, P) with det Q= — 1. The other cases of [ l l , 
Theorem 13.3(2)] are eliminated because they are not symmetric. 
Thus measurability of Go (x) implies alternative (3b) or (3c). 

Conversely, suppose that we have alternative (3b) or (3c). Then 
rank 3C<rank g0' shows that T' induces an outer automorphism of a 
compact real form gu of g. Let 3 denote a r'-invariant Cartan sub-
algebra of g„. Choose a r'-invariant Weyl chamber for the Cartan 
subalgebra 3C = 3C of g. Then r' acts on the corresponding simple root 
system II by 

# -

> 

in the ca9e of alternative (3b), 

^2n~l ^2»-2 ^ » + l 

in the case of alternative (3c). 

On the other hand, <P is conjugate to (P* where, in the notation just 
above, 

$ = {$u • • • , ^«-i; tn+i, • • • , ^2n-i} in alternative (3b), 

$ - {^2, ^3, • • • , ik-i, ^», ifc,+i} in alternative (3c). 

Thus T ' $ = $ , SO T'(P$ = (P*. But <P$ is opposed to itself. Thus (P and 
r'(P are opposed. Theorem 6.7 now says that Go (x) is measurable. 

We have proved that (2) and (3) are equivalent. 
Suppose g simple with rank 5C <rank g0'. Then g has" an involutive 

outer automorphism, so it is of type Aiy Di or EQ. Let X0 denote the 
noncompact dual of X = Gu/Pr

u- If g is of type A i, then X is the grass-
mannian of ^-planes through the origin in C*+1, 2k^l+l, and Xo is 
of tube type if and only if 2& = Z+1. If g is of type Di, then either 
X = SO(2l)/TJ(l) where Xo is of tube type if and only if / is even, or 
X = SO (2Q/SO (2/ - 2) X SO (2) complex quadric with X0 of tube type. 
If g is of type Ee then Xo is not of tube type. That proves equivalence 
of (3) and (4), completing the proof of the proposition. Q.E.D. 

9.25. COROLLARY. Let X — G/P be a complex flag manifold that is a 
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hermitian symmetric space. Let Go be any real form of G such that the 
maximal compact subgroups KCZGó satisfy rank i£ = rank Go'. Then 
every open Gi -orbit on X is a symmetric coset space of Gi with invariant, 
nondegenerate, possibly indefinite, kaehler metric. 

For that is a special case of alternative (3a) of Proposition 9.24. 

CHAPTER III . HERMITIAN SYMMETRIC SPACES 

Let X = G/P be a complex flag manifold that is a hermitian sym
metric space of compact type. In other words X = GU/K, where Gu is 
the compact real form of G and K = PC\GU (necessarily a compact 
real form of Pr) is a symmetric subgroup of GM. Let Go denote the real 
form of G such that X0 = Go/K is the hermitian symmetric space ot 
noncompact type dual to X. §10 is a complete analysis of the Go-orbit 
structure of X and the holomorphic arc component structure of an 
arbitrary Go-orbit. §11 carries that analysis over to a decomposition 
theory for an arbitrary orbit Go(x) that extends the Siegel domain 
theory for the convex open orbit Xo. A summary of the Siegel domain 
theory for X0 and its reformulation as a theory of holomorphic fibra-
tions of Xo over its boundary components, is collected in the Appendix 
to §11 for use in our decomposition of Go(tf). 

In §10 we pick out certain points # r , s £ X by means of the Wolf-
Korânyi partial Cayley transform theory [15], and certain complex 
subgroups G*\rCG and their Go-real forms G*\r,o, such that the 
Go-orbits on X are just the Go(#r,s) and the holomorphic arc com
ponents of Go(#r.s) are just the £-G*\r,o(tfr,s) where kÇzK. More 
precisely let ^ be a maximal set of strongly orthogonal noncompact 
positive roots of g relative to a Cartan subalgebra 3C with 3C3C. 
Any two choices of (3, SF) are ado{K)-conjugate, | ^ | = rank X0, 
and Xo = K-Go[^](xo) where #0 is the base point and Go[^](#o) 
= I I * Go[^](x0) polydisc in Xo. If ^ G 1 ^ then c# is the Cayley trans
form on the Riemann sphere G[^](#o), rotation by w/2 carrying the 
south pole #o up to the equator. If B C ^ then cB = Ü * C+. If I \ 2 C ^ 
then xr,z = CrC%Xo and G*\r is the derived group of the centralizer of 
3 c + Z * J - r S * in G. 

Theorem 10.6 says that the Go-orbits on X are the Go(#i\s), F a n d 
2 disjoint in ^ , and gives criteria for Go(#r',s') = Go(#r,2) and 
Go(#r\2')CGo(a;r,2:). If {ri, • • • , rp} are the ranks of the irreducible 
factors of Xo, it follows that there are precisely £ ^ i s<£p( r *+l ) ( r *+2) 
Go-orbits on X. The open Go-orbits are the Go(#*,s); they are 
]Ci*/sp( r i+l) ^ 1^1 + £ m number, are indefinite-hermitian sym
metric spaces of Go, and are indefinite metric versions of X0. Theorem 
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10.9 says that G*\r(#r,:s) =G*\r(#r,*) is a compact totally geodesic 
hermitian symmetric subspace of rank \^f\T\ in X, that the 
G*\r,o(#r,2;), r n S = 0 , are the open G*\r,o-orbits on it, that the 
holomorphic arc components of Go(#r,s) are the k*Gy\r,o(xrt2) with 
kÇzK, and that the complex Lie algebra normalizer 9l[*rt2] = 9lr,s of 
G*\i\o(#r,s) depends only on T. The method is rather delicate; The
orem 8.9 is used to show 9lr,s independent of 2 , and results from 
Wolf-Korânyi [15] are used to determine Sftr,*. In particular every 
holomorphic arc component of every Go-orbit is indefinite-hermitian 
symmetric, so every Go-orbit is measurable. 

In §11 we work out a decomposition: 

Go(*r.z) 

V v \? 
W-rf'.o(*r!ï)—^X(*r/z)-^ Go/Nr,2,o 

There a is the ÜT-equivariant fibration whose fibres are the holo
morphic arc components of Go(#r,s). j8 is a X-equivariant fibration 
whose restriction to a holomorphic arc component is a holomorphic 
fibration over the maximal compact subvariety of that component; 
the fibres of j3 are hermitian symmetric spaces kcrc%{G^\iT\jx)t0(xo) 
XGit0(#o)} of noncompact type whose second factor is the tube part 
of Gs,o(#o). And 7 is an a.e. analytic measurable bundle whose restric
tion to Crc!{G*\(ru2),o(tfo)XG!i0(#o)} 'ls a holomorphic fibration over 
a bounded symmetric domain, any of the Siegel domain realizations 
of type III for a boundary component of G*\(rUs))0(#o)XG!,o(#o). 
The Siegel domain theory used in y is in the Appendix to §11. The 
fibration j3 plays two roles. I t gets rid of compact subvarieties of 
holomorphic arc components so that some function theory is possible 
despite the injunction of Theorem 5.7, and it allows construction of 
the "generalized Siegel domain" 7 in a manner whose discontinuities 
do not interfere with integration. 

NOTES FOR CHAPTER I I I . The results of Chapter III depend in an 
essential manner, both on the results of Chapter II , and on the earlier 
work of Wolf-Korânyi [ l5] . The latter contains the theorems of §10 
for those Go-orbits that are in the topological closure of Xo. 

Enumeration of the Go-orbits on X (Theorem 10.6) was first worked 
out by Takeuchi [9]. Using the partial Cayley transforms of Wolf-
Korânyi [l5] it is not difficult to see that every Go-orbit must be one 
of the Go(#r,s)f so the problem is reduced to that of finding a criterion 
for Go(#r',2') =Go(xr,s). There, a little serious thought reduces the 
question to the case T' =<£ = T of open orbits. Takeuchi [9] settles the 
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latter by picking out the maximal compact subvarieties of open orbits 
and counting them with the aid of some Morse theory results on cell 
decompositions from his thesis [8]. We find it more convenient to 
apply Theorem 4.9 and count some double cosets. 

The fibration /3: Go(#r,:s)—>i£(tf r,s) was worked out by Takeuchi [9] 
for the case T =<j> oi open orbits, where holomorphic arc components 
are not needed; part 3 of Theorem 11.8 answers (in general) the 
triviality question on /3 that Takeuchi raised in his special case. A key 
to our result Theorem 11.8 on ]8 is Lemma 11.6, which was proved by 
Takeuchi [9], for the case T = 0 of open orbits, in a different way. 

Except for the overlap with Wolf-Korânyi [15] and Takeuchi [9] 
described above, the material of §10 and §11 was worked out by this 
author in the fall and winter of 1968. 

10. Hermitian symmetric spaces: orbit structure and holomorphic 
arc components. Let X=GU/3Z be a hermitian symmetric space of 
compact type. Then X i s a flag manifold G/P where Gu is the compact 
real form of G and K = Pr\Gu is the compact real form of PT. Now let 
Xo = Go/K be the dual hermitian symmetric space of noncompact 
type; if SM = JC+9Hfltt Cartan decomposition, then So = 3C+9TCo, 
SflZo = V— 12)?u, real form of S such that ÜT = PP\Go, maximal compact 
subgroup of Go. The "Borel embedding" of XQ in X is the embedding 
b: Xo-+X of X0 as an open Go-orbit on X, given by b(gK) =gP for 
g£Go. Let XQ denote the identity coset in X — G/Py so b(Xo) =Go(#o). 
We map (P~u onto a dense open subset of X by £(z) =exp(js) •#<>. Then 
the "Harish-Chandra embedding" of X0 as a bounded domain D in a 
complex euclidean space <P~~M is given by D = K(XQ) where ic(gK) 
= ?""1^(^)i a n d £: 2?==Go(#o) relates the two embeddings. One views 
the inclusions {£(D) = Go(#o)} C.è((P~u) dX as a generalization of the 
classical (unit disc) C(complex line)C(Riemann sphere). 

Bott-Korânyi (see [2, Theorem 3.6]) used convexity properties of 
D in <?~u to identify the Bergman-Silov boundary of Go(#o) in X as 
the unique closed Go-orbit in the topological boundary ôGo(*o) of 
G0(#o) in X. Korânyi-Wolf [2] studied the structure of the Bergman-
Silov boundary and its role in the realization of X0 as a Siegel Domain 
of type I I . Then Wolf-Korânyi [15] made full use of the convexity of 
D in <P~U to obtain the Go-orbit structure of ôG0(#o), the holomorphic 
arc components of 5G0(#o) (there called the "boundary components" 
of Go(#o) in X) , and the realizations of X0 as Siegel Domains of type 
I I I . There, it was shown that every holomorphic arc component of 
dGo(x0) lay in a boundary orbit; so the holomorphic arc components 
of dGo(x) are the same as the holomorphic arc components of orbits 
Go(#), xEdGo(xo). Having seen Korânyi-Wolf [2] but not Wolf-
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Korânyi [IS], Maebashi [ó] enumerated the Go-orbits on X for the 
case where XQ is the Siegel upper half plane Sp(w, R)/U(w). Finally, 
Takeuchi [3] extended part of Wolf-Korânyi [lS], enumerating the 
Go-orbits on X in general by means of a recursive procedure based on 
a counting of the open Go-orbits; the latter consisted of describing a 
set consisting of just one maximal compact subvariety from each open 
Go-orbit as the critical set of a certain function on X. Nonconvexity 
of the general open Go-orbit on X prevented Takeuchi from extending 
the boundary component theory. Tha t difficulty is avoided by our 
notion of holomorphic arc component developed in §§8 and 9, and 
this allows us to give a complete treatment of the Go-orbit structure 
of X. 

We establish notation for hermitian symmetric spaces. 

XQ: hermitian symmetric space of noncompact type. 
Go: largest connected group of isometries of XQ. 
XQ: fixed "base point" in XQ. 
K: isotropy subgroup of Go at Xo, maximal compact in Go. 
a: Cartan involution ad(s), where s is the symmetry of XQ a t xQ. 

Let JCCgo denote the Lie algebras of KQGQ. Then 
So^^C+SfTlo: Cartan decomposition into (±l)-eigenspaces of <r. 
S - S o ^ ^ + S T C complexification where 2fïl = 9ïlo. 
9w = 3C+9TCtt, 9fttt==i2(Tlo, compact real form of g. 
G: adjoint group of g, so Go is the analytic subgroup for g0. 
Gu: analytic subgroup of G for gM, compact real form of G. 
X: Gu/K, hermitian symmetric space, compact dual of X0. 
3: Cartan subalgebra of go (or gtt) contained in 3C. 
A: 3c-root system of g. 
AK: compact roots, i.e. 3c-root system of 3CC. 
AM: noncompact roots, i.e. roots <p such that g*»C9Tl. 
z : central element of 3C such that J = ad(s) | ^ is the almost complex 

structure of XQ and X. 
STC* : ( + V— l)-eigenspaces of / = ad(z) | ç .̂ 
(P: JCc+9Tl+, parabolic subalgebra of g defined by iz. 
P: parabolic subgroup of G with Lie algebra (P. 

We observe ö>r=5Cc, (PM = 9fR+ and (p-M = 9iïl~. Theorem 5.4 says 
GQC\P = K = G u ^ P . Thus Gu is transitive on the complex flag mani
fold G/P with isotropy subgroup K. That identifies X = Gu/K with 
the complex flag manifold G/P , providing the Borel embedding 
b: X0->X by b(gK) ==gP for gE:G0. Now we identify XQ with b(X0)t 

thus identifying the base point x0 with the identity coset of Xf thus 
identifying XQ with the open orbit Go(*o). 
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Choose a simple root system II such that (P = (P$ for some subset 
$ c n . T h e n $ consists of the compact simple roots and II\4> the non-
compact simple roots. There is one noncompact simple root for each 
simple ideal of g. Note 

$ = AK, $ = AM, — $ = AM. 

Two roots ip and \p are strongly orthogonal if neither of <p±\f/ is a root; 
in that case {<p, \p) = 0. Now we define 

ty : maximal set of strongly orthogonal positive noncompact roots 
b y ^ = {\ti, • • • , ^ r } where Ŝ y+i is the lowest element of A J strongly 
orthogonal to each of {^1, • • • , \f/j}. Thus, for each simple ideal of g, 
the noncompact simple root is the first element of ^ that is a root of 
the ideal. The number r= \^f\ is the common symmetric space rank 
of XQ and X. Define a real basis of 9TC0 consisting of all 

%v,o = &<p + e-* and ye,o = — i{ep — £-*>),̂ > £ AM, 

where e±*>£8±*> a r e normalized by [e<p, e-<p]=h<p&3. Then 9ïlw has a 
real basis consisting of all 

x<p = i(ev + £_*>) and y<p ~ e<p — e_*>, #> G AM. 

Tha t gives us 

<3to« S Rty.o, maximal abelian subspace of 2nx0. 

Ct„ : ifto = X) -&ty> maximal abelian subspace of 9fTCtt. 

For every noncompact positive root <p we compute 

J%*,o = [2, ^,0] ==: y<p,oy Jy<p,o = [2, >v,o] = ~ #¥>,o, [av,o, ^.0] = 2ih<p> 

Jx<p = [z, Xy] = >v, Tjv = [z, yv\ = — #*>, [x<p, y<p] = — 2i/?*>. 

In particular, using strong orthogonality of the roots in ^ , 

[Go, /Go] = [ou, ƒ Ou] = X (*A*)R. 

That gives 
(10.1a) 3 = 3++3~~ orthogonal direct sum, where 
(lO.b) 3""= [Cfco, J&o] and 3+ is the centralizer of Cfco in 3. 

For every subset T C& we define 
(10.2a) 3F = ]C*\r(***)R> so 3*~ = 3~ and 3J = 0 ; 
(10.2b) a r = E r ( ^ , o ) R , so a^ = 0 and Ct̂  = a0 ; 
(10.2c) 3Cr = 3++3r"+Ctr, so 3C0 = 3and X^ = 3+ + a0. 
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Note that (10.2c) is an orthogonal direct sum. The 3Cr are the Cartan 
subalgebras of 80 with which we shall work. They are related by the 
partial Cayley transforms [15] defined by 

(10.3a) fy = exp((7r/4)3ty)£Gw for every ^ G ^ , and 
(10.3b) cT= I l r CyE:Gu for every T O ^ . 

Now we have 
(10.4a) ad(fy): 3ty-*3ty, x^-^lih^,, lih^-^—x^, so 
(10.4b) ad(cr'\r)3e£ = $& for T C T ' C * , and 
(10.4c) ad(cs)

23Cr = 3Cr for T, S C ^ . 
We use the partial Cayley transforms to define points 

(10.5) xT,z = Crc%XoEX whenever T, 2 C ^ . 
Now we can state the decomposition of X into Go-orbits. 

10.6 THEOREM. Decompose S = S1© • • • ©g p direct sum of simple 
ideals, so A=A1KJ • • • UA P where Ak is the root system of g*. 

1. The Go-orbits on X are just the Go(#r,s), T and 2 disjoint. 
2. Orbits Go(#r,s) and Go(#r',s') are equal if and only if', for l^k^p, 

I ( S ' \ r ' ) n A * | = I ( 2 \ r ) r W | and \TT\Ak\ = | I Y W | . In particular, 
the number of Go-orbits on X is iX)is&sp(r* + l)( r&+2) where 

r* = |*rw|. 
3. Go(^r',s') is in the closure of G0(xr,s) if and only if, for 1 t^k^p, 

I (S'\r')^A*| ^ I (2\r)nA*| and | çsur)rw| ^ I (S'uronA*!. 
4. Go(#r,s) is open in X if and only ifT=<l> empty set. In particular 

there are precisely X ) I ^ * S P ( ^ + 1 ) = 1^1 +P open Go-orbits on X. 
5. Go(xy,<t>) is the closed Go-orbit on X, Bergman-Silov boundary of 

XQ in X, contained in the closure of every Go-orbit. 
The corresponding result for Cartan subalgebras is 

10.7. THEOREM. Let Qk and Ak be as in Theorem 10.6. 
1. 3Cr is maximally compact among the Cartan subalgebras of g0 con

tained in (P*rtS> Tr\2 =<j>, and every Cartan subalgebra of g0 is conjugate 
to some JCr. 

2. 3Cr and 3Cr' are conjugate in g0, if and only if, for l^k^p, 
| I Y W | = | r Y W | . 

3. 3Cr centralizes a $Q-conjugate of 3?/, if and only if, for l^k^p, 
| I Y W | g | r Y W | . 

4. 3Cr is maximally compact in g0 if and only ifT=<j>. 
5. 3Cr is maximally split in Qo if and only ifT=^f. 

We will prove Theorems 10.6 and 10.7 as we decompose a Go-orbit 
into holomorphic arc components. To express that decomposition, 
note that 

3 + Z*tQ<p is the centralizer of 3*\r in g. 
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Now define 
(10.8a) g*\r is the derived algebra of 3 C + ^2<P±T $<P, 
(10.8b) g*\r,o is the real form goHg^\r of g*\r, and 
(10.8c) G*\r and G*\r,o are the analytic subgroups for g*\ r and 

g*\r,o. 

10.9. THEOREM. Let T and 2 be arbitrary subsets of^. 
1. G*\r(#r,s) = £r£|G*\r(#o), compact totally geodesic hermitian sym

metric subspace of X\ its symmetric space rank is | ^ \ r | ; relative 
to the Cartan subalgebra 3/^g*\r,0t ^ \ r is a maximal set of strongly 
orthogonal noncompact roots of g*\r,o. 

2. G*\r,o(#r,s) is an open G*\r,o-orbit on the symmetric complex flag 
manifold G*\r(#r,s). It is an indefinite-hermitian symmetric space of 
G*\T,Q\ if Vr\Z, =<fi, then its invariant kaehler metric is positive definite 
if and only if 2 is a (possibly empty) union of sets (^\r)P\A* for which 
Gl(xo) is of tube type. Its isotropy subalgebra g*\r,</"^(Psr,2 at #r , s 
has complexification ad(c|) { g ^ x r ^ ö V ^ } . 

3. The holomorphic arc components of Go(tfr.s) Q>™ just the 
g-G*\r,o(xr,i), gEK. If 

(10.10a) iVr,2,o= {gEG0: g-GW.ofar.s) = G*\r,o(tfr,2)}, 
(10.10b) Zr,2,o = {gÇzNr,2,Q: g acts trivially on G*\r,o(#r,2)}, 

then 
(10.10c) iVrr,s,o = G^\r,o,^r,2,o> 

so G*\T,O and iVr.s.o have the same action on the holomorphic arc com
ponent G^\r,o(^r,s) of Go(xr.s). 

4. The parabolic subalgebra $l[xT^] of g, complexification of the Lie 
algebra of iVr.s.o, is just the parabolic subalgebra that is the sum of the 
nonnegative eigenspaces of ad( { X)r\2 #7,0} — { 23rns#7,0} ) î it is inde
pendent of 2 if we require that T and 2 be disjoint. 

10.11. COROLLARY. Every Go-orbit on X is measurable. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 10.6. If p is a noncompact root then g[^>] 
denotes the simple algebra KC+$?+$-*> and go[<p] denotes its real 
form g o ^ g k ? ] ; G[<p] and G0[<p] are the analytic subgroups for $[<p] 
and go[ç>]; and S[<p] is the Riemann sphere G[<p](xo). The Go[#>]-
orbits on S[<p] are: 

lower hemisphere Go[<p] I ^exp — y<?> x0), n = 0 mod 4, 

equator GO[<P] ( "!exP — y*( ^o)> n s 1 mod 2, 

upper hemisphere G0[<p] ( sexp — y<p> x01, n s 2 mod 4. 
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Define g [ ^ ] = £ * SfcA], so the real form S o [ * ] = S o ^ S [ * ] is 
]C* 80 [p]; then the analytic subgroups for g[$>] and 80[^] are G[S£] 
= tl*G[xf/] and Go[*] = II^Go[iA], and S [ ¥ ] = G [ * ] ( * 0 ) is the 
product H ^ S ^ ] of 1^1 Riemann spheres. Now the Go[^]-orbits 
on S[SF] are the products J J * ^ where Df is a Go[^]-orbit on S[p]. 
Given such an orbit, define 

r = {^ G ¥ : -D* is the equator of S[^]}, and 

S = {i£ G ^ : Zfy is the upper hemisphere of 5[^]} . 

Then the orbit is GQ\^\{CVC\XQ) =Go[^ r](xr,s), and T and S are 
disjoint. 

The equator of S[\[/] has descriptions Go[\l/](cfX0) =GofcA](4*o). 
If T and S are arbitrary subsets of >?, it follows that Xr . s^Crxs ' ^n 2 

•4 \ r^oGG 0 [^ ] (^r , s \ r ) . Thus 
(10.12a) Go[*](xr.z)=Go[*](*r.z\r). 

If we also have subsets T' and 2 ' of ^ , it follows that 
(10.12b) Go[*](xr,s)=Go[^](xr ' ,sO if and only if 

(s\r) = (s,\r/)andr=r/. 
I t also follows from (10.12a) that Go[^](xr* ,&) is in the closure of 
Go[^r](xTtx) if and only if 

(0 rcr', 
(ii) ( 2 \ r )C(2 'Ur ' ) , and 

(iii) {^(su^JcI^VS'wrojwr}. 
Those three conditions can be phrased 

(a) (s,\r,)C(s\r)and(b) osurjcGS'ur'). 
Thus 

(10.12c) G0[^](^r' ,2') is in the closure of Go[*](*r,z; 
if and only if ( S ' \ r ' ) C ( 2 \ r ) and (ZVjr )C(S 'UT ' ) . 

Finally we observe that 
(10.12d) Go[^](x r ,s) is open in S[&] if and only if T = 0 , 
(10.12e) GQ[^](XT,Z) is closed in Sftf] if and only if T = ^ . 
To carry results from Go 1^]-orbits on S[&] to Go-orbits on X, we 

define A =exp JQU(ZGU. As J&u is a maximal abelian subspace of 9Htt 

we have GU = KAK. Thus 
X = GM(x0) = KAK(x0) = ITi4(*o) = if •$[*] . 

IfxG-X'wethushave^ = fe(5),5G5[^],soGo(x)=Go(5)=G0-Go[1ir](5). 
We have disjoint sets T and 2 in ^ with Go [*](*) =Go[^](tfr,s). I t 
follows that Go(x) = Go(#r,2). Tha t proves part 1 of Theorem 10.6. 

Theorem 3.3 says that X has just one closed Go-orbit. In [2, The
orem 3.6], Go(x*,<f,) is shown to be the closed Go-orbit on the boundary 
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of Xo and is identified as the Bergman-Silov boundary of X0 in X. 
That proves part 5 of Theorem 10.6. 

Let S O ^ . We have aCSoHCP^, and (10.4c) with T = 0 says 
5 = ad(c|)3Cad(c|)(Pa;o = (Pc

2
sa;o==(Pa;0f2. Thus SoHCP^^ contains a 

compact Cartan subalgebra 3 of So, so Theorem 4.5 says that Go (#0,2) 
is open in X. Conversely, if Go(#r,:s) is open in X, t h e n G o ( x r , s ) n S [ ^ ] 
is an open Go[&]-invariant subset of S[$r] that contains x r , s . As it is 
open and Go [^- invariant , it is a union of sets G O ^ K ^ . B ) , BC&. 
Thus we have BQ^ with tfr.sEGo^](#*,#). I t follows that the open 
Go-orbits on X are just the Go(a^,s) with 2 C ^ . 

Let 2 and 2 ' b e two subsets of ^ . If |2HA*| = | 2 ' f W | iorl^k^p, 
then [7, Theorem 2] there is an element gÇzK normalizing 3 such that 
ad(g)2 = 2 ' , so Go(*0,z') = G0(4'*o) = G0(gc%g-l)x0 = G0(4*o) = G0(^,s) . 
Conversely suppose Go(x^,s) =Go(^0,sO- Then, as both orbits are 
open, Theorem 4.9 says that ai and 4 ' represent the same double 
coset in a certain space WK\Wf*/W$hTPr. There 5C0 = 3, so W$° = WQ\ 
and Pr=TP' = Kc, so W&nrPr = WK. Thus &eWK-c%'WK, so we 
have WiÇzWic with adfcl') =ttvad(cs)-ze/2. If 2 denotes the central 
element of 3C such that / = ad(2)|9n, and if 2 " O I r , then ad(c|")z —z 
= ]C*ss"(i/ty). Thus 

*"" 2 h* = f{ad(czO^ — 2} = i{zevad(cs)-2e>2z — 0} 

= ^{^i-ad^s)*; — z\ = 2e?i-i{ad(cs)s — 2} 

= *e>i ( - 2 3 ** ) • 

As f ]C*es" *V,o = — (*/2) ^ e s " a;* = ad(cs")(— X)^es" W» it fol
lows that I ]C*es' sty.o and § ]C*ez #*,o are conjugate elements of g. 
Thus the corresponding parabolic subalgebras of g are conjugate. 
But [15, Theorem 6.5] those parabolic subalgebras of g are the com
plex normalizers of the boundary components of types ^ \ 2 and ^ \ 2 ' 
of Xo in X, so [15, Corollary 6.9] Go(#s,«0 =Go(#s',0), and it follows 
[15, Lemma 5.1] that 12PiA* I = | 2 ' f W | for 1 g k£p. In conclusion, 
open orbits Go(#*,s) and Go(#0,s') are equal if and only if, for 1 Sk^p, 
1 2 n A * l = 1 2 Y W | . In particular, if rk = | ^ f W | then there are pre
cisely £i*jbsp(r* + l) = 1^1 +p open Go-orbits on X. Tha t completes 
the proof of part 4 of Theorem 10.6. 

Consider an open orbit Go(^,s). The intersection with S[^f] is 
Go[^]-invariant and open in S[^f]f hence a union of sets Go [>fr] (#*.*). 
The sets B there are just the subsets of S£ such that Go(#*,s) = GO(#0,B). 
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Thus 
(10.13a) Go(^ | 2)n5[^]=U(BGo[*](^,B) 

where 
(10.13b) ( B = { £ C * : | 5 n A * | = | s n A * l forlgkgp). 

Now consider an orbit G0(#r'.2')- It is in the closure of GoCx .̂s) if and 
only if #r'ts' is in that closure. So (10.12c) says that 
(10.13c) Go(#r'(2') *s m the closure of GoCx .̂s) if and om*y if» for some 

5G(B, (s'\r ,)C5C(s ,ur/). 
In view of (10.13b), we reformulate (10.13c) as 

(10.13d) Go(#r',s') is in the closure of GoOty.z) if and only if, for 

l^k^p, |(2'\r')nA*| g\nrw\ â(2'ur')nA*|. 
Now consider arbitrary orbits GoO&iys) and Gofcrvs')- According to 

(10.13d), Go(xr,s) is in the closure of an open orbit G0(^,s*) if 
and only if 
| ( 2 \ r ) H A * | â | S* HA* | g | ( S U T ) HA* | for 1 ^ k ^ p. 

In particular, Gofcr.z) is in the closures of the open orbits 

Go(ff0,s\r) and G0(^,sur). 

If Go(#r',s') is in the closure of Go(#r,z), then it is in the closures of 
Go(**,s\r) and Gofo.zur), and (10.13d) says that | (2'\r')<^A*| 
â | GS\r)HA*| and | (2Ur)HA*| g | (2'Ur')HA*| for 1 ^k^p. Con
versely, if we have those numerical inequalities, then [7, Theorem 2] 
there is an element gÇzK normalizing 3 such that ad(g) sends 2 ' \ r ' 
into 2J\r and sends 2 ' U r ' to a set containing 2UI 1 ; as G0(#r',2') 
= Go(*ad(0)r',ad(<7)2') we thus may assume ( 2 ' \ r ' ) C ( 2 \ r ) and ( 2 U r ) 
C ( 2 ' U r ' ) , so (10.12c) says that G0(xr\2') is m the closure of Go(#r,2). 
That completes the proof of part 3 of Theorem 10.6. 

Orbits Go(xr,2) and Go(#r',2') are equal if and only if each is in the 
closure of the other. According to part 3 just proved, that can be 
formulated 

| (s'\r') n A* | = | (2\r) r\ A* | and 
| (2 'ur ' )nA*| = | ( swr)nA* | , 

which is equivalent to the criterion 

|(2'\r')^A*| = |(s\r)nA*| and | r n A * | = | m A * | 
asserted in part 2. In particular, if we enumerate SFHA* 
= {̂ *,i> • • • , fa™}? and the choices of THA* and 2HA* leading to 
distinct Go-orbits are 

m A* = {ft,!, • • • , ft,y}, 0 £j g rk, 

2 H A* - {ft,y+i, • • • , fa.i}, j £lû rk. 
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The number of such choices is 
rk rh 

£ (r* + 1 ~j) = (fk + l)2 - E i = (rk + l)2 - irh(rk + 1) 

-*(r*+l)(r* + 2). 

Thus there are precisely § XX-o(*'A + l)(r*+2) Go-orbits on X. That 
proves part 2 of Theorem 10.6, completing the proof of the theorem. 

Q.E.D. 
PROOF OF THEOREM 10.7. Decompositions (10.1) and (10.2) show 

that 3Cr is an abelian subalgebra of 3C0 with the same dimension as 3. 
If <r is the Cartan involution of So with fixed point set 3C, then 
ö"(3Cr)=3Cr by (10.2), so 0Cr is a reductive subalgebra of g0. It 
follows that 3Cr is a Cartan subalgebra of g0. Note 3c£ = ad(cr)3c 

= ad(cr)ad(4)3cCad(cr4)ö>x0 = (Pcrc|x0 = ($>
a;r>2; thus 5Cr is a 

Cartan subalgebra of g0 contained in (P*rtS- It is standard [3] that 
every Cartan subalgebra of go is conjugate to one of the 3Cr. 

Let <3 be maximally compact among the Cartan subalgebras of go 
contained in (Pa:r(2:. Conjugating by an element of GoHPxr s , we may 
assume 

e = (en3c) + (enmQ), (3+ + 3r) C(en x), (er\mQ) c aT. 
If the latter two inclusions are not equalities, then we have 0^v 
E<Bn3r\*. Thus 0^vE:(PxTtZ^^\r' But adfcf^adfcf2) sends (P«ri2 

to (P and sends 3*\ r to iCtrî thus 0^ad(cf"1)ad(c£"2)t>E(Pru'ar, con
tradicting (Pn ia r = 0. Thus 

(C H 3C) = (3+ + 37) and (6 H £fïl0) = Or, 

proving e = 3Cr. Now the first part of Theorem 10.7 is proved. 
If 3Cr and 3Cr' are conjugate in g0, then for 1 ^k^p their split parts 

GrHg* and Ctr'Hg* along the simple ideal So^g* of g0 must have the 
same dimension; those dimensions are |rP\A*| and |rV^A*|, which 
thus must be equal. Conversely, if | I Y W | = | r V W | for l£kgp9 

then [7, Theorem 2 ] , we have gÇzK normalizing 3 with ad(g)3Ci" = &r* 
That proves part 2 of Theorem 10.7. Parts 4 and 5 are immediate, for 
3Cr is maximally compact if and only if it is conjugate to 3 = 30$, maxi
mally split if and only if it is conjugate to 3 + + Ct0 = 3C*. 

If 3Cr centralizes a Go-conjugate ad(g)3p, then ad(g)3f"C3Cr. As 3Cr 
is commutative, now ad(g)3pC3Cn3Cr=s3++3f"C3, so we can as
sume that gÇzK and ad(g)3 = 3; thus a r + / C t r + [Ctr, / f t r ] = g o [ r ] 
centralizes ad(g)3f", so go[r]Cad(g)(gr',o). The former has I \ and 
the latter has ad(g)r', as maximal set of strongly orthogonal non-
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compact roots. Thus, for 1 g k gƒ>, | T f W | g | ad(g)r 'nA*j 
= | r Y W | . Conversely, if | m A * | ^ | r V W | for l ^ f e g £ , then we 
conjugate T' by an element of W so that r C T ' , and then 3Cr cen
tralizes 3p. Tha t proves part 3, completing the proof of Theorem 
10.7. Q.E.D. 

PROOF OF THEOREM 10.9. Our assertions all are known for Go-orbits 
on the boundary of X 0 = Go(#o) m ^ : m Wolf-Korânyi [15] it is 
shown that G*\r(#o) is a compact totally geodesic hermitian sym
metric subspace of X (Lemma 4.2); that G*\r ,o(^o)CG*\rW is the 
Borel embedding of the noncompact dual (Lemma 4.2); that ty\T 
is a maximal set of strongly orthogonal roots of S*\r.o relative to 
3^S*\r ,o (Lemma 4.2); that the holomorphic arc components of the 
topological boundary dXo of Xo in X are just the sets g-CrG*\T,o(xo) 
with gEK and </>j*TC& (Theorem 4.8); and that the set B*\T of all 
elements of Go that preserve CrG*\r,o(#o) is the parabolic subgroup of 
Go whose Lie algebra (B*\r is the sum of the nonnegative eigenspaces 
of ad(]£r#7 t o) on g0 and satisfies (B*\r = 9*\r,o+ Z*\r where Z*\r 
is the ideal that is the Lie algebra of the kernel of the action of B*\T 
on crG*\r,o(#o) (Theorems 6.5 and 6.8). Now we make the key ob
servation that every holomorphic arc component of dXo is contained 
in some Go-orbit on dX0, and thus is a holomorphic arc component of 
that Go-orbit. Thus the case 2 = $ of Theorem 10.9, i.e. the case of 
Go-orbits in the closure of X0, is contained in the results of Wolf-
Korânyi [15]. 

Now we go to an arbitrary orbit Go(#r,s). To minimize subscripts 
on subscripts, we adopt the notation 

(Pr.s = <P*r,2 anc* ^ r ' s = ^fcr.zl' 

Recall the Car tan subalgebra XrCCPr.s of go. AH roots in this para
graph will be 3Cp-roots of g. Now 

<£r,2 denotes the root system of (Pr,s, 

Ar.s denotes the root system of 9lr,s. 

From (10.3) and (10.4) we have 

2 2 i 2 i 

ad(cs)3Cr = 3Cr and r-ad(^s) |jcr = acKcs) * T | x r 

This and ad(c|)(Pr,0 = (Pr,2 imply 
2 2 

(10.14a) ad(cs)^r,0 = ^r,s and ad(cs)r$r,« = r^r . s ; 

in particular 
(10.14b) ad(c|) {$r,* H r$r,*} = $r,s H T$r,s, 
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(10.14c) ad(cs) {<£r,* ̂ J ^r,*} *= $r,s \J r#r,2. 

Recall Theorem 8.5, let ôr,s denote the linear form (8.6a) on 3c£, and 
let Qr,2 denote the parabolic subalgebra (8.6c) for #r ,s. Then (10.14a) 
gives us 

ad(cs)5r,* = ad(cs) u ]C u <P = UH u <P = Sr,s 

so ad(c|)Qr,* = 6r,2. Recall Proposition 8.7 and let 9tflr,s denote the 
linear space (8.8b) for XT,?* In view of (10.14c) it follows that 
ad(c£)9TCr,* = STlr.s. As Go(xr,<t>) is partially complex, Theorem 8.9 says 
9ftr.* = 9ïlr,*, so 9Tlrt* is an algebra, and thus 9iïlr,s = ad(c|)9(TCr,* is 
an algebra; now 9lr,s = 9TCr,2 by Theorem 8.9. Thus 

2 2 

(10.15a) 9lr,2î = ad(cs)9lr,* and iVr.z = adfcsJiVr,* 

where the latter are analytic subgroups of G. Now let Zr,s be the 
kernel of the action of Nr,x on iVrfs(^r,s), Zr.s its Lie algebra. Then 
(10.15a) gives us 

2 2 

(10.15b) Zr,s = ad(cs)Zi\* and Zr,s = ad(cs)Zr,0. 

As (10.4a) says ad(c|)3J\r = 3J\r, (10.8a) yields 

(10.15c) ad(c!)g*\r = 9*\r. 

We already know 9Zr,* = 9* \ r+ Zr,*; thus (10.15a, b, c) combine for 

(10.15d) Slr.s = 9 n r + Zr.s and ^r,s = G*\r-Zi\2. 

Now (10.10c) follows. That proves part 3 of Theorem 10.9. As 9lr,* 
is the sum of the nonnegative eigenspaces of ad{ X}r#T.o} on 9, 
(10.15a) says that 9lr,2 is the sum of the nonnegative eigenspaces of 

ad<ad(cs) Z) xy.of = ad f < J j *Y.O> - < ] £ %,o> J. 

That proves part 4 of Theorem 10.9. 
Note that Cv centralizes G*\r. Using (10.15c), we have 

2 2 

G*\r(ffr.s) = CVGV\T(%T,4) = crC2G*\r(#o). 

We already know that G^\T{XT,^) is a compact totally geodesic her-
mitian symmetric subspace of X, rank | ^ \ r | with \£ \r as maximal 
set of strongly orthogonal noncompact roots of 9*\r,o relative to 
3ng*\r,o. Now the same statements follow for G*\r(#r,s). That 
proves part 1 of Theorem 10.9. 
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G¥\r,o(#r,s) is open in G*\r(tfr,s) by (lO.lSd) and the fact that 
GO(XT,X) is partially complex. G*\r,o(#r,s) is symmetric with invariant 
kaehler metric by Corollary 9.25. If r f Y £ = # and 2 is a (possibly 
empty) union of sets Ç&\T)r\Ak for which Gj(x0) is of tube type, then 
G*\r,o has the same (thus compact) isotropy subgroups at Xvt<t> and 
x r ,2, so the metric is positive definite. If Tr\ty=<f> and the metric is 
positive definite, then G*\r,o has the same isotropy subgroups a t 
xr,4> and xr,n, so [15, Lemma 5.6] the ( —l)-eigenspace of ad(c|) on 
9*\r is zero, and the last statement of [15, Theorem 5.7] says that 
S is a union of sets 0Jr\r)/r>vA* for which G*\r>0(#o) is of tube type. 
However, [15, Corollary 4.11] says that the latter is equivalent to 
Gl(xo) being of tube type. Tha t proves part 2, completing the proof 
of Theorem 10.9. Q.E.D. 

11. Hermitian symmetric spaces: compact sub varieties and Siegel 
domain realizations. Retain the notation and terminology of §10. 
We will apply our explicit analysis of the Go-orbit structure of X to 
obtain certain "generalized Siegel domain'' realizations of an arbi
trary orbit GQ(XT,X)(ZX. Those realizations are composed of several 
decompositions of Go(#r,s) a s follows. 

1. a: Go(#r,s)--*Go/iVr,2,o is the i£-equivariant fibration whose 
fibres are the holomorphic arc components k-Gy\r,o(xr,2) 
==£crG¥\r,o(#tf,s), k(EK, of Go(#r,s), a n d whose base is the space 
Go/Nr,2,o = K/(K(~}Nr,2,o) of holomorphic arc components of 
Go(xr,s). 

2. j3: Go(xr,s)-^i^(xr,s) is a ÜT-equivariant fibration whose restric
tion /?* to a holomorphic arc component fe-G*\r,o(tfr,s) is a holo
morphic fibration of that arc component over its maximal compact 
subvariety k-(Kr\G*\r,o)(xr,id. Assume T and 2 disjoint. Then the 
fibre of j3 (and also of ft) over fefe'(xr,s)> ^ G ^ H G ^ r . o , is a certain 
hermitian symmetric space 

S 2 2 

kk' 'G^\T,o(xr,x) = kk'crCz'G^r.oixo) 

= H/crCs{G^\(rUs),o(^o) X Gs,o(#o)} 

of noncompact type and rank I^XT) where G!|0(#o) denotes the tube 
domain part (cf. [2]) of the domain Gs,o(^o). OÙ factors through ft 
i.e. a-ft"1: i£(tfr,s)--»Go/iV'r,2,o is a well-defined i£-equivariant fibra
tion. 

3. yA>B: Go(xr,2)—>W-GE>to(xr,7>) where Wis a certain subset of K 
and we have disjoint decompositions 

2=AKJA', * \ ( r U 2) = B U B', E=A\JB, E' = A'\JB'. 
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Given kE.W, the restriction yA>B of yA-B to (y^^ik'G^XT.x)) 
is a holomorphic fibration yA,B: k-G*\rt0(xr,2)—>k - GE'>,O(XT,2) equiva
lent to a certain projection that is implicit (but made explicit in the 
appendix to this §11) in the intrinsic realization (cf. [15] or the 
appendix to this §11) of Gi\r,o(#o) as a Siegel domain of type III 
over its boundary component G%fi(xB,+)- VA,B 1S n o t necessarily con
tinuous, but it is real analytic almost everywhere, and /3 factors 
through yAtB. 

The fibration a : Go(xr,2)—*Go/Nr,2,o is the subject of Theorem 8.15 
with details supplied by Theorem 10.9. The fibration j8:Go(xr,s) 
—>K(xr,x) is described in Theorem 11.8 below, while yA,B is described 
by Proposition 11.20 and Theorem 11.23. Proposition 11.20 is a 
transcription of Proposition 11.3A (A for appendix) which extends 
the Wolf-Korânyi description [15] of the realizations of hermitian 
symmetric spaces as Siegel domains of type I I I . 

Let T and 2 be disjoint subsets of *&. We decompose the real form 
9*\r.o = S o ^ 9 * \ r of 8*\r by 

(11.1a) §*\r,o = 3C*\r + 9TC*\r.o, &*\r = 3C H g*\ r and 

9TC*\r.o = STCo H g*\r-

If ^GSF then ad(fy) has order 4 on the odd dimensional irreducible 
representation spaces of adg(g[^]), order 8 on the even dimensional 
ones; so ad(c$) has square 1. Now 

4 4 — 1 — 1 4 

ad(fy) = ad(fy) = r -ad(fy)-r 

shows that ad (cj) preserves g0, and 
4 4 — 1 — 1 4 

ad(fy) = ad(fy) = <r *ad(^)'(r 

shows further that ad(cj) preserves 3C and 9TCo. Define 

(11.1b) S*\r = [v G 9*\r ' ad(cs)^ = v] and g*\r,o = 9o H g*\r. 

Now 9l\r,o is a real form of 9l\r» and in fact 
2 2 2 2 S 

9*\r.o = 3C*\r + 9TC*\r,o, 3C*\r = 3C H g*\r and 
(11.1c) 2 ^ 2 

91Z*\r,o = 9Tl0 H g*\ r . 
Finally, we define 

2 4 

(11.Id) Q*\r is the (—l)-eigenspace of ad(c2) on 3C*\r, 
2 4 

(11.le) (R*\r,o is the (—l)-eigenspace of ad(c2) on 9fll*\r,o. 
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That gives us symmetric decompositions under ad(c|) : 

2 2 2 2 2 
(11.If) 3e*\r = 3C¥\r+Q*\r and Snr .o=Snr ,o+(Q*\ r+&¥\r ,o ) . 

Roman letters denote corresponding analytic groups. 
We collect some information in a sequence of lemmas. 

11.2. LEMMA. K^W — KCSG^W^O, maximal compact subgroup of 
Gy\T,0> 

11.3. LEMMA. K%\T = Kr\G%\Tt0, maximal compact subgroup of 
G|\r,o. Both Ky\T and G|\r,o are normalized by Crc|, and K%\v is the 
isotropy subgroup of Gr\*,o both at Xo and at XT,?. In particular 

2 N 2 2 2 2 
G*\r,o(#r,2) = crC2G*\r,o(#o) = G^\r,o/^^\r, 

and that orbit is a totally geodesic hermitian symmetric subspace of non-
compact type and rank \ ^\T \ in crC%X0. 

11.4. LEMMA. K%\T is the isotropy subgroup of K*\r at xr,2, and the 
orbit K*\r(xr,2)=K*\r/Ky\r is a totally geodesic hermitian symmetric 
subspace of compact type in X. 

11.5. LEMMA. The isotropy subgroup of G*\r.o at #r,2 is the analytic 
subgroup with Lie algebra & l \ r + &i\r,o = ad(crcl)&*\r^9*\r ,o . 

11.6. LEMMA. Define f :K^\vX
(^\vtoX(^\Yto—»G*\r,o byf(k, Vi,v2) 

= k • exp Vi • exp Vi. Then f is a diffeomorphism. 

PROOF OF LEMMAS. G*\r,o(#o)=G*\r V ( ^ ^ G * \ r , o ) is a hermitian 
symmetric subspace of noncompact type and rank | ^\V\ in Xo* Thus 
XnG*\ r , o is connected and maximal compact in G*\r,o. As Kr\G*\v,o 
has Lie algebra 3C*\r, now KniG^\r,o = K^\r and Lemma 11.2 is 
proved. 

Note Ct*\r ,oC9i\r ,oC9*\r and ad(z)afïl|\r,o = 91l|\r,o. I t follows 
that G!\r,o(#o) is a totally geodesic hermitian symmetric submanifold 
of noncompact type and rank | ^ \ r | in X0 . As above, now K%\r 
= ÜTP\G|\r,o isotropy subgroup at x0 and maximal compact subgroup 
of G^\r,o» 

As CT centralizes G*\r it centralizes the subgroups 2£|\r and G|\r,o. 
As ad(c|) preserves 9*\r and commutes with ad(c|) , it preserves 
g | \ r . Now ad(c|) preserves 9l\r,o because 

ad(c2) = ad(c2) = r -ad(c2)-r on 9*\r-

Furthermore 
2 2 — 1 — 1 2 2 

ad(c2) = ad(c2) = <r - a d ^ s ) ^ on 8*\r,o, 
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so ad(c|) preserves both 3C|\r and 9îl|\r. Now G|\r,o and 2£|\r are 
centralized by ad(cr) and normalized by ad (c|)> so they are normal
ized by ad(crc|)- As iC|\r is the isotropy subgroup of G|\r,o at x0, 
it thus is the isotropy subgroup at crc%Xo =Xr,s. Lemma 11.3 is proved. 

The symmetry of X at #r,s is ad(^r4)*ö'*ad(^r^l)""1 = ad(^rc|)2'ö" 
= ad(cr0*ad(4)-(r. It acts on G*\r,o as ad(c|)'0\ Thus it normalizes 
K*\r, so K*\r(xr,7i) is a compact totally geodesic symmetric sub-
space of X. It is a complex submanifold of X by Lemma 5.1, so it is 
hermitian symmetric. The isotropy subgroup of K*\v at Xr,n con
tains K%\Tl has Lie algebra 3C|\r that contains the center of 3C*\r; 
thus K*\r(xo) is of compact type and necessarily simply connected; 
now 2£|\r is the isotropy subgroup of K*\r at #r,s. Lemma 11.4 
is proved. 

The isotropy subalgebra of S*\r,o at crXo is 3C*\r, so the isotropy 
subalgebra at <%(crXo) =#r,s is ad(c|)3C*\rng*\rfo. Now ad(c|) pre
serves 3C|\r> as seen above, and sends Q|\r to i(R|\r by [15, Lemma 
5.6]. Thus S*\r,o has isotropy subalgebra 3C|\r+<ft|\r,o at Xr,n. The 
isotropy subgroup of G*\r,o at xr,x is connected by Theorem 5.4, 
so it must be the analytic subgroup for 3Cl\r + (R|\r>0. Lemma 11.5 
is proved. 

Define <p: 2fTC*\r,o—>G*\r,o(xo) by <p(v) = exp( —i/2)-exp( —VI)*XQ 
where i; = tfi+i>2, tfiG9TC|\r,o and t>2G&l\r,o- We view <p as a differenti
a t e map from the euclidean space 9TC*\r,o to the symmetric space 
G*\r,o(xo) of noncompact type. We will prove ||^*?|| è||£|| for every 
tangent vector £ to 9frc*\r,o. Then [13, Theorem l ] <p is surjective and 
covering, hence a diffeomorphism because G*\r,o(#o) is simply con
nected, and it follows that from/(&, Vi, V2)~1Xo = <p(vi+V2) that/defines 
a diffeomorphism of K X 9fll|\r,o X <ft|\r,o onto G*\r,o. 

Let t>i£9flli\r,o be fixed, i>2G&l\r,o variable. Then <p(v\+V2) 
=* exp( —v2) exp(—Vi)x0 = exp(—fli)-exp(tfi)-exp( —z;2)-exp( —t>i)xo 
= exp(—t/i)- {ad(exp ï/i)-exp( —i>2)}#o = exp( —v{)- {exp(—ad(exp Vi) 
'V2) }XQ. NOW exp(—v{) is an isometry on G*\r,o(#o), and 

ad(exp»i)-z>2 = exp(adz>i)-fl2 = ]C —ad(fli)n«t;2. 

Note ad(vi)nV2G<H|\r,o for n even, GQl\r for n odd; so 

_ 1 _ 1 
ad(exp*i)-*« = E -jrT7*àM2n-v2+ Z , ,„ , «,t *AW»+l-vÈ 

n*0 (2n)l » i 0 (2» + 1)1 

with the first sum in <ft|\r,o and the second in Q|\r. As ad(fli) is sym
metric, so ad(tfi)* is positive semidefinite, now 
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||(ad(expt>i)-«s)3K*\r.o|| è ||»i||. 

Thus <p does not decrease lengths of tangent vectors on fli + Cftixr.o-
Let fl2£(R|\rfo be fixed, tfiGSflllvr.o variable. Then <p(vi+v2) 

= exp(—v2) exp(—z>i)x0 is the composition of —1 on 9flX|\r,o> expo
nential map in the symmetric space Gt\r,o(#o) of noncompact type, 
and left translation by exp(—v2). As Gf\r,o(*o) has curvature ^ 0 , 
now <p does not decrease lengths of tangent vectors to 9ïlt\r,o+*;2. 

Fix fli£9tfl|\r,o and let Wi be variable there; fix fl2£(Rt\r,o and let 
w2 be variable there. Now 

<p(vi + (R*\r,o) = {exp(—v2 — w2)-exp(—üi) •#<)}, 

^(2TC*\r,o + v2) = {exp(—u2)-exp(—ZJI — Wi)-x0}. 

Those manifolds intersect a t <p(vi+v2) = exp( —p2)-exp( —Vi)-x0, and 
we want to show the intersection there to be orthogonal. For that, 
translate by the isometry exp(fli) sending exp(—v2) exp(—vi)x0 to 
exp(—ad(expVi)-v2)x0(E<p(Gl%\T,o)> and note first that exp(vi)<p((R%\Vi0) 
consists of all 

exp(—ad(exp vi)-v2 — ad(exp v±)w2) -Xo 

and second that exp(tfi)p(2fïl|\rt0) consists of all 

exp(—ad(exp Vi)-v2) exp(—wi)-x0. 

Thus the question of orthogonality is reduced to the case fli = 0, 
where it follows from first 

exp(fl2)p((R*\r,o) = {exp(—w2)x0} = ^((H^\r,o) 

because exp(p2) exp( —v2—w2) =exp(—w2) mod K%\Tf and second from 

exp(fl2)<p(9fïl*\i\o + v*) == {exp(—^i)^o} = ^(9^^\r,o). 

Now let £ be tangent to 9TC*\r,o a t v. Decompose £ - £ i + £ 2 along 
2nX \̂r,o = 2^l\r ,o+^i\r ,o- We have proved 

ll^ill ^ INI, M l è ||&||, <P*ÏI ±vtt. 
Thus 

M l 2 = ||<*b + <PM\2 = M l 2 + M l 2 à J|£i||2 + M2 - ||É||2. 

Tha t completes the proof of Lemma 11.6. Q.E.D. 
We need notation for the factorization of Lemma 11.6. The nota

tion will be, for every gEG*\r,o, that 
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(11.7) g=gK-gM-gR where ^ G ^ n M J f G e x p 9flI^\r,o, ^ E e x p (Rnr,0. 

11.8. THEOREM. Let V and 2 be disjoint subsets of^t. Given k(EKt 

define 

ft: i ' G n r . o ^ r . s ) -» k-K*\T(xr,2) by pk(kgxr,z) = kgK{xT^). 

Now define 

ft' G0(ffr,z) —> K(xT,v) by 0 |*.(?nr,o(*i\s) = &• 

1. ft: k-Gy\r,o(xr,2)—*k-Ky\r(xr,2) is a well-defined holomorphic 
bre bundle with 

(la) structure group: the connected reductive complex Lie group 

(lb) total space: the homomorphic arc component fe-G^\r,o(^r,s); 
of G0(XZ,T); 

(lc) base space: the maximal compact subvariety k'Ky\r(xr,z) 
which is a compact totally geodesic hermitian symmetric submanifold 
ofX; 

(Id) fibre over kk'(xr,2), k'£K*\r: the totally geodesic hermitian 
symmetric submanifold 

2 2 2 

^'•G*\r,o(^r,s) = kkfCTC2-Gy\T,o(%o) 

= kk'CTC2\Gy\(TU2),o(x0) X G2,o(#o)| 

of noncompact type and rank | ^ \ r | in kk'crCz'Go(xo). 
2. Let v be the holomorphic normal bundle to k-Ky\T(xr,z) in 

k'G*\r,o(xr,2)* Then v is the homogeneous holomorphic vector bundle 
over the hermitian symmetric coset space K^\T/K%\v=k'K%\T(xT,n) 
defined by the representation of i £ | \ r on the holomorphic tangent space 
of G | \ r , o / ^ i \ r=G | \ r i o(^ r ,2 ) , and the bundle ft is holomorphically 
fibre-equivalent to a relatively compact tubular neighborhood of the zero-
section of v. 

3. Let det v denote the determinant bundle of the holomorphic normal 
bundle v. If dime k • i£*\r(#r,2) > 0, then det v is a positive holomorphic 
line bundle (in the sense of K. Kodaira), and the bundles ft, v and det v 
are all topologically nontrivial. Furthermore, the following conditions 
are equivalent: 

(3a) ft is holomorphically trivial; 
(3b) ft is topologically trivial) 
(3c) ft has base reduced to a point; 
(3d) G*\rto(#i\2) is hermitian symmetric; 
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(3e) ad(cz) has order 4 on G*w; and 
(3f) If Am are the root systems of the simple ideals of g, then for 

each m, either 2 n A w = 0 , or (^r\Am)C(TKJX) with G*nA«,o(*o) of 
tube type. 

4. j8: Go(xr,2)—*K(xr,2) is a well-defined real analytic fibre bundle 
whose fibres and structure group coincide with those of the restrictions & 
to the holomorphic arc components k-G*\r,o(xr,2) of Go(#r,2). The 
bundle /3 is real analytically equivalent to the homogeneous complex 
vector bundle over K{xvtz) with fibre equal to the holomorphic tangent 
space of G|\r,o(#r,s). The following conditions are equivalent:, 

(4a) 0 is real analytically trivial', 
(4b) /3 is topologically trivial; 
(4c) for each irreducible factor of X, the corresponding factor of j8 

has base or fibre reduced to a point; and 
(4d) if Am are the root systems for the simple ideals of g, then for 

each m y either 
(4di) m A w = 0 = 2 r i A w , or 
(4dii) Tr\Am=¥nAm and2nAm=<f>, or 
(4diii) rOA m =</> and SHAm =^r\Am with the bounded domain 

G*nA"»fo(#o) °f tube type. 

PROOF. Fix kÇzK. Then ft, is well defined by the factorization (11.7) 
resulting from Lemma 11.6. The total space fe-G*\r,o(#r,s) is a 
holomorphic arc component of Gofar.s) by Theorem 10.9, and the 
base space kKy\r(xr,2)=Ky\r/Ky\T is a totally geodesic hermitian 
symmetric submanifold of X by Lemma 11.4. Tha t realizes & as a 
real analytic fibre bundle with structure group K%\T; now we may 
view X | \ r as the structure group. 

Let k'ÇzKy\r. The ft-fibre over fe£'(#r,:s) consists of all fcgfcr.s) 
such that kk'(xv,2) ^kgKixr,?). The latter condition is fe'(xr,s) 
= gx(^r,s), which is gKÇzk'K%\v by Lemma 11.4. Thus the fibre con
sists of all kk'kigMgRXr.z with g ^ E e x p 9TC|\r,o and g^Gexp (R|\rt0 

Lemma 11.5 says gRXv^—xv,^ and we have k\gMXvtz — ̂ à(k^)gMXvtz 
which is in exp(9îlt\ r t0)(#r,2). Thus the fibre consists of all kk'gMXv^ 
and now Lemma 11.3 says that it is the totally geodesic hermitian 
symmetric subspace kkfG%\Tfi{xv^) —kk,CTc\G%\T^(x^) of noncom-
pact type and rank | ^t\T | in kkfCr(^Xo. 

In the notation of [15], it is shown [IS, §5.4] that g*Xr 

« { [ ö ? ^ , <P?Xs]+(P?Xs} 0 JB?^ where the second ideal is in 3C, it is 
shown [IS, Lemma 4.4] that 6>fVvS = (P^\s+(Ps,ii and it is shown 
[IS, §6.6] that [g*\ s , g s , i ] = 0 . The 
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g*\ s of [15] is our ad f exp — zJ {gtt H g 2 } , 

<Pi*\2 of [15] is our ad (exp — z J {Wlu C\ g s } , 

(P^\s of [l5] is our ad f exp — z\ {îïïlu r\ g*\z}, 

(Ps,i of [15] is our ad (exp — z) {fflu H gs}, 

g*\2 o f t 1 5 ] i s o u r a d ( e x P " J * ) {Su n g*\s} , 

g s ,i of [15] is defined as [(Ps,i, (P2.1] + #2,1-

Using that dictionary we conclude that 

g* = g^\s © 8 2 © 

Taking intersection with g*\r, now 
s 2 

g*\r == 9*\(ru2) © gs 

All three ideals are r-stable. Thus 

g*\r,o 

I t follows that 

g* = g*\s © gs © £2, £ S C 3CC. 

2 s c 
g n r = g*\ (rus) © gs © <£r,s, £r ,s C 3Z . 

2 2 
g^\r,o = g*\(rus)to © 9s,o © £r,2,o, <£r,s,o C 3C. 

G*\r,o(#o) = Gtf\(ru2),o(#o) X G2,o(#o)» 

We have proved every part of (1) except for the fact that the 
bundle j8* is holomorphic. However we have seen that its total space, 
base and fibres are complex submanifolds of X, and that its structure 
group is a complex Lie group acting holomorphically on the typical 
fibre, so we need only demonstrate the existence of holomorphic 
transition functions. Thus, to complete the proof of (1) it suffices to 
complete the proof of (2). 

G*\r.o(#o) n a s holomorphic tangent space 2fnî\r = 9fTX~"P 9̂îl̂ \ri0 a t 
#o, and 9Tl|\r = 3îl~P\2fîl|\r)0 is the subspace that is the holomorphic 
tangent space to G|\r,o(#o). Define (R|\ r = 2fîl~P^(R|\rfo, so 9TCJ\r 
= 9fîll\r + (R|\ r. Recalling that ad(c|) interchanges (R|\r,o with 
Q|\r and noting that ad (c%) (Rf \ r = (ft|\r, we define Q | \ r = ad (c|) <ft|\r Î 
then ad(^)9fîlJ\r = ad (c | )91 l | \ r +Q| \ r . Now Lemmas 11.3, 11.4 and 
11.5 say that, a t xr.z* 
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9 2J— S 

G*\r,o(#r,2) has holomorphic tangent space ad(cs)9rc*\r + Q*\r, 
2 2 2— 

G^\r,o(^r,2) has holomorphic tangent space ad(cs)9rc*\r, 
2— 

K^\r(xr,z) has holomorphic tangent space Q*\r. 
Now the holomorphic normal space of i£*\r(#r,2) in G*\r,o(#r,2) at 
Xr,x is ad(4)9^l \ r i and i£ | \ r preserves it and acts there by its repre
sentation on the holomorphic tangent space to G|\r,o(#r,2). Tha t 
identifies the holomorphic normal bundle v of k-Ky\r(xr,z) in 
&'G*\r(#r,2) with the homogeneous vector bundle over K*\r/K%\T 

with fibre a d ( 4 ) ^ l \ r that has J£f\ r-module structure from ad<?. 
The Harish-Chandra realization of Gl\r,o(*r,2) as a bounded domain 
in ad(c|)2fTli\r identifies ft, with a relatively compact open sub-bundle 
of v. Now (2) is proved, and that completes the proof of (1). 

Let K be the canonical (holomorphic) line bundle over k • K*\r(#r,2). 
I t is the holomorphic line bundle whose sections are the (d, 0)-forms, 
d = dimcr k'K*\r(xr,2)' Thus its dual /c* has fibre ArfQ|\r where of 
course d = dime Ql\r« Let S denote the representation of K*\T on the 
fibre of K, SO its dual 5* is the representation on AdQf\r. Define 
z*\r = (i/2) ]C*\r Zty£3C|\r- Then [15, Lemma 6.2] ad(£*\r) acts 
on (Rl\ r as scalar multiplication by i/2. As ad(c|) preserves 3C|\ r 

and interchanges (R|\ r with Q| \ r , now ad(c|)(2s*\ r) is an element of 
3C|\ r that acts on Q§\ r under adg as scalar multiplication by i. Thus 

and 

ad(2^\r) 

Z*\T = ad(cs)(2z*\r) is central in 3C*\r 

sc is the almost complex structure of k'K^\v(xT,n). 
Q*\r 

Let SC3C|\r denote the Lie algebra of the kernel of the action of 
K*\r on K*\r(xr,z)=K*\r/K%\T. Now 5* can be described by: 
5*(3¥\r)=id, 8*(S)=0, and S* annihilates the orthocomplement of 
the image of z l \ r in 5C| \ r /8 . Thus we describe K as the homogeneous 
line bundle on K^\r/K%\r induced by the character 5 on 2£ | \ r such 
that 5(z|\r) = —id, S(S) = 0 , and 5 annihilates the orthocomplement 
of the image of z | \ r in 3C|\ r /S. 

Let v over k'K^\r(xrtn) denote the holomorphic normal bundle in 
£-G*\r(a;r,2). We will describe the determinant bundle det v over 
&-2£*\r(tfr,2) so as to be able to compare it with the canonical bundle 
K. det v has fibre Aa ad(c|)9fn|\ r where a = dime 2fTCf\r. Let a denote 
the representation of K*\T on that fibre. We know [15, Lemma 4.4] 
that ad(z*\r) is scalar multiplication by i on 9fll|\r; thus ad(z | \ r ) is 
scalar multiplication by 2i on ad(c|)9ïlf\r; we conclude that a ( s l \ r ) 
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= lia. Let S 'C 3C|\r denote the Lie algebra of the kernel of the action 
of Gf\r,o

 o n G%\T,o(xT,z)z=:G%\rtJK%\T. Then S' is orthogonal to the 
subalgebra 9 o [ ^ \ r ] of 9l\r,o that contains sf\r. Thus we can specify: 
a(z%\T)=2ia and a annihilates the orthocomplement of s | \ r in 
5C|\ r. Comparing representations we now conclude that (det v)d 

= KT~2a as holomorphic line bundles. 
Recall d = dimc k*Ky\r(xr,2) and a = dime Gl\ r,0(#r t2). If a = 0, 

then the noncompact type symmetric space G|\r,o(^r,s) is reduced to 
a point, so its rank I^VTl = 0 ; then T=^f so G*\r,o(#r,2) =#r,2 
= 2£*\r(#r,s), whence d = 0. In other words, if d>0, then a > 0 . 

Suppose d>0. Then the canonical bundle K of i £ * \ r / i £ | \ r is nega
tive in the sense of K. Kodaira; as a>0 it follows that K~2a is positive; 
thus det v is a positive line bundle. Let [c(detv)]E.H1'1(K^\r/K%\T; Z) 
denote the Chern class of det v. Now [c(det v)] is represented by a 
2£*\r-invariant positive definite (1, l)-form c(det v). As it is positive 
definite, c(det v) 5*0; as it is jRT*\r-invariant and K*\r/Ky\r is sym
metric, now [c(det V)]T^0; thus det v is not topologically trivial. I t 
follows that v is not topologically trivial. As the bundles v and ft. are 
topologically equivalent, now ft is not topologically trivial. 

If d = 0, then K*\r = K*\T, so Q|\r = 0; then (Ri\r,o = ad(c!) 
•( iQ|\r)= :0, so 9*\r,o = 9t\r,o* Tha t says that ad(cs) has order 4 on 
9*\r. Let 9 = ^ 9 m decomposition into simple ideals, A=UAm cor
responding decomposition of the root system of 9- Then [15, Corol
lary 4.10] the 95\r = 9(¥\r)nA»> are the simple ideals of 9*\r (possibly 
with some of them equal to zero); further [l5, Corollary 4.11] if 
G(*\r)nA»».o(*o) is of tube type and positive dimension, then G^ru»»,o(#o) 
is of tube type; finally [15, Theorem 5.7] ad(cs) has order 4 on 9*\r 
if and only if, for each simple ideal 9(*\r)riA»» of 9*\r, either 

(i) S n ( ^ \ r ) n A w is empty or 
(ii) G(*\T)nAmto(xo) is of tube type and ( * \ r ) n A w C 2 . 

We conclude, using disjointness of F and 2 , that ad (£2) has order 4 
on 9*\r if and only if, for each m, either 

(i) 2 H A W = 0 or 
(ii) G*riAm,o(xo) is of tube type and * H A w C ( r U 2 ) . 

Tha t completes the proof of (3). 
We will prove j3:Go(tfr,s)-*-K(#r,2) well-defined. In other words, 

given k, k'ÇzK with &-G*\r,o(#r,2) =s£ ,#G*\r,o(#r,2), we will prove 
ft=ft'. NOW suppose 

x G A'G^xr.o^r^) = k''G*\Tto(%r,iï)i k, k' G K. 

Express 
x = kg(xT,2) = *V(^r,2); g, g7 G G*\r,o. 
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k~lk'ÇzK preserves the holomorphic arc component G*\r,o(#r,:s) of 
Go(^r,2j); that holomorphic arc component being a symmetric space 
of noncompact type, now krlkf = kik2 where &i£i£*\r and k2 acts 
trivially on G*\r,o(#r,2)- Thus we may ignore k2 and assume 

kf = kki with ki G K*\T-

As in (11.7) we decompose 

g = gKgMgB and g = gKgMgR. 

Using gRXr,2;=Xr,2 = gRXrt2, now we have 

X = kgKgM%T,2 = kklgKgMXv,?. 

Thus gKgMh = kig'KgM where &£G*\r,o fixes #r,2. Lemma 11.5 says 
h — lfiKhn, }IKE:K%\T and Â^Gexp (R|\r,o- Now 

(klgK)gM = gKgMkKhR = (gKhK)(hK gMhK)hR. 

Uniqueness of (11.7) thus says 

k\gK = gK^Kt gM = h,R gMhK, 1 = tlR. 

Thus 

Pk(x) = kgK{xv^) = kgKhK(xT,id = kkigK(xT,v) = £'g*(ffr,2) = Pk>{x), 

and j8 is proved to be well defined. 
Now j8:Go(#r,2)—>K(xr,x) is a well-defined real analytic map. If 

#£Go(#r,s), ^ e n # and j3(#) are in the same holomorphic arc com
ponent of Go(#r,z). I t follows that j8 is a real analytic bundle whose 
fibres coincide with those of the restrictions ft,. The structure group 
of j8 is the isotropy subgroup of K a t #r,2. That isotropy group pre
serves the holomorphic arc component G*\r,o(tfr,s), so its every ele
ment has factorization k = kik2 with kiÇzG^r.o^K^Kvw and k2 

acting trivially on the fibre G*\r,o(#r,2) of /3. Note &i£i£i \ r because 
£i(#r,s) =tfr,2. Thus we can reduce the structure group of /3 to the 
structure group i f | \ r of its restrictions /3*. 

Consider the special case ^\GQ{XT^)-^K(XT^) where Go is simple 
and <j> 7*T 5*^. The fibre of j8 over k(xr,<t>) 'ls the holomorphic arc com
ponent k-G*\r,o(xr,<t>) of Go(#r,tf). The space K(xif>tr)1 maximal com
pact subvariety of the open orbit Go(#0,r), has been seen to be a 
totally geodesic hermitian symmetric subspace of compact type in X. 
We will construct a positive holomorphic line bundle X over K(x(f>,T)1 

and a fibration/:2£(#r,*) —»i£(#$,r), such that 
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/*X is the determinant bundle of /3: G0(#r,^) -~* K(xvt^). 

For that construction we use the notation 

Lr: isotropy subgroup of K at #r,«; 

Kr: isotropy subgroup of K at rfy.r. 

Lemma 11.4 says that KV = EX, centralizer of c\> in K; the decomposi
tion 9^,0 == *^r,0,o ©9*\r,o+9Ï\o informs us first that Lr = Lr,<t>,o'K*\v 
local direct product where the first factor acts trivially on G*\rfo(#r,0), 
and second that Kr = LT-Kr local direct product. Now we define 

ƒ: K(xv.*) = K/LT->K/KT = JTfo.r) by f(kLT) = kKT. 

View ƒ as identification under the right action of K$ on K/LT. Tha t 
action commutes with the action of LT on the fibres of j8. Thus, in the 
category of topological vector bundles, 

P = /*7 for some vector bundle y over 2T(ff*,r). 

As Kv acts on the fibres k • G*\r,o(#r,*) of 7 via the action of K^\r on 
G?*\r,o(#r,$), which is holomorphic, 

7 over 2T(^,r) is the iST-homogeneous holomorphic 

vector bundle with fibre 9H*\r over afy.r. 

Now we compare det 7 with the canonical bundle K over uT(#0,r). 
ad(cr)s acts on the fibre Aa9rtlJ\r, a = dime 9TC*\r> of det 7, as multi
plication by ia. I t acts on the fibre (A<*Q£~")* = (Ad ad (4) &*")*, 
d = dxmc Qj""=dimc i£(x0,r), of K, as multiplication by —id. Thus 
as before, 

(det y)d = *-". 

Our hypothesis that G0 be simple and ^^T^^f ensures dj^O^a. 
As /c is negative, now (det y)d is positive, so det 7 is positive. Define 
X = det 7, and we have 

f*\ = ƒ* det 7 = det/*7 = det(/3:G^\r,o(*r,«) -» K{xv^)). 

Tha t completes the construction. 
Suppose Go simple. We will prove that j3:Go(#r,s)—*K(xr,2) is 

topologically trivial if and only if 
(i) r = < £ = 2 , so j3 is fibration of GQ(XQ) = X 0 over the single point 

XQJ or 

(ii) T = ¥ and 2 = 0 , so f3:Go(x*t<i>)—>K(x^^) is the fibration of the 
Bergman-Silov boundary of X0 in X over itself with fibre reduced to 
a point; or 
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(iii) r = 0 , 2=\I r , and Xo = Go(x0) is of tube type, so j3 is fibration 
of Go(x4>,v) =(%,Xo over a single point x^,^ = c%x0. 

First note that jS is topologically trivial in the three cases described 
just above. Conversely, now assume /3 topologically trivial. Then the 
restrictions j3* to the holomorphic arc components &-G*\r,o(tfr,2) of 
Go(*r,s) are topologically trivial, so either S =<£, or SF = TUS with X0 of 
tube type. First suppose 2 = 0 , so P:Go(xr,<i>)—:>K(xr,4>), and recall the 
map f:K(xr,<i>)—>i£(#0fr) of the paragraph before last. If ^ ^ r ? ^ , 
we saw that the determinant bundle of /3, viewing /3 topologically as a 
complex vector bundle, is of the form /*X where X over K(x<f>,r) is a 
positive holomorphic line bundle. As its Chern class is nonzero, X is 
not topologically trivial, so/*X = det /3 is not topologically trivial, 
contradicting topological triviality of ]8. Thus either T = 0 and we are 
in case (i) above, or T =^f and we are in case (ii) above. Now suppose 
2 5^0, so SF = r U 2 with Xo of tube type. As X0 is of tube type, i.e. as 
c%=* 1, we have K and Go stable under adfcl). Now, using the conse
quence c* = cTcx of ^ = T U S and T H 2 = 0 , we have 

c*:Go(xr,x) -* Go(c*Xr,z) = G0(crCz#o) = G o ^ r »^' 

and that the map has the properties 

2 2 

CVKÇXT.S) = K(x?t<ù and c*£-G*\r,o(tfr,2) = ^•Gtfxr.oO&r,*). 

Thus c* defines a fibre bundle isomorphism between the fibrations 
)8 given by 

G0(#r,:s) —> K(XT,2) and Go(#r,*) —• üT(xr^). 

The first being topologically trivial by hypothesis, the second must 
be trivial, and we have just seen that to imply either T = 0 or T ='$'. 
But ^ = T U 2 , r P > 2 = 0 and 2 ^ 0 ; thus T = 0 , 2 = ^ and we are in 
case (iii) above. 

Let Qm denote the simple ideals of g, Am the root system of Qm, 
9o* = 9o^9m , Gm and Go the analytic subgroups for Qm and gg\ and 
I w = Gm(»o) and -X? = G?(*0). Then G0(xr,2) is the product of the 
G%(xrnAmt7inAm), and the base and fibres of j3:Go(#r,2)—>K(xr,v) 
decompose similarly. Thus j3 is topologically trivial if and only if each 
of the "factors" 

Go (̂ rOAw,sriAm) —* (K r\G0 )(#rnAw,snAm) 

is topologically trivial. According to the paragraph before the last one, 
|8 is topologically trivial if and only if, for each m, 

(i) * n A , t t = 0 = 2 n A w
l or 
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(ii) m A w = ^ n A m and SPiA , n=0, or 
(iii) m A w = 0 and S f W ^ n A ™ with Xf of tube type. 

That completes the proof of (4), completing the proof of Theorem 
11.8. Q.E.D. 

11.9. COROLLARY. Let TC&. Then the fibration /3: Go(xT,<f>)—>K{xTt^) 
of Theorem 11.8 is given by P(k-G*\r,o(xr,<t>)) =£(tfr,*) for kÇEK, and it 
is real analytically equivalent to a complex homogeneous vector bundle ix 
over K(xr,4>). There is a fibration f:K(xrt<t>)—>K(x<f>tr) defined by 
fikxr.ti—kx+.Tt whose fibres are compact totally geodesic submanifolds 
k'Kyfar.t) of X, and whose base is the totally geodesic hermitian sym
metric subspace K(x<f,,r) of X; p=f*y for a certain holomorphic homo
geneous vector bundle y over K(x<f>,r). If <l>9^Tr\Am7£yifr\Am where Am 

is the root system of some simple ideal of g, then dime K(x<f>tr)>0 and 
det y is a positive homogeneous holomorphic line bundle over K(X+%T)\ 

in particular, in that case det 7, 7, det JJL, IJL and /3 all are topologically 
nontriviah 

11.10. COROLLARY. Let T C& and 2 = V\T with X0 of tube type. Then 
the fibration j3:Go(tfr,s)—*K(%r,n) of Theorem 11.8 is given by mapping 
(^fkG^\T,o(xrf<f>) =ad(c^)fe'G*\i\o(#r,2) t° dtykxr.t — Sidfy^k'Xr,?, and 
it is real analytically equivalent to a complex homogeneous vector bundle 
[i! over K(xr,z)' There is a fibration f,\K{xT1^)—^K{x<i>^) defined by 
f'(kxr,x) =&ff*,2, whose fibres are compact totally geodesic submanifolds 
k*Ky(xr,ii)=k'Ky(xr,2i) of X, and whose base is the totally geodesic 
hermitian symmetric subspace K(x<t,,2) of X; fJLf=f'*y' where y' is a 
certain holomorphic homogeneous vector bundle over Kix^^). If $5^2 
r\Am9^itr^Am where Am is the root system of some simple ideal of g, 
then dime K{x^^) > 0 and det y' is a positive homogeneous holomorphic 
line bundle over K{x4,v) ; in particular, in that case det y', 7 ' , det /*', JJ,' 
and j8 are all topologically nontriviaL 

Corollaries 10.9 and 10.10 are related by: t4 is a bundle isomor
phism of Go(#r.s)—>K(xrtz) onto Go(xr,4>)—>K(xr,<f>) and maps K^,?) 
onto üT(x^,r), inducing the fibrations ƒ' from/, [if from fi and y1 from 7. 

PROOF OF COROLLARIES. Corollary 11.9 is contained in the proof 
of part 4 of Theorem 11.8 for the case where g is simple, and the 
general case follows. The second paragraph of the statement of Corol
lary 11.10 is also contained in that proof, and the first paragraph 
then follows from Corollary 11.9. Q.E.D. 

The special case of an open orbit is worth separate examination. 
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11.11. COROLLARY. Every open Go-orbit on X has a holomorphic 
fibration 

fi: Go(^.s) —> K(%<t>,z) by |ff(g#*ts) = gx^.s 

where 
s s 

g = gKgMgR, gK GK, gM G exp 9fïl*,0, gR G exp (R*f0. 
1. The bundle j8 has structure group K%, has total space Go(#0,2), has 

base space K{x<t>%z) which is a compact totally geodesic hermitian sym
metric submanifold of X, and has fibre over £(#0,2) which is the totally 
geodesic hermitian symmetric submanifold 

2 2 2 2 / 2 \ 
k'Gy,o(#0,2) = kC2Gy,o(%o) = £C2{Gtf\2,o(#o) X G2,o(#o)} 

of noncompact type and rank \^\ in k(%Go(xo). 
2. The holomorphic normal v bundle of Kixj,,?) in G0(#*,2) is the 

homogeneous vector bundle over K{x^,^)^K/K^ associated to the repre
sentation of K% on the holomorphic tangent space of G\fi/K\. The 
bundle j8 is holomorphically equivalent to a relatively compact open sub-
bundle of that holomorphic normal bundle v. If dime K(x<f>t^)>0, i.e. if 
the root system Am of some simple ideal of 9 satisfies S P \ A w ^ 0 , and 
satisfies S H A ^ ^ r ^ A ™ in case GynAm,o(xo) is of tube type, then det v 
is a positive homogeneous holomorphic line bundle over 2£(#0,2), and the 
bundles det v, v, and ]8 all are topologically nontrivial. 

PROOF. This is the case T = 0 of Theorem 11.8. Q.E.D. 
The case of the "opposite" open orbit is of further interest because 

it gives new characterizations of tube domains. 

11.12. COROLLARY. The aopposite79 open orbit Goix^^QX has a 
holomorphic fibration 

P'. GQ(X+,*) -» K(x+ti) by P(gx<t>tv) = #K**.* 

where 

g = gKgugR, gK &K, gu G exp 3H*,o, gR G exp (R*,o. 

1. The bundle /? has structure group K%c, total space Go(#*,*), base 
space K(x,f,t<q,) which is a maximal compact subvariety of Go(#0,*) and is 
a compact totally geodesic hermitian symmetric submanifold of X, and 
has fibre over k(x+,y) which is the utube part" (c.f. [2]) 

£'G*,oOfy,*) ~ kcyGy% o(#o) 

of fe4-Go(x0). 
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2. The bundle j3 is a relatively compact open subbundle of the holo
morphic normal bundle v of K^,*) in Go(**,*). v is the homogeneous 
holomorphic vector bundle over K(x<f>t^) =*K/K% associated to the repre
sentation of K% on the holomorphic tangent space of the tube part 
Gf,o(*o) of Go(x0). 

3. The following conditions are equivalent: 
(3a) /3 is holomorphically trivial. 
(3b) v is holomorphically trivial. 
(3c) det v is holomorphically trivial. 
(3d) j8 is topologically trivial. 
(3e) v is topologically trivial. 
(3f) det v is topologically trivial. 
(3g) K{x^%^) is the single point X+,*. 
(3h) c* has order 4 on X. 
(3i) The bounded symmetric domain X0 = Go(xo) is of tube type, 

i.e. it has a holomorphic realization as a tube domain over a homogeneous 
self dual cone. 

(3j) The Bergman-Silov boundary Go(# *,*) of Xo in X is a totally 
geodesic submanifold of X. 

(3k) dimR Go(#*,*) =dimc X. 
(31) Viewing Go as the identity component of the group GR of real 

points in the linear algebraic group G, we have P**^ defined/R, i.e. X 
is defined/R. 

PROOF. Statements 1 and 2, and equivalence of (3a) through (3h), 
are the case 2 = ^ of Corollary 11.11. Equivalence of (3h), (3i), (3j) 
and (3k) is contained in [2, Theorems 4.9 and 6.8], and Theorem 3.6 
says that (3k) is equivalent to (31). Q.E.D. 

We recapitulate the decomposition of an arbitrary Go-orbit 
Go(#r,s)C-X'. Here T and 2 are disjoint subsets of ^ . First we have 
the fibration of Theorem 11.8, 

/3:Go(xTt2)-+K(xr,2), 

that maps an arbitrary holomorphic arc component &-G*\r,o(#r,:s) 
holomorphically onto its maximal compact subvariety &'2£*\r(#r,s); 
the fibre over &fe'(#r,s), kÇzK and k'ÇzK*\r, is 

&&'-G*\r,o(#r,2) = *É'w2{G*\<rUz),o(*o) XGs,o(#o)}. 

We then follow j3 by ct*fi~l where 

<*: Go(#r.s) -* Go/iVr.s.o 
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is the fibration of the orbit over the space of its holomorphic arc com
ponents. This amounts to collapsing each of the maximal compact 
subvarieties k*K*\r(xr,z) Qk • G^\r,o(^r,s) to a point. Tha t collapsing 
is, of course, already done when, whenever Am is the root system of a 
simple ideal of g, either 2 n A m = 0 , or ( r U S ) n A w = ^ n A w with 
G*nA»»,o(tfo) of tube type. Now we come to the final stage of the de
composition, which is realization of the j8-fibre 

s s 
Gv\r,o(%r,2) = G*\(rUs),o(^r,s) X Gs,o(^r,s) 

as a Siegel domain of type III over any of its boundary components. 
Tha t Siegel domain realization is the content of Wolf-Korânyi [15, 
§7]; the appendix to this §11 transcribes it into our notation, and 
explicitly works out the holomorphic fibration over the boundary 
component (Proposition 11 A.3) that is implicit in the Siegel domain 
formulation, for the hermitian symmetric space XQ = GO(XO). We now 
recast the results of that appendix to this §11 to cover our case of the 
hermitian symmetric space 

s s 
G^\r,o(^r,s) = G^\(rUs),o(^r,s) X Gs,o(^r,s) 

2 f 2 ) 2 S 

= Cr^s{G^\(rUs),o(^o) X Gs,o(#o) j = £rC2G*\r,o(#o). 

ty\T is the maximal set of strongly orthogonal noncompact positive 
roots of Sl\r,0' Let E be any subset. Then we have disjoint unions 

* \ ( r U 2 ) = i U i ' , 2 = B VJ B', E= A\J B, E' = A'\J B'. 

Now observe 

arc r̂ n ml ~" = mi" + ml", 
9fïl*\r C\ (R* = <R*\(rUz) + (&z C\ 9fTCs ), and 

9fîl^r H m*\E = 9^1' + m*". 

Thus we define 

(11.13a) V[ = mA~, F2 = ÖW\(rUs) and V'% = m2>; 

(11.13b) V" =ml~, V" = (till"r\ ml") and V" = 9TĈ ~~; and 

(11.13c) Fi = V'i 0 Fi', F2 = Vf
2 0 F " and ^ = ^ 9 Fi' . 

Now every vG9Tli\r has unique decomposition 

(11.13d) v = v'i + vi + v2 + v" + v'z + vi9 ^ G K ' and fl" E F " 

that we use without further explanation. 
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If PCQG& we have the bounded domain DQ=£~1G$to(xo) in 9TCQ~. 

Now the bounded domains in V(, V{' and Vz that serve our Siegel 
domains, are 

(11.14a) DA. = r ^ ' . o W C Fi, D% = T ^ . o ^ o ) C F3 ' , and 

(11.14b) DA, X Z)£ = D% = r ^ ' . o W C F3. 

Note that they are the respective intersections of F3 ' , Vz' and F3 

with the bounded domain D^\Efo(x0) C.M^\E. 
The real forms of VI, FL" and Fi are 

tfi = ad(^){g0nad(^Vi}, 

^ = a d M { g 0 n a d ( ^ 1 ) F n and 

(11.15b) U[ 0 ff" = Ux = a d ( ^ ) { g 0 n a d ( ^ ) F i } . 

They contain the self dual cones 

(11.16a) &A = ad(üTA )'f (au.*) C ffi where f (au.*) = ]T^-*> 

(11.16b) S* = a d ( i d Y r W * ) C tfi' where { " W = S s M , 
j?* —1 

&A X S B = £2? = ad(JT« ) •£ (**,,) C Ux where 
(11.16c) x. v 

If ze>£jDf'/ we have the conjugate-linear map /*(?£>): F2—>F2 of 
operator n o r m < l , given by 

2 2 

(11.17a) /x(w)z; = ad(w) -adfc^)- ru (v) = ad(ze/)-ad(^)-r„(z/) 

+ ad(îe/0-ad(4)-T„(z/'). 

I t specifies the "bilinear plus hermitian" map Fw: F2X F2—»Fi by 

(11.17b) F„(«, v) = - (i/2) [«, adfci) -rw- (ƒ - M W A ] . 

The splitting in (11.17a) says that fx(w): V<r-*Vi is the direct sum of 
operators 

M M : VI -> F2' and j*(w"): F2" -> F 2" . 

Thus (7—fxiw))'1: F2—»F2 splits as the direct sum of 

(7 - M ( O ) - 1 : VI -* F2' and (7 - nW))-1: V{' -* V{'. 

I t follows that Fw: F2X F2—»Fi is the direct sum of maps 

/ V : VI X F2' -> F / and Fw„\ VI' X F2" -» F / ' 
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in the sense that, for w££>!' and u, »G V2, 

(11.17c) Fw(«, v) = Fm.(u', v') + Fw,.(u", v"). 

Carrying (11A.1) back to our situation, now 

(11.18a) ©*\(rus),4 = {»' G 9TC*\<ru2): »» G DA- and 

(11.18b) @1,B - {»" G 3n£~: »t" G -OB'- and 

l m » / ' - M « » " . l " ) 6 ï > ) . 
(11.18c) ©*\r,# = {*> G 3TC*\r: Ï>3 G #*' and 

Im n — FVi(v2, v2) G &*?} 

are Siegel domains of type III that satisfy 

(11.18d) ©*\r,* = ©*\(rU2),A X ©2,1? C 9fTCi\cruz) © 9Tls = SfTC*\r. 

Furthermore, (11A.2) in our context says that 

,A A ^ N <uG*\<rus).o(ffo) C £(9rc*\<ruz)) and 
(11.19a) -1 

£ : ^G«r\(ru2,0(^0) = ©*\(rus),ii, 
(11.19b) CBGI,O(XO) C £(9TC2~) and {"*: CBGI,O(X0) S ©2U, 

2 2— —1 2 2 
(11.19c) ^G$\r)0(^o) C K^*\r) and £ : c A \ r , o W = @ n r , ^ 
such that the analytic equivalence of (11.19c) is the direct product of 
those of (11.19a) and (11.19b). Finally, now, the coarse structure 
portion of Proposition 11A.3 becomes: 

11.20. PROPOSITION. Let T and 2 be disjoint subsets of&, let E(j$f\T, 
and define disjoint union decompositions by 

E « A \J B, E' = A'KJB', * \ ( r U S ) = i U i ' ö « ( i 2 = 5 U ^ 

Retain the notation (11.13) through (11.18). Then we have holomorphic 
fibre bundles 

w': ©*\(rU2),A-~* DA'9 v,fi @2 ,S~» .ÖB' and w: ©*\r,.E—* DE' 

given by 

iHjf) = v{9 T"(v") = vl' and T(V) = v3 - v{ + vl'. 

1. There are connected Lie groups Hx>, Hv» and Hx that act transi
tively on the respective total spaces ofir', ir" and TT by holomorphic bundle 
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automorphisms. They have semidirect product structure 

H*' = GA'tQ'Z-K'I O-r" = = Gj ï ' .O'^ir" and &* = = GE',0'ZIT 

where the first factor is equivariantfor its natural transitive action on the 
base, and where the normal subgroups composing the second factor are the 
respective identity components of 

2 2 

G*\(rus) ^ ad(^i)2it0to> G^C\ B,d(cB)Zs,<i>,o and Gy\rr\ &d(cE)ZE,4>,o» 

The latter are trivial on the base and transitive on every fibre. Finally, HT 

acts on ©|\r,.E = ©*\(ru2),AX©!,B as HV>XHT>>. 
2. The fibres of T', IT" and ir are holomorphically equivalent to her-

mitian symmetric spaces of noncompact type with respective ranks \A\, 
\B\ and IJE| = | - 4 | + | - B | and with respective tube parts Gii0(#o), 
GB,O(XO) and GE,O(XO) = GA,O(XO)XGB,O(XO)- The realizations of the fibres 
over 0 as Siegel domains of type II are 

T (0) = {v[ + v*2 G WlA + (R*\cruz>: Im »i — F0(v2, v2) G 6 i j , 

r"~\o) = v{ï + v2'em3ÏT+ (<RJ!~n9ri£"): 
Im vi — F0(v", v") E G * } , 

T'\o) = T~\O) X T , , " 1 ( 0 ) = {v E Vx 0 V2: Im n - Fofo, »0 G S*}. 

3. The bundles ir', w" and T are real-analytically trivial. Let {A* } 
be the root systems of the simple ideals of S*\(rus), {A" } the root sys
tems of the simple ideals of gi- Then 

(3a) 7r' is holomorphically trivial if and only if A is a union of sets 
of the form [ ¥ \ ( T U 2 ) ] r W , 

(3b) IT" is holomorphically trivial if and only if B is a union of sets 
of the form 2P\A.", and 

(3c) T is holomorphically trivial if and only if both w' and ir" are 
holomorphically trivial. 

We come to the final step of the decomposition of Go(#r,s). Recall 
j8: Go(xr,i)~>K(xr^) with ^~lk(xT,-z) =^ 'G| \ r > 0 (^r ,s)- Proposition 
11.20 fibres 

—1 S B* 

(11.21a) jo (xr.z) = G*\r.o(*r.z) -*GTB'.0(^,2) 

by 

2 1 2 2 

(11.21b) crepes £(V) —> crCzfW f° r every » G ©*\r,i?. 
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As seen from the case where the unit disc is fibered over one of its 
(one point ) boundary components, Gf',o(#r,s) is generally not J£l\ r~ 
stable, so we cannot just extend (11.21) to Go(xr,s) by i£-equivari-
ance. Tha t problem is avoided by use of a measurable, a.e. real an
alytic, "section" of the principal i£ | \ r-bundle K—>K/Ky\V. 

Let T) | \ r denote the orthocomplement of 3C|\ r in 3C; define 
Ff\ r = expCü! x r)Ci£. Then every kÇzK has expression k=vk', 
»G F"l\r and & ' £ i £ | \ r , but that factorization need not be unique. 
To approach uniqueness, let K/K^T carry a riemannian metric in
duced by a bi-invariant metric on K, so the exponential map 

s s 
exp0: V^\v—>K/K*\T by expQ(v) = exp(z;)-0 

where 6 is the base point. Now let W | \ r consist of all flG'ülxr such 
that exp0(^), O ^ ^ l , is the unique minimizing geodesic from 0 to 
expe(p). Define W7 |\r = exp( ew|\ r)CT^|\r- Then 

(11.22a) W*\T(6) is a dense open subset of K/K%\Ti and 

(11.22b) expe: W|\ r—»TF|\ r(0) is a diffeomorphism. 

Tha t gives us a "section" s: K/K%\T-*K by 
(11.22c) s(exp0(w))=exp(w)EWl\r for « / £ ^ \ r , 

(11.22d) s(k-Q)E:kKl\T arbitrary for * -0$T7 | \ r (O) . 

Although 5 may be discontinuous, it is real analytic on the dense open 
subset WV\T(6) C.K/Ky\r whose complement has measure zero. 

11.23. THEOREM. Let T and 2 be disjoint subsets of&, let EC&\T, 
and consider disjoint unions 

E = A\J B, E' = A'KJB', ¥ \ ( r \J 2) = A \J A', 2 = B\J B'. 

If kÇzK, define 

A.,B 2 . . /~fi' , v 
Jk : k'Gy\T,o{%r,lÙ —>k'GE>,o(xT,2J 

by 

A B 2 —1 2 2 

7k ' (kcrCzCE &) = kcrc^(wv) for v £ ©*\r,j?. 

Retain the notation (11.22) and define 

y ' : GQ(XT,?)-:>S(K/K*\T)-GE>,O(XT,?) 
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by 

A,Bi A,B 
7 I **l\r,oC*r,S> = 7 « ( *- 0 ) ' 

1. Given kÇzK, yi,B is a holomorphic fibre bundle that is equivalent 
to the bundle TT: ©|\r,#—>-Dl' of Proposition 11.20 under the maps: 

2 s 
k'G*\T,o(xT,2)~z ~—rr~^®*\r.^ 

$Tlc c~\-lhrl 

' A.B E* r 

7* 
B' ? C s C r * B' 

* '£r .E ' , o (# I \2 ) * DE' 

2. yA'B is a well-defined, but not necessarily continuous, ufibre bundle" 
whose fibres coincide with those of its restrictions ys{f.e), and which is real 
analytic over Wv\r'G-e',o(xr,ji). 

3. The fibration j3: Go(#i\s)—>K(xr,z) of Theorem 11.8 comes from 
yA,B fry 

fi = { / K T ^ ' V X } 'y*'* where { / K T ^ ' V 1 } 'kG%(xT,^ = ifrr.z). 

PROOF. Statement (1) is immediate from Proposition 11.20. yA'B 

sends the j3-fibre k• G|\ r>0(x r,s) = s(k• 0) • G|\r>0(^r,s) over fe(#r,s) 
= s(k'0)(xr,z) into its hermitian symmetric subspace &-Gf'j0(#r,2). 
As j3 is well defined, (3) follows. 

We check that yA>B is well defined. Let xGGo(#r,2). Suppose 
j3(#)=jfe(*r,s), £ G # . Then x^-lk{x) =s(k-0)- G|\ r ,0(^r,s), so 
# = s(£-0)g(#r,2) for some gGG|\r,o- Now, by definition, yA>B(x) 
=7^0)(^)=:5(fe-o)^rCsC(7rz;) where î>G©l\r,# such that gfcr.s) 
= ^ r ^ ï 1 { ( » ) . Tha t procedure is unique, first because k is specified 
modulo K*\r because /3 is well defined, and then because k is specified 
modulo K%\r by Lemma 11.4. 

(yA'Byi(slk'e)(xr,id) = ( T ^ O ) ) " 1 ^ ^ ^ ) ^ ^ ) ) by construction and 
well definition of /3- (yAtB)~l. 

Over TFf\r-Gf'j0(xr,2), 7"1,5 is given by 

i n « ^ j « 2 2 

7 ' (kcTCzCE £(v)) = kcrCx^TTv), k G W*\T and » G ©*\r,#. 

Tha t is real analytic. Q.E.D. 
We now have the triple fibration 
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s(K/K*xr)-G%,*(xr.z) 

J 0*(7 ) 
w 

uo\*r,zj » K(xr,?) 

Go/tfr.s.o 

of an arbitrary orbit Go(xr,idCX as described at the beginning 
of this §11. 

APPENDIX TO §11—SIEGEL DOMAINS. We first recall the concepts 
of cone and Siegel domain. 

Let U be a real vector space with a positive definite inner product 
( , ). Then a self dual cone in U means a subset (S C U such that 

6 = {u G U: if 0 7^ v G S then <«, u) > 0}. 

I t is automatic that a self dual cone is a cone (nonempty, and « £ S 
and r > 0 imply rw£(S), is open, is convex, and does not contain a 
straight line. "Domain of positivity" is another term for self dual cone. 

Let E C U be a convex open cone that does not contain a straight 
line. Define V=U+iU complexification; if z i £ F than u = ( R e v) 
+i(lm v) with Re v and Im v in U. The tube domain over S is defined 
to be the set { t t £ F : I m * ; £ ( S } . The Poincaré and Siegel upper half 
planes are examples. By Siegel domain of type I we mean a tube 
domain over a convex open cone that does not contain a straight line. 
A hermitian symmetric space is of tube type if it is holomorphically 
diffeomorphic to a Siegel domain of type I ; in that case the cone is 
self dual. A standard classification result says that a hermitian sym
metric space is of tube type if and only if it is a product, each of 
whose factors is one of 

SU(m, «i)/S(U(m) X U(ai)), 

SO*(4w)/U(2w), 

Sp(m;R)/U(m), 

SO(2, m)/SO(2) X SO(w), 

E7, index-25/Ee ' S O (2) . 

Let Vi and V2 be complex vector spaces, Ui a real form of Fi, 
S C Ui a cone as above, and F: V2X V^—tVi an hermitian map that is 
positive definite in the sense 

w è l ; or 

m è 2; or 

m à 1 ; or 

m è 1; or 
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0^v2EV2 implies 0 5* F(v2, v2) G ®. 

That data defines the domain 

{(pu v2) G Vx @ V2: Im vx - F(v2, v2) G Ê } . 

Those domains are the Siegel domains of type II. Siegel domains of 
type I are the special case V2 = 0. Every hermitian symmetric space 
of noncompact type has a standard realization (Korânyi-Wolf [2]) 
as a Siegel domain of type II , and that Siegel domain is of type I if 
and only if the hermitian symmetric space is of tube type; the cone 
is self dual. 

Let Vi, V2 and F 3 be complex vector spaces, Ui a real form of Vi, 
&CUi a cone as above, and DQVz a. bounded domain. Suppose 
further that, for every w£D, we have 

FW:V2 X F2—» Vi hermitian and 

Fb
w: V2X V2-*Vi bilinear 

depending smoothly on w(ED, such that 

b h 

FQ = 0 and FQ is positive definite relative to S. 

Then we define 

FW:V2 XV2-*V! by Fw = Fh
w + F*w. 

Assume that for every wÇzD, Fw is nondegenerate in the sense that 
each of Fw(v> V2) = 0 and Fw(V2i v)=0 implies v = 0. Then the domain 

{(vu v2, vt) G Vi 0 V2 © Vz\vz G D and Im vx - Re Fn(v2i v2) G &} 

is called a Siegel domain of type III with base D. Siegel domains of 
type II are the special case Fs = 0, i.e. the case where the base is re
duced to a point. 

In [lS, §7] Wolf and Korânyi describe X0 = GQ(XQ) as a Siegel 
domain of type III in 9Tl~ whose base is the bounded domain in 9iïlï\# 
equivalent to an arbitrary boundary component £r*\£,o(#*(*) of X0. 
That description involves the holomorphic injection 

£:2NT~ -+ X by £(v) = exp(v) -x0 

of 9Tl~" as a dense open subset of X, and is given in our notation 
as follows. 

First note 9TI-= Sfïlf~ + (Rf"~ = OT£\*+9TCÏ~ + (Rj~ direct. Now if 
vCz^Kr, we will decompose 

jgr— E — — 
» = »i + v2 + *>3 w i t h Vi G TOJS , »2 G (H* , »3 G 9H^\jff. 
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Our bounded domain in 9TCJ\£ is 

D*\E = ^GVXE, o(#o). 

The real form of 9Tlf" is ad(c^) {Oo^ad^^Sfrif""}, and the positive 
definite inner product on that real form is induced by the positive 
definite hermitian inner product (u, v) = — (u, <TTV) on g. The self dual 
cone Ê j s C a d ^ ) { g o n a d ^ 1 ) ^ ! " " } requires some notation. If FC& 
we have KF = KPIGF,O and the fixed point set K§ of ad(cE) on KF; 
now ad(c|) restricts to an involutive automorphism of 3Cf, and that 
defines an algebra 

E* ( E 2 . ) f E 2 \ 

3ZF = \v G &F- ad(c#)z; = v) + qz; G 3CF: ad(^)z; = — v\. 

Its analytic group is denoted Kf. Now the cone is given, in our 
notation, by 

&E = a.d(KE )•£ (^,0) and J (a*,*) = ] £ * e-4>-

If ^GSHflJxs then n(w):Giy~—>(R|~ is defined by /z(î*;)z; = ad(w/) 
•ad(c|) -o r^) ; it has operator norm < 1 if and only if W(ED*\E. Thus 
if WÇED*\E, I+n(w) is invertible and we have FW\(S^T Xöl|~ 
->3Tlf- by 

/^(w, v) = — (i/2)[«, adfcj?) 'ar-(I + M W ) ~ »]. 

The main result of [15, §7] says first that 

(11A.1) <&E = {v G 9îl~:^3G-D*\^and Im^i — Re Fv,(^2, ^ ) G S ^ } 
is a Siegel domain of type III with base D*\E, and second that 

(11A.2) CEXoCttVKr) and f - ^ c i J T o S © * . 

In proving the results stated above, Wolf and Korânyi use certain 
symmetry properties 

E* 

2id(k)Fw(u, v) = i7ad(A;)u;(ad(̂ )w, a,d(k)v) for k G i£* , 

Fw(u, (I + n(w))v) = F0(u, v) and F0(«, n(w)v) = JP0(^, M W « ) 

of the Fw and rely on the ^_1-equivariant actions of ad(^)Z^ f0,o and 
2id(cE)NE,ft>,o (cf.(10.10)) from the natural action on CEX0 to the 
(defined by equivariance) action on 9Tl~". For if NE denotes the com
mon unipotent radical of those groups, 

NB = {nd(cE)NEt4>,o}u = {ad(^)Z^,0,o} t t, 
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then [l5, Theorem 6.8] NE is 2-step nilpotent, its Lie algebra ïfiE 

has complexification 

EC , / v « * , / v « , E+ . E—v . E— 

91 = ad (CE) WEA = ^à(cE)ZE^ = (Q* + 0 1 * ) + ^E , 

and a.d(cE)ZE,<f>,o and adfcj^iV^.o have respective identity com
ponents 

« E*\ E t E*\ E 

[LE^^'KE ƒ 'N and {G^E.O'LE^^-KE J #iV ; 

here we recall Sf.o = S*\iM©<£#,*,o©9f,o, £^,*,oC3C, so that 
E* E* 

K-qr = Ky\E'LE%$,Q'K-E • 

The action of K%* on 9Tl~ is induced by adcî it preserves each of 9ïlf~, 
tftf"" and 9TZJYE, the real form specified of 9ïlf ~ and the cone E E there, 
the bilinear maps Fw and the domain D*\E, and thus also the Siegel 
domain ©#. The action of NE on 9fH~ is based on the unique repre
sentation of every gÇzNE in the form exp(w + (7—ad(c|)crr)fl) with 
tt£9fTlf- andflG(Rf~;if 

j£— — E— 

ƒ:01* X 9TC*\E —> (R* by (z;, w) —»/,(w) = t> + ju(w)fl, 

then iV^ acts on 9TC~ by 

^ ) = e + u+fv(e3) + 2iFes(e2,Mez)) + tFu(f9(ez)9 ƒ.(*)); 

that action preserves the Siegel domain ©#. The action of G*\E,O on 
9Tl~" or ©# is not made explicit in [15], but the action of K^\ECK^* 
is described above, and G*\E,O acts on D*\E in the natural fashion. 

11A.3. PROPOSITION. Let ©# 6e the Siegel domain (11A.1) with base 
D*\E that is holomorphically equivalent (by c^ •£) to X0. Define 

T: <S>E —> D*\E by ir(v) = vz. 

1. ir:<&E—>Dv\E is a holomorphic fibre bundle. 
2. The identity component {G*\E,O'LE,<J,,O'KE*} *NE of adfcj^iV^.o 

acts transitively on ©^ by holomorphic bundle automorphisms, with 
G*\E,O transitive on the base and the identity component {LE,<I>,Q'KE* } • NE 

of 3id(cE)ZE,4>,o trivial on the base and transitive on every fibre. 
3. The fibre fl—^O) is the Siegel domain {fl£9ïlf~ + (Rf-': lm Vi 

—-Fofe, Î > 2 ) E S E } of type II homogeneous under {LE,4>,O-KE*} -NE, 

and it is holomorphically equivalent to a hermitian symmetric space of 
noncompact type that has rank \ E\ and tube part Gf,o(ffo). 
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4. The bundle x:©#—>D*\E is real-analytically trivial, and it is 
holomorphically trivial if and only if E is a union of sets S^PïA* where 
the Ak are the root systems of the simple ideals Qk of g. 

PROOF. Let e = ei+e2+ez£i<&E and represent gE:NE in the form 
exp(u + (I—ad(c!)ör)z/) with wGS^I" and flG&f~. Let e' = g(e); then 

e> = e + u + fv(ez) + 2iFe,(e2, ƒ.(«,)) + iF«(f*(e9),f9(eà), 

so £3' = £3, 2̂' =^2+/r(^3) and 

*i' * * ! + « + 2iFe3(e2, fM)) + *?•,(ƒ.(«•),ƒ.(*)). 

Thus the action of JV* on © E preserves every x-fibre. If k G £ # ,*,o • iff*, 
then k(e) = ad(fe)e, so fe(e)3 = ad(&)tf3 = ez. Thus the action olLE,<t>tQ • i£f *, 
on ©^ preserves every x-fibre. Define 

l o E 

v = — (7 + /ife)) 2̂ and g = exp((7 — ad(ctf)or)tO G JV . 

Then g(e) =e{ +0+ez. Now define 

« = — (Re e{ and g' = exp(w) G iVE. 

Then g'g(e) = £1" +0+e9 with i e " real. In fact g'gfàÇz&s gives us 
Im e / ' - R e F„(0, 0) = lm * " E 6 * . Thus there exists JfeG-Kj* such 
that ad(fc)-Im e{' «(TK**.*)- Now kg'gEKf-N* has the property 
that 

We have proved that the x-fibres are just the orbits of {£jjf<M%^f*} *iV^ 
on ©*. 

Let g G G ^ . o . Then g normalizes {LE^^-K^} -NE in 
{G^X^.o-i-B^.o-^i*} 'NE, hence permutes its orbits on ©#. Now g 
is a x-fibre map of ©#. Thus (2) is proved subject to (1) being demon
strated. 

Let Q denote the identity component of ad(cE)NE,<t>,oK F i t s isotropy 
subgroup at iÉ"*1^*.*)^:©*» a n d % t n e subgroup preserving x_ 1(0). 
Then YCZ = {K*\E-LB,*tù'Kf} -NE = Kl*-NE and x is projection 
Q/ Y-+Q/Z by q Y—>qZ. Thus x is a differentiable fibre bundle with 
structure group Z. But x visibly is a holomorphic map, and the fibre 
over g(0), gGG^YB.o, is the complex submanifold 

g-iT (0) = g- {t> G 9TCiT + (ft*": Im ^ — F0(v2, v2) G £2?} 

of ©#. As Z acts by holomorphic transformations of x_ 1(0), it follows 
that x : ©E—>Z?¥\£ is a holomorphic fibre bundle. Tha t completes the 
proof of (1) and (2). 
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Every 7r-fibre is of the form g-ir~l(0)f gÇzG*\E,o, and G*\B,O nor
malizes the transitive group [LB,+,Q'KB*} *NE of transformations of 
the fibre; thus an arbitrary x-iibre has the same properties as TT"1(0) 
as complex homogeneous space of { LE,4>,O • KE* } • iVf. Now we observe 

^-1(0) = {nG 3n^~" + (R*~~: Im vx — F0(v2, v2) G &E} 

where Fo:ölf~X(Rf~—*9TlI~" is the positive definite (relative to S B ) 
hermitian map given by 

F0(u, v) = — (i/2)[u, a,d(cE)<rTv]. 

Thus TI—^O), hence every fibre, is a homogeneous Siegel domain of 
type II . Comparison with [2, §6] suggests that it should be sym
metric, and we prove that symmetry as follows. 

Observe that {uÇir-^O): v2 = 0} is the tube domain over the self 
dual cone (S#; in fact that is the realization of Gf,o(#o) as a Siegel 
domain of type I. Thus there is an analytic automorphism 8 of order 2 
on that tube domain with i%~l(xE,<t) as the only fixed point. Given 
eGflr-^O), define 

2 E 

v = — e2 and ge = exp((J — ad(c^)<rr)ü) G N . 

Then e' = ge(e) satisfies ei = 0, e{ = ft+/-«2(0) and 

ft' = ft + 2iF0(e2J-eM) + #o(/L*(0), ƒ-*(<>)). 

As ƒ-«,(()) = — ft+/*(0)( — e2) = — e2, now ei = ei+2iF0(e2, —e2) 
+iF0(—e2, —e2)=ei—iFo(e2, ft), ei = 0 and ei = 0. Thus 

ge(e) = ft - iF0(e2, e2) E {v G ^r^O): v2 = 0}. 

Now define e* = geSge(e). I t satisfies e* = 5ge(e)+2iF0(0, /-«2(0)) 
+i^o(/-C 2(0) , /_e,(0))=S^(e)+iFofe, ft) and **=ƒ_«,(()) = - f t . Thus 

** — g*àge(e) = 5(ft — £Fo(ft, ft)) + £F0(ft, ft) — ft. 

Now 

(e*)* = 5(5(^1 - iF0(e2, e2)) + iF0(e2, e2) - iF0(e2, e2)) + iF0(e2, e2) + e2 

= 52(ft — iF0(e2, e2)) + iF0(e2, e2) + e2 

= ft — iF0(e2y e2) + iF0(e2, e2) + ft = ft + ft = e. 

Thus £—»e* is an analytic automorphism of ir"1^) with square 1. If 
e = e* then 

ft = ô(ft — iFo(e2, e2)) + iF0(e2, e2) and ft = — ft. 
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Thus e2 = 0 and ei = ô(ei). The latter says ei^i^Çxs,*)- Thus e = e* 
implies e = i%-1(xE,<i>)* Now e-*e* is an analytic automorphism of order 
2 on 7r_1(0) with i%~l(xE,<i) as unique fixed point. As irml(Q) is a 
homogeneous complex manifold holomorphically equivalent to a 
bounded domain, it follows that x - 1(0) is a hermitian symmetric 
space of noncompact type. The tube part of that symmetric space is 
{AGTT-^O) : v% = 0} , tube domain over S#, holomorphically equivalent 
to GE,O(XO); in particular T T - 1 ^ ) has rank \E\. Statement (3) is 
proved. 

G*\E,O has Iwasawa decomposition K*\E • A*\E • U*\E and the 
solvable group B = A*\E- U*\E is simply transitive on D*\E* NOW 
define 

X: TT-KO) X D*\E -> BE by X(*, b(0)) = b(t). 

Then X is a real analytic trivialization of W:<&>E—>DV\E. 
Let g* denote the simple ideals of 8, A* the root system of 9*. If £ 

is a union of sets SFHA*, then G0(x0) =G*\E,O(XQ)XGE,Q(XO) and T 
projects to the first factor. Conversely suppose ir holomorphically 
trivial. Let DE denote the bounded symmetric domain in Sfîlf ~ + (Ri" 
holomorphically equivalent to T"1^). Then there is a holomorphic 
equivalence of GO(X0)=<&E with D*\EXD'E. AS GO is the largest con
nected group of holomorphic automorphisms of Go(x0),

 a s G*\E,O is 
the largest connected group for D*\E, and as the Bergman metric on 
D*\EXD'E is the direct sum of the Bergman metrics of D*\E and of 
D'E, it follows that GO = G*\E,OXGE,O where GE,O is the largest con
nected group of holomorphic automorphisms of D'E. Thus 9*\^ ls a 

sum of simple ideals of 9» so ty\E is a union of sets S^HA*, and we 
conclude that £ is a union of sets ^HA*. Statement (4) is proved, and 
that completes the proof of Proposition 11A.3. Q.E.D. 
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